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Résumé

L’Internet des Objets (IoT) a révolutionné la manière dont les dispositifs interagissent et
communiquent entre eux. Avec l’augmentation du nombre de dispositifs IoT, il devient nécessaire
de développer des protocoles de communication sûrs et fiables. La technologie blockchain s’est
imposée comme une solution prometteuse pour assurer une communication sécurisée et fiable
dans les réseaux d’IoT. La blockchain est une technologie de registre distribué (DLT) qui vise à
établir la confiance entre les individus à l’aide d’un réseau décentralisé d’ordinateurs. L’IoT peut
exploiter cette technologie pour stocker des informations, des identités et également une logique
personnalisée dans la blockchain, agissant ainsi comme une ressource d’information fiable
régie par un algorithme de consensus. La mise en œuvre des algorithmes de consensus sur une
blockchain présente plusieurs défis et des compromis (évolutivité, décentralisation, sécurité,
etc.). L’utilisation de multiples blockchains (également connue sous le nom de technologie multi-
chaîne), peut améliorer davantage l’évolutivité et l’interopérabilité des réseaux d’information,
et des échanges de données IoT en ce basant sur la blockchain. L’industrie automobile est
l’un des domaines clés où les technologies IoT sont rapidement adoptées. Avec l’avènement
des véhicules connectés et autonomes, le besoin de communication sécurisée et fiable entre
les véhicules, les infrastructures et d’autres dispositifs devient de plus en plus critique. Cette
thèse vise à étudier l’utilisation de la blockchain et des technologies multi-chaînes pour les
communications IoT dans l’industrie automobile.

L’étude de cas se concentrera sur un cas d’utilisation spécifique dans l’industrie automobile,
tel que l’accident de la route. La recherche analysera les performances, la sécurité et l’évolutivité
des protocoles de communication blockchain et multi-chaîne pour les IoT connectés dans ce
contexte. L’étude examinera également la faisabilité de la mise en œuvre de ces technologies
dans des scénarios réels et identifiera les défis et limitations potentiels.

L’étude fournira des informations sur les avantages et les limitations de la blockchain et
des technologies multi-chaînes pour les communications IoT et guidera les recherches futures
dans ce domaine. En fin de compte, cette thèse vise à faciliter l’adoption de protocoles de
communication basé sur blockchain pour des IoTs sécurisés et fiables dans l’industrie automobile
et au-delà.

Mots-clés : blockchain, IoT, BIoT, interoperabilité
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Abstract

The Internet of Things (IoT) has revolutionized the way devices interact and communicate
with each other. As the number of IoT devices increases, there is a growing need for secure and
reliable communication protocols. Blockchain technology has emerged as a promising solution to
ensure secure and trustworthy communication in IoT networks. Blockchain is a distributed ledger
technology (DLT) that aims to establish trust between individuals using a decentralized network
of computers. IoT can leverage this technology to store information, identities and also custom
logic in the blockchain, thus acting as a trusted resource of information governed by a consensus
algorithm. The implementation of a consensus algorithm on blockchain comes with multiple
challenges and a trade-off (scalability, decentralization, security, etc.). The use of multiple
blockchains (aka multi-chain technology) can further enhance the scalability and interoperability
of blockchain-based IoT networks. The automotive industry is one of the key areas where IoT
technologies are being adopted rapidly. With the advent of connected and autonomous vehicles,
the need for secure and reliable communication between vehicles, infrastructure, and other
devices is becoming increasingly critical. This thesis aims to investigate the use of blockchain
and multi-chain technologies for IoT communications in the automotive industry.

The case study will focus on a specific use case in the automotive industry, such as the road
accident. The research will analyze the performance, security, and scalability of blockchain and
multi-chain-based IoT communication protocols in this context. The study will also examine the
feasibility of implementing these technologies in real-world scenarios and identify any challenges
and limitations.

The study will provide insights into the benefits and limitations of blockchain and multi-chain
technologies for IoT communications and guide future research in this area. Ultimately, this
thesis aims to facilitate the adoption of blockchain-based communication protocols for secure
and reliable IoTs in the automotive industry and beyond.

Keywords : blockchain, IoT, BIoT, interoperability
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1 Introduction

1.1 Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) represents a significant shift in the digital-physical landscape,
contributing to an era where interconnected devices are present in every aspect of our lives.
This network of devices, ranging from the most simple household items (mobile phone, smart
thermostat, smart home…) to complex industrial equipment (autonomous vehicles, city air/water
sensors, warehouse automation…), has transformed the way we interact with the physical world.
However, as IoT presence and applications expand, it brings forward multiple critical challenges,
primarily centered around the efficiency, data management and security of these networks.
Addressing these challenges is not only essential but it is also a key to unlock the full potential
of IoT.

Blockchain technology, famous for its robust security and decentralized architecture, emerges
as a potential solution to these challenges. It offers a paradigm shift from traditional centralized
systems, providing a framework for secure, transparent, and efficient communicationmechanism
between devices.
The decentralization aspect of blockchain, holds significant promise for IoT networks, as it
eliminates single points of failure, thus enhancing overall network resilience.
Additionally, automation of processes provided by blockchain (i.e. smart contracts) enhances the
efficiency and functionality of IoT systems, allowing complex and secure interactions between
devices. These smart contracts can execute pre-defined conditions autonomously, reducing the
need for human intervention and potentially decreasing the likelihood of errors. This automation,
combined with blockchain’s inherent traceability, by its immutability, ensures a high degree of
reliability and accountability in IoT networks.

This thesis explores the integration of blockchain technology in IoT communications. The
industrial automotive context of this thesis provides a central thread that allows us to question
the current state of blockchain and its application in the IoT domain. The automotive sector
comprises of many heterogeneous IoT devices (roadside systems, vehicles…) which requires
secure and reliable communication protocols.

Our journey will explore the limits of blockchain technology targeting IoT use cases, the
implementation of a vehicular use case using blockchain, and its practical integration within
IoTs. Although the findings of the thesis revolve around a specific use case, the scope of the
research encompasses a wider range of IoT applications, giving insight into the adaptability of
blockchain technology in potentially different contexts.

In essence, this thesis is an exploration of the confluence of two revolutionary fields: IoT and
blockchain. It aims to bring to light the complexities of their integration and pave the way for
the development of secure, efficient and scalable IoT networks, leveraging the transformative
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potential of blockchain technology.

1.2 Thesis Context

This thesis is part of the development of smart cities, focusing on the specific case of vehicles.
In the near future, cars will undergo a major shift in their interfacing and inter-communication
with the outside world. The car is an IoT that increasingly communicates with numerous services
that require interoperability.

1.2.1 Smart cities: Towards Smart Mobility

In a likely future world, smart cities would be a reality: It will enhance many aspects of life by
creating a smart economy, a sustainable governance, a smart housing, a sustainable environ-
ment, and a smart mobility1. A smart city provides an intelligent way to manage components
(Figure 1.2.1) such as health, energy, transport, homes and buildings [1]. These cities compo-
nents primarily generate data from wireless sensor networks, and these sensors are deployed in
multiple applications such as health monitoring, smart industry, smart home, water monitoring
and environment monitoring. Existing wireless infrastructure (3G, 5G, LoRaWAN, Wi-Fi, …) are
used by IoT devices to communicate there data.

Advances in wireless communication (5G, 6G, etc.) has an effect to ease information exchange
capabilities, allowing the deployment of a greater number of objects [3] [4]. Additionally, smart
cities need to operate in a secure way to avoid potential breaches and ensure the privacy and
safety of their inhabitants. The IoT serves as a backbone for the creation of smart cities;
interconnected devices ranging from traffic sensors to personal wearables all collecting, sending,
and processing data in real time. This web of connectivity, despite its numerous advantages,
simultaneously opens the door to a vast array of inefficient data management and security
vulnerabilities [5].

Cybersecurity in smart cities cannot be neglected: it must be constructed into the fabric of
the technological infrastructure from the start (security by design). The complexity of these
environments, with countless devices interacting with each other, necessitates a secure, trans-
parent, and efficient way to manage not just data, but also the data exchanges (transactions)
and communications between these devices. Herein lies the potential of blockchain technology.

Blockchain’s inherent characteristics – decentralization, transparency, immutability, and cryp-
tographic security – offer a framework that could revolutionize smart city initiatives [2]. Decen-
tralization ensures that there is no single point of failure that could compromise the entire system.
The transparency of blockchain provides a verifiable and auditable history of all transactions,
contributing to an environment of trust among devices and users. Immutability protects past
data transactions from being altered or deleted, which is crucial in maintaining the integrity
of the data collected by smart city sensors and devices. Finally, the cryptographic security of
blockchain safeguards against unauthorized access and tampering.

Moreover, smart contracts on blockchain platforms have the potential to automate and stream-
line processes and services, reducing the likelihood of human error and increasing efficiency.
It can provide governance automation: smart contracts can automatically execute a process
when certain conditions are met. An example could be releasing payment once a public project
is completed and verified, thus reducing corruption and increasing accountability.

1The term ”smart” here generally refers to the use of technology to enhance efficiency and quality of life.
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Figure 1.2.1: Smart city components [1]. Treiblmaier et al. propose the definition: ”A smart city
is a geographical area with a high population density that uses information and communication
technologies (ICT) to connect and monitor critical infrastructural components and services with
the goal of improving the efficiency and the environmental, economic and social sustainability
of its operations as well as the quality of life for its citizens” [2].

These blockchain-enhanced processes are particularly relevant when discussing smart mo-
bility. Smart mobility involves the integration of technology to manage a city’s transportation
system, ensuring that it is efficient, eco-friendly design, and capable of adapting to the needs of
its users in real-time. By utilizing blockchain technology, smart mobility solutions can become
more secure, more resilient to cyber threats, provide transparent and immutable records of
transactions and interactions within the system.

For example, a blockchain-based smart mobility system could securely process payments for
transportation services, from bus fares, vehicle tolls and parking fees, without the risk of fraud
or breaches in payment systems [6] [7][8][9]. In addition, the data generated by transportation
networks (like traffic patterns, usage rates, and vehicle diagnostics) could be more securely
stored with blockchain, giving city planners access to reliable data to create better decisions to
improve traffic flow and reduce congestion.

1.2.2 Focus on the Automotive Industry and the Android-Automotive Trending
Integration

The automobile sector is currently undergoing a paradigm shift in the areas of in-vehicle
infotainment (IVI) and connectivity. This evolution is largely influenced by the growing popularity
of powerful computing devices in cars at a relatively low cost, enabling the user experience to be
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enhanced, additional connected functions to be incorporated and advanced driving mechanisms
to be improved.
The concept of Software-Defined Vehicles (SDV) emerges as a consequence of the gradual
evolution of cars from ”mechanical-electrical interfaces into sophisticated, upgradable mobile
electronic platforms with the capability of ongoing enhancements” [10].

The use case this thesis is gravitating around, is part of this automobile evolution, where the car
is no longer seen as a simple standalone mechanical vehicle, but as a complex connected object
with the ability to communicate with its environment. These modern vehicles are supported
by various operating systems (OS), predominantly QNX, Android, and other Linux or Windows
based. In addition, new vehicles have the ability to be software-upgraded, possibly creating
more value over time. A vehicle value can increase by creating links between Original Equipment
Manufacturers (OEM) and automotive/internet software companies. These new vehicles also
improve user experience with additional applications to the IVI platform [10].

Currently, numerous vehicle manufacturers are either preparing or have already begun to tran-
sition to the Android Automotive operating system (a Google-developed open-source platform)
as an alternative to their in-house built IVI systems. According to a report on the automotive
software and electronics market, it is anticipated that the software sector will experience an
annual growth of 9.1% until 2030 [11]. The IVI systems in these advanced vehicles are generally
built using System-On-Chips (SoC) and have a hardware design similar to that of single-board
computers.

It is projected that the global IoT market will expand to over 43 billion connected devices,
with a potential economic impact of $11 trillion by 2025 [12][13]. The automotive sector is a
significant contributor to this trend. The rapid increase in IoT devices introduces a spectrum of
ever-evolving challenges (such as centralization, privacy, scalability, and security). In the realm
of automotive IoT, these challenges pose substantial risks, including serious injuries or even
fatalities. Recent research has shown a growing interest in blockchain technology as a potential
solution for various IoT challenges, including related to vehicular IoT applications [14][7][8][9].

This thesis explores integration of blockchain for constrained IoT devices (Chapter 4), however
in the context of this new technological shift in automotive industry by using Android Automotive
OS (AAOS) we also focused on this specific combination of AAOS and blockchain (Section 4.6,
page 139).
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1.2.3 The Accident Use Case: Multiple Interconnected Services

The SIM automotive use case is about studying the accident of a connected vehicle, riding in
a smart city environment, interacting with one or more services (OEM, insurance, car mechanic,
etc.) [15]. These services are assumed to be using blockchain technology as a foundation to allow
the seamless exchange of information, creating a cloud of interconnected blockchain-based
services. As we saw earlier in the state of the art, blockchain can be used in a private/consortium
or public configuration. In 2017, the interconnection of multiple blockchains was a new concept
with limited implemented solutions. Today, in 2023, multi-chain and interoperability protocols
exists and have a stable version enough to be a candidate to production implementations, thus
also potentially industrial usage.

The SIM project identified use case is part of the vehicle ”Smart Service Book” in which the
vehicle life-cycle is digitized and realized using smart contracts. The collection of information
stored using blockchain can thus use the potential advantages of smart contracts to automate
and create a more seamless experience for all parties involved with the car. This project was
introduced in 2018 [16], in parallel with the work of Brousmiche et al. [9] who two month prior
proposed a related work on the automation of data processing around the vehicle with a ”Vehicles
Data and Processes Ledger framework”. The SIM project takes the work of Brousmiche et al. a
step further by introducing the use case in different disciplines and regrouping them in a common
multi-disciplinary project. This multi-disciplinary has allowed to collaborate and work on practical
challenges that blockchain posed to the use case [17][18][19][6].

Figure 1.2.2: Smart IoT for Mobility ecosystem architecture using a consortium blockchain
configuration

In Figure 1.2.2 and Figure 1.2.3 we propose the two possible SIM use case ecosystem archi-
tecture overview. First a single blockchain (i.e. solo-chain) can be used to create an interoperable
system (from the OEM, driver, etc.) point-of-view. In this situation, a private or consortium
blockchain is typically employed. Thus, the solo-chain ledger governance is managed by multiple
parties and can be configured in various ways (blockchain technology/platform-depend). We will
later explore this consortium configuration, where all services are hypothetically interacting with
one blockchain. This first implementation of the consortium configuration provide ground work
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for the use case feasibility using blockchain and performance study for a matching real-world
scenarios.

The second configuration in Figure 1.2.3 provide an interoperable ecosystem of blockchains
that is much more complex as the first method, due to multiple solo-chains being interconnected
through a common blockchain. In the figure example, three services (OEM, insurance and
electric grid) have each their own domain-specific blockchains. Cross-communication between
”parallelized” networks are possible by using a intermediary blockchain (interoperability). We
address this multi-blockchain ecosystem configuration as the last part of this thesis.

Figure 1.2.3: Smart IoT for Mobility ecosystem architecture using a multi-chain configuration
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1.3 Research Gap and Underlying Assumptions

The state of art from next chapter 2, extensively describes current approaches and findings
in the intersection of blockchain and IoT. Based on this state of art we will discover a lack of
research at the some intersection points of blockchain technology and IoT.

Blockchain, introduces a relatively novel philosophy in information communication and storage,
providing a secure, decentralized approach to data management. As suggested in literature,
in the context of IoT, where billions of devices continuously generate and exchange data, the
application of blockchain can revolutionize theway these networks operate [20]. However, despite
its potential, there is a noticeable gap in comprehensive research that specifically addresses
the practical implementation and integration of blockchain within IoT ecosystems. BIoT has
been studied since 2018, with numerous proposals and even new businesses but blockchain still
lacks to answer the requirements of IoT use cases. However, with the arrival of novel blockchain
paradigms (i.e. multi-chain), BIoT has the possibility to be adopted in the current years because
of matching performances, adaptation to legislation, and interoperability with other systems.
This thesis is about filling the gaps in the complex BIoT realm.

Our research is grounded in several key assumptions regarding the integration of blockchain
into the IoT domain. Firstly, we presume that blockchain significantly improves the security of
IoT data communication. This includes the assumption that blockchain, along with multi-chain
ecosystems, is capable of addressing a number of vulnerabilities inherent to IoT networks. The
privacy of IoT data is explicitly left out of this thesis due to the fact that it goes beyond the
subject.

Furthermore, we assume that the successful integration and implementation of blockchain
within IoT ecosystems depends on the collaborative efforts of various stakeholders. This group
encompasses IoT device manufacturers, service providers, and users, whose cooperation is
essential for achieving the desired outcomes.

Another foundational assumption is that the deployment of blockchain technology in IoT
realm adheres to existing legal, regulatory, and ethical standards. This is particularly crucial with
respect to data privacy and confidentiality, ensuring that such implementations are compliant
and respectful of these considerations.

Lastly, we posit that the integration of blockchain technology into IoT networks – especially
within smart mobility and the automotive sector – is economically viable. This viability extends
to multi-chain ecosystems, where the assumption is that they encourage new economic models
and opportunities for data monetization, contributing to the overall economic feasibility of such
ventures.

1.4 Research Contributions and Objectives

This thesis outlines specific research objectives and contributions aimed at exploring the
integration of blockchain technology in IoT, with a focus on the automotive industry. The objec-
tives span from analyzing the performance of blockchain platforms in automotive settings to
developing blockchain client software for IoT devices, and investigating multi-chain solutions
for IoT. Each objective is structured to progressively build on the knowledge and findings from
the previous, providing a structured approach to understanding the application and potential
challenges of blockchain technology in the IoT domain.
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Performance Analysis of Blockchain Platforms in Automotive Context

� Objective: To assess the suitability of private/consortium blockchain platforms
for automotive applications.

� Method: Conducting a thorough performance analysis focusing on key metrics
like speed, reliability, and scalability of various consensus algorithms.

� Expected Outcome: Determining the most efficient blockchain platform for auto-
motive scenarios, providing valuable insights for the application of blockchain in
the automotive industry.

Transitioning from understanding the best blockchain platforms for automotive applications,
the research then explores the subject of implementing blockchain within the IoT landscape.

Exploration of Blockchain Client Applications on Development Boards

� Objective: To explore and evaluate the implementation of multiple blockchain
client applications on relatively powerful development boards.

� Method: Testing and assessing various blockchain clients on development
boards, focusing on their performance, capabilities, and limitations.

� Expected Outcome: Gaining a comprehensive understanding of the feasibility
and efficiency of blockchain clients in more capable IoT environments, setting
the stage for further optimization.

Following the exploration and understanding gained from the initial phase, the research then
focuses on developing an optimized blockchain client application for more constrained IoT
devices.

Development of an Optimized Blockchain Client for Constrained IoT Devices

� Objective: To develop an optimized blockchain client application with a generic
protocol for IoT devices with limited connectivity.

� Method: Designing and implementing a streamlined, adaptable blockchain client
that addresses the unique challenges faced by constrained IoT devices.

� Expected Outcome: Demonstrating a practical, efficient blockchain integration
approach for IoT devices with limited resources, enhancing network interoper-
ability and security in more constrained environments.

These twophases of development represent a comprehensive approach to integrating blockchain
technology across a range of IoT devices, from more powerful development boards to the more
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constrained IoT environments, thereby expending the scope of blockchain’s applicability in the
IoT domain.
Building upon the integration of blockchain in IoT devices, the focus shifts to the exploration of
multi-chain solutions, a growing field with lots of potential in the IoT sector.

Investigation of Multi-Chain Solutions for IoT

� Objective: To explore and assess the viability of multi-chain ecosystems in IoT
contexts.

� Method: Implementation and evaluation of a multi-chain ecosystem, such as
Polkadot, specifically in automotive IoT context.

� Expected Outcome: Providing valuable insights into the application of multi-chain
solutions in IoT, potentially catalyzing their adoption in IoT-based industries.

Finally, the research aims to chart the future course, identifying potential challenges and
opportunities in the rapidly evolving multi-chain technology landscape, especially in the context
of IoT.

Future Challenges and Directions in Multi-Chain Technology for IoT

� Objective: To pinpoint and outline future research avenues and challenges asso-
ciated with the application of multi-chain technology in IoT.

� Method: Analyzing the outcomes from implementing an automotive use case
within a multi-chain framework.

� Expected Outcome: Establishing a foundation for future research in multi-chain
technology, underscoring its importance and potential difficulties in the context
of IoT environments.

These research objectives collectively aim to bridge the existing gap between blockchain
and IoT, with a particular emphasis on their application in the automotive sector. The thesis
endeavors to provide a comprehensive guide on the integration and potential of blockchain in
IoT through detailed analysis and practical implementations.

1.5 Thesis Organization

The thesis is structured to provide a thorough examination of the integration and optimization
of blockchain technology within the Internet of Things, with a particular focus on the automotive
industry. It progresses from foundational concepts to specific implementations and future
perspectives in a clear and systematic manner.

Chapter 2, ”State of the Art”, lays the groundwork by discussing the exponential growth in
computing power, the emergence of IoT, and Decentralized Ledger Technology, with a focus on
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blockchain. This chapter sets the context for understanding the potential and challenges of
integrating IoT with blockchain technology.

Chapter 3, ”BIoT: Blockchains for IoT”, moves into the practical aspects of this integration,
examining the strategic orientation needed to address fundamental challenges and to exploit
new opportunities. It particularly addresses scalability, performance, interoperability, and energy
consumption, centering on our automotive use case at a single-organizational level.

Chapter 4, ”BIoT: Practical Blockchain Client Integration on IoT”, goes into the technical details
of implementing blockchain technology on IoT devices. It covers the necessity of off-chain
integration for constrained devices and explores the components of a blockchain client, its
implementation in our IoT context, the trade-offs and requirements for an effective system.

Chapter 5, ”Improving BIoT: Towards a Multi-Chain Ecosystem for IoT”, addresses the issue
of heterogeneity among blockchain platforms and IoT devices. It introduces the Polkadot
network and Substrate Framework as solutions for creating a standardized and interoperable
blockchain ecosystem, aiming to show how a unified ecosystem can enhance the IoT domain. An
interoperable blockchain ecosystem has the potential to create transparent, secure, and efficient
communication between automotive services, IoT devices (vehicles) and blockchain platforms.

The thesis concludes with Chapter 6, ”Conclusion and Perspectives”, summarizing the main
findings, contributions, and implications of the research. It reflects on the progress made in
integrating blockchain with IoT, the challenges overcome, and suggests potential directions for
future research in the BIoT domain.

This organization from basic concepts through to technical implementations and onto solu-
tions for BIoT integration challenges provides a comprehensive overview. The automotive use
case offers a practical approach through which these discussions are applied and evaluated,
contributing to the academic field of blockchain and IoT integration.
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2 State of the Art

2.1 Introduction

Since its apparition in 1965, Moore’s Law has remarkably predicted the exponential growth of
transistor density on microchips, driving the rapid advancement of computing power [21]. Over
the years, the number of transistors per square millimeter has doubled approximately every two
years, advancing technology from having 100 transistors per square millimeter in the 1970s to a
staggering 121 million transistors per square millimeter in 2022.

Consequently, the declining manufacturing costs, due to mass production, of microchips have
led to their integration into everyday objects, triggering a rise of the Internet of Things (IoT). In the
present day, these interconnected ”things” not only collect and exchange data but also interact
with humans, creating a seamless network of devices. This new interconnected digital world
allows for massive data collection, new forms of optimization, and automation without constant
human intervention.

In parallel with the rise of IoT, this state of the art also explores the emerging domain of
Decentralized LedgerTechnology (DLT), particularly blockchain. DLThas emerged as a technology
with the potential to revolutionize trust in the digital realm, transforming existing technological
and organizational structures. By providing a decentralized and secure means of recording
transactions, blockchain has paved the way for various innovative applications beyond this
so-called cryptocurrencies transactions.

This chapter aims to provide an overview of the Internet of Things (IoT) and a comprehensive
study of Decentralized Ledger Technology, focusing on blockchain technology. We will dive
into the current state of both IoT and blockchain, exploring their foundational concepts and
potential applications. Moreover, we will explore how blockchain technology can be integrated
into the context of IoT, addressing the challenges that arise in terms of performance, security,
governance, and other aspects.

In this state of the art, we will highlight the possible relationships between IoT and blockchain
(BIoT), as well as the trade-offs that must be considered to harness their combined potential
effectively. By understanding the landscape of these two domain cutting-edge technologies,
we can lay the groundwork for exploring innovative solutions new opportunities and challenges.
The novel multiple-blockchain (multi-chain) ecosystems will also provide a new path to improve
BIoT thanks to interoperability between blockchains.
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2.2 IoT: A Heterogeneous Ecosystem

2.2.1 IoT Ecosystem Architecture

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a heterogeneous ecosystem of interconnected objects contain-
ing computing, connectivity, and sensing capabilities. Based on various studies and reports, it is
predicted that the number of connected IoT devices will continue to grow in the coming years,
reaching an estimated 30 billion or more by 2025 [22] [23] [24]. IoT is a term that encompasses
many types of device and used in several domains, such as home automation, vehicles, WiFi/net-
work gateways, industrial automation, but are also devices related to the natural world, people
and even animals (Figure 2.2.1).

The increasing adoption of IoT is supported by advancements in technology, including wireless
and wired networks, cost-effective hardware, advanced analytics, machine learning, and artificial
intelligence. However, many challenges are still present – such as management, costs, and
cybersecurity – slowing down the large-scale IoT beyond pilot projects or Proof-Of-Concepts
(PoC).

Figure 2.2.1: What are IoT devices ? An interconnected network of devices surrounding us.

The IoT ecosystem is a combination of devices, connectivity, data storage, and applications.
The devices range from small micro-controllers embedding basic sensors and communication
modules (e.g. device sending temperature in a room), to single board computers with power-
ful computation capabilities (e.g. the IoT in a vehicle sending collected sensor data from its
surrounding).

2.2.1.1 IoT Network Protocols

To transmit collected data or receive data, IoTs are connected using various wireless net-
working protocols (e.g. WiFi, Bluetooth, Zigbee, Sigfox, LoRaWAN, 4G, 5G). Each protocol is
designed to match a specific use case with its physical environment, and can be summarized in
Table 2.2.1.

The huge amount of generated data have to be stored and processed. One possible approach
is to use edge computing, which processes information closer to the edge of the network. This
reduces the load on centralized servers, saves bandwidth, decreases latency, and enhances
privacy. This is achieved through local processing on end-devices, nearby edge devices, or fog
computing. Practically speaking this done for example by using pre-processing methods such
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as real-time video analytics [25] or fog computing in LoRaWAN gateways using Single-Board-
Computer (e.g. Raspberry Pi) [26].

2.2.1.2 IoT Network Architecture

There is globally three or four layers (Figure 2.2.2) in the IoT network architecture [32] [33]:
the perception layer, network layer, middleware (i.e. processing) layer, and finally the application
layer.
The perception layer are end-devices that sense their environment and transmit the data using
the network layer to a middleware layer. The tasks are typically data collection, conversion (and
local processing), device identification, and finally transmission.
The middleware layer is in charge of handling protocol communication packets conversion,
followed by the data storage and processing. It also typically handles the devices management
and configuration with additional security middleware.
The application layer defines the application or services that end-users can interacts with. This
layer is the interface between the underlying hardware and software components of the system
and the applications end-users which utilize the data or services provided by the system. The
application layer functionalities are typically a user interface, data display, decision-making,
automation, and custom solutions.

Figure 2.2.2: Four layers of the IoT network architecture (perception, network, middleware, and
application layer)

2.2.2 IoT Devices Architecture

Various electronic architecture configurations are employed in the development of IoT devices.
They can be broadly categorized into three distinct classes based on their computational power:
Class A, Class B, and Class C. A summary of these classes are in Table 2.2.2, but keep in mind
that each class is arbitrary defined, and inspired heavily on the compilation of the work of [34]
[35] [36].

Class A: These devices prioritize ultra-low power consumption, often working with CPUs like
the ARM Cortex-M0 or an 8bit microcontroller, which typically operate at clock frequencies in
the range of tens to hundreds of MHz (e.g., 20-200 MHz). They typically have RAM capacities
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Protocol Characteristics Applications Power
(mW)

Distance
Range
(meter)

Blue-
tooth

Short-range wireless
communication protocol,
relatively high data rate
[27].

Commonly used in
wearables, healthcare
devices, and home
automation.

1-50 Up to
100m

Zigbee

Low-data rate, and close
proximity (i.e., personal
area) wireless ad hoc
network [27].

Used in home
automation, smart
energy, and in medical
devices.

10-100 Up to
100m

LoRaWAN

Long Range (LoRa) and
low-power wireless
protocol, designed for
wide area networks
(WANs) and operates in
the sub-gigahertz
frequency band [28].

IoT applications that
require wireless battery
operated things in
regional, national or
global network.
Ex: smart city
applications,
agriculture, and supply
chain tracking.

10-100 Up to
15-20km

Wi-Fi High data rate, connection
concurrency, security.

IoT applications that
require high data rate
and are not battery
driven, like smart home
devices and video
surveillance [29].

50-100 Up to
100m

Sigfox

A global communications
service provider for the IoT.
It uses a unique
technology that enables
scalable and
energy-efficient data
transfer [30].

Global IoT, such as
logistics and supply
chain, agriculture, and
smart city applications.

10-50

Up to
30km in
rural
areas

Thread

Secure and reliable mesh
network with no single
point of failure. It’s
designed for home
automation application
[31].

IoT devices in the
connected home. It’s
been used in products
like Google Nest.

10-100
Up to
100m
indoors

5G
High data rate, high
system capacity, and huge
device connectivity.

Autonomous vehicles,
smart cities, fully
connected homes and
buildings, advanced
manufacturing, and
evolved health services
[3].

100-500

100m up
to
multiple
Kms

Table 2.2.1: IoT wireless networking protocols, their applications, power rating, and usage
distance range.
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in the order of kilobytes (e.g., 32 KB). Due to their minimalistic design, their average current
consumption could be as low as 100µA to 200µA when active, and even lower during sleep
modes. With a sufficient capacity, such as a 500mAh battery, their life-cycle can extend to several
years [37].

Class B: These devices have a greater computational power, often utilizing CPUs like the ARM
Cortex-M3 or M4, which may operate at clock frequencies up to 1 GHz. Their RAM capacities
could reach several megabytes (e.g., 1-2 MB). Their average current consumption could be in the
range of 1mA to 10mA when active. To operate correctly, they may require energy harvesting
techniques, like solar cells or piezoelectric generators, to compensate for the increased power
demand. As they offer a balance between performance and power efficiency, devices like certain
advanced STM32 models, some ATmega or ESP series microcontrollers fall into this category
[38][29].

Class C: Devices in this category often resemble single-board computers with high com-
putational power. These might be powered by processors such as the ARM Cortex-A series,
which operate at multi-GHz frequencies. They come equipped with RAM capacities ranging from
hundreds of megabytes to several gigabytes. Their current consumption is relatively higher,
often lying in the range of 500mA to 2A or more when fully active. For example, devices like
the Raspberry Pi or RISC-V boards are in this class. Their computational prowess makes them
suitable for complex tasks, such as edge computing or real-time analytics, but they may require
a regular or continuous power source [39].

The environmental condition of an IoT device is highly correlated to its power capacity (which
is confirmed by Table 2.2.2 and Table 2.2.1). An IoT located in a harsh environment require a
more optimized power consumption than an IoT located in a easy access location where battery
swapping or main grid power access is pretty straightforward. Additionally, a device power
consumption is correlated to its processing power. Based on efficient IoT energy study [40], the
power consumption depends highly on:

� Data-type/bus-width optimization (best is to use data type ≤ bus-width)
E.g. An 8-bit microcontroller processing an 64-bit integer isn’t recommended.

� Dedicated hardware units usage (use most as possible)
E.g. crypto IP module (Intellectual Property module), mathematic modules, …

� The usage of the right sampling-rate, transmission-rate, and clock frequency.
It is best to use fastest sampling-rate, transmission-rate, and clock frequency.

� IoT software optimization during compilation: fastest code or the smallest binary is not
necessarily the most energy efficient.

In the study of Merabtane and Benabadji [37], a very low power photovoltaic panels data logger
is realized using an 8-bit microcontroller with only serial communication, a Real Time-Clock-
and-Calendar (RTCC), no external interface, and programmed using assembler code. System
designed with such optimization can be classified in the Class A, and could be deployed using
battery and environment energy harvesting techniques for very long durability.

As contrast, Jabbar et al. [41] smart home solution and design utilizes a ESP8266 board
(32-bit Tensilica Xtensa 8MHz) with multiple I/O, interface and Wi-FI communication capability
(to send data to a server). The ESP8266 board is known to draw up to 70-80mA of current
when transmitting data [42], without any additional connected sensor modules. This work is
similar to Chanthaphone Sisavath and Lasheng Yu [38] smart home gateway IoT implementation
which used an NXP LPC1769 microcontroller (ARM Cortex-M3 120MHz based), xbee module
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Parameter Class A Class B Class C
Computational
Power Ultra-low Moderate High

Example CPUs
ARM Cortex-M0,
STM32L-series,
8bit-microcontroller

ARM Cortex-M3 or
M4, Some
STM32L-series or
STM32F-series

ARM Cortex-A series,
BCM2837
(Raspberry Pi 3 B+)

CPU Frequency Up to hundreds of
MHz Up to 1 GHz Multi-GHz

RAM Kilobytes (e.g., 32
KB)

Several megabytes
(e.g., 1-2 MB)

Hundreds of
megabytes to
several gigabytes

Storage

Limited onboard
EEPROM, small
external flash
storage

More extensive flash
storage, SD card
support

Onboard eMMC
storage, SD card
support, SSD
support via USB
interfaces

Current
Consumption 100µA - 200µA 1mA - 100mA 500mA - 2A or more

Applications
Basic sensor nodes,
wearable health
monitors [37]

Smart home
automation,
industrial monitoring
systems [38][29]

Video surveillance
systems, IoT
gateways, edge
computing, real-time
analytics [39]

Connectivity Zigbee, LoRa, BLE Wi-Fi, BLE, cellular Wi-Fi, Ethernet,
cellular

Environmental

Designed for low
power, specialized
versions for harsher
conditions

Outdoor usage,
some models offer
waterproofing or
resistance against
contaminants

Controlled
environments,
rugged versions with
heatsinks or
fan-based cooling
for industrial or
outdoor usage

Security Features Basic security
features

Enhanced security
with hardware-based
encryption or secure
boot

Advanced security
with secure chipsets,
encrypted storage,
and sophisticated
OS-level protections

Table 2.2.2: Overview of IoT architecture classes based on their computational power
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(Zigbee communication), an wifibeemodule (Wi-Fi communication, 32-bit processor), and a flash
storage module (W25Q18FV chip) for webpage data. The overall gateway would require more
than 100mA of current or more depending on the device features, thus using external or main
power grid due to its energy consumption. The Class B or Class C can be associated with such
devices.

In video analysis and real-time detection situations the system architecture would typically
require high data processing [39] and a Class C can be attributed. This is translated in using a
System-On-Module (SoM) such as Raspberry Pi boards with a System-on-Chip (SoC) like the
BCM2837 (containing 4 ARM Cortex A53 CPUs). These IoT devices are often accompanied with
an Operating System (OS), where programs can run concurrently, deploy specific device drivers,
using shared libraries and other standard applications.

2.2.2.1 Why Has IoT So Much Success?

IoT is part of the 4th Industrial Revolution. A little bit of history shows us that the 1st Industrial
Revolution (around 1780s) is the mechanization of the world where came the combustion engine
(automobile and planes) [43]. Than, came the 2nd Industrial Revolution, around the 1870s, and is
about the electrification, creation of assembly lines and mass production [44]. This was followed,
in the 1960-1990s, by automation with the rise of electronics, telecommunication and computers:
The 3rd Industrial Revolution, also called a Digital Revolution [45]. The control of nuclear energy
in the late 1900s ended this 3rd revolution. Next, starting in the year 2000s, is to the Information
Age that we are now living in [46]. This last industrial revolution encompasses advancements in
artificial intelligence, robotics, automation, biotechnology, and IoT. IoT provides a link or even an
integration, of digital technology into the physical world. The industry and machines all around
us are customized and personalized for each individuals.

Enhancing connectivity and interoperability between systems will not only allow to accel-
erate productivity and increase efficiency, but also reduces costs and creates new business
opportunities. By 2030 the world would have tripled the number of connected devices in 10
years (10 billion in 2020). The economic ($5.5 trillion to $12.6 trillion in value globally [47]) and
social (positive impact on society using IoT targeting only specifics needs, IoT changes aren’t
destructive, and a progress in the living standards [48]) impact is already, and will be, incredibly
significant. The widespread adoption of IoT has the potential to revolutionize industries across
the globe, transforming the way we live, work, and interact with the world around us.

2.2.3 Current Trends in IoT

IoTs are constantly evolving thanks to new technologies reducing computing cost, increasing
of the battery capacities, and optimization of data transmission and processing.

Edge computing: As the number of IoT devices continues to increase, so does the volume
of data they produce. Edge computing reduces bandwidth and latency needs by processing
data closer to where it’s generated instead of transmitting it to a central location or cloud for
processing. This is especially important for applications that require real-time data processing.
Edge computing is characterized in terms of high bandwidth, ultra-low latency, and real-time
access to the network information that can be used by several applications [49].

Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML): are becoming increasingly integrated
into IoT devices, enabling more advanced data analysis and decision-making capabilities. This
can help to predict trends, reduce network load, improve operational efficiency, and personalize
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user experiences. The AI trend is rapidly followed by an increase of interest to embed as best as
possible AI and ML into the IoT domain using various optimization or new hardware specific
architecture models [50] [51] [52] [53]. AI impacts edge computing, 5G connectivity and many
other related IoT domains as it can fit often a multitude of use cases.

5G Connectivity: The roll-out of 5G networks will greatly enhance the performance of IoT
devices. 5G provides faster data speeds, lower latency, and the ability to connect a lot more
devices at once, which is key for large-scale IoT deployments [3] [4].

IoT in Healthcare: IoT is increasingly being used in the healthcare sector for remotemonitoring,
telemedicine, and tracking patients’ health [54] [55]. This trend has been accelerated by the
COVID-19 pandemic, which has highlighted the benefits of remote healthcare solutions [56].

Industrial IoT (IIoT): Industrial sectors are leveraging IoT technology to improve operations and
efficiency. The 4th Industrial Revolution, synonym of Industry 4.0, arises from the merge of IoT
and Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs), a new approach that uses large-scale Machine-to-Machine
and IoT with increased automation, communication and monitoring for a more productive future
[57] [58]. The IIoT domain includes predictive maintenance of machinery, real-time monitoring of
supply chains, and automation of various processes.

Blockchain for IoT (BIoT): Blockchain technology is being increasingly used in IoT to secure
data sharing, device identity verification, and to maintain the integrity of the device and data
history. Many studies and surveys on specific IoT trends (IIoT, 5G, smart grid, …) discuss the
possible integration of blockchain in the domain [59] [20] [60] [61].

As we have seen, IoT domain comprises many different devices with a very heterogeneous
system architecture. Based on recent research for BIoT, this thesis follows a continuum in
providing an overview of the possible implementations of blockchain with IoT using different
devices and novel blockchain technologies.
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2.3 Blockchain

2.3.1 The Rise of Blockchain

As illustrated in the timeline Figure 2.3.1, decentralization is not a new concept. It emerged in
the 1980s following centralized computing mainframes, enabled by exponential advancements
in technology that reduced transistor size (Moore’s Law), amplified computational power, and
decreased component costs, which led to democratizing home computers. Decentralization
was initially introduced as a solution to the issues posed by mainframes. Its goals include
distributing computational power, reducing costs, diversifying systems, and enabling local
(individual) participation. This approach can reduce communication congestion (towards a
mainframe), enhance security, and attempt to improve the overall management of the computer
ecosystem.

Figure 2.3.1: Computer and data processing evolution from 1960s to today: IBM Mainframe
System/360 in 1963 [62], Altair 8800 in 1974 [63] and Commodore 64 in 1982 [64], AWS cloud
computing in 2006 [65] and Windows Azure in 2010 [66], BitTorrent in 2001 [67] and Bitcoin in
2008 [68].

After 2005, desktop computers, servers, and embedded devices became capable of inter-
connectivity through any network. Mobile phone antenna progressed from kilobits per second
throughput (2G) to multi-megabits per second connectivity (3G), further augmented by the 4G
generation. Servers worldwide experienced a similar evolution after the introduction of commer-
cial fiber cables [69]. This increase in internet speed between connected countries, led continents
being closer to each other more than ever before. This reduce in latency and amplified speed,
enabled implementation of novel applications, ideas [70], and positive social-economic impact
[71].

These innovative concepts could now incorporate instantaneous information exchange using
the internet. Fast data exchange with real-time properties are crucial in decentralized systems,
such as large databases, that must keep data up-to-date with rest of the network. This necessi-
tates critical components for ”real-time synchronization” and agreements among each databases
in the network.

As the speed and reliability of internet connections increased, personal computers started to
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be gradually replaced by cloud solutions. Today, a limited number of organizations are managing
cloud infrastructures (e.g. Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud Platform, Microsoft Azure…),
which, politically and economically, constitutes a centralized system. In the present day, decen-
tralized computing and the concept of blockchain aims to restore trust, economic fairness, and
stability through decentralization and the establishment of universally pre-established consensus
rules.

2.3.2 To Centralize or to Decentralize ?

When trying to exchange information or value, you can either handle the task yourself, or use
participant(s) to execute that task. In the last case, you will have primarily two choices: use one
trusted third party, or trust all participants which are following the same rule. In other words, the
trust third party is abstracted by the rule (i.e. algorithm) each participants rely on.

Figure 2.3.2: Difference between centralized and decentralized information

Lets imagine a data ledger containing some asset transactions, depicted in Figure 2.3.2, on
the left, a centralized authority has the trusted data ledger and all other participants has to rely
on this centralized authority. In contrast, on the right, all the participants have a version of the
data ledger and have to cooperate together to agree on the ledger new data (that will then be
distributed among participants, thus stored in a decentralized manner).
But questions come to mind when using a decentralized system: how is the data stored securely
in the ledger? And how can all participants agree and synchronize the ledger data? Blockchain
comes to the rescue…

2.3.3 What is Blockchain?

Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) is a concept that refers to a digital system for recording
the transaction (e.g. of assets) in multiple places at the same time. Blockchain is one particular
distributed ledger with a unique structure made using a chain of cryptographically linked blocks.
Unlike traditional databases, a blockchain has no central data store or administration functionality,
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making it a shared, distributed, and synchronized digital database spread across multiple sites,
countries, or institutions [72].

One of the primarymotivations behind the development of blockchain is the removal of trusted
intermediaries and central authorities to improve the efficiency, security, and transparency of
data systems. A blockchain provides a way to record, manage, and execute digital interactions
with transparency and auditability. This has been particularly influential in the financial sector,
where transaction opacity and intermediaries are important.

The idea of digital cash and electronic payment is old and can be traced back to David
Chaum’s paper ”Blind Signatures for Untraceable Payments” [73] in 1983. However, the first
formal concerns of a real possibility to create a functional digital currency appeared in 1996
when Laurie Law, Susan Sabett, and Jerry Solinas [74] published ”How to make a mint: the
cryptography of anonymous electronic cash”. The authors presented core concepts of electronic
currencies: prevent multiple spending, the cryptography used for a secure system, and the basics
features of such system (transferability, divisibility).

Later in 2008, Bitcoinwas proposed by anonymous author(s) Satoshi Nakamoto [68], and is the
first successful blockchain capable ofmanaging a peer-to-peer electronic cash system. It provide
a pseudonymous, decentralized, immutable, and secure digital currency solution, potentially
creating a new economy. It introduced the practical implementation of a blockchain: a ledger in
which transactions are grouped into blocks and each block is interconnected through a unique
identifier of the previous block, forming a chain-like structure.

Bitcoin could be seen as a decentralized computing machine that only process its native
currency. The natural evolution of blockchain was to expend its computational capabilities to
run custom applications. In 2014, Vitalik Buterin introduce the concept of smart contract within
a new blockchain called Ethereum [75]. Ethereum implements a layer within the blockchain
capable of executing custom business logic.

The concept of smart contracts was first introduced by Nick Szabo in 1997 [76] and is dis-
cussed further in Section 2.3.9. The smart contracts innovation implemented in Ethereum started
the era of Blockchain 2.0, where custom programs could be executed inside the blockchain, al-
lowing the creation of custom application using blockchain and smart contracts as its core logic,
called a decentralized Application (dApp). In other words, a blockchain with smart contracts
capabilities can be visualized as a distributed, decentralized, trustless computing machine [77].

In 2018, a third evolution of blockchain (Blockchain 3.0) comes forward to solves interoper-
ability and scalability issues (Figure 2.3.3). Blockchain 3.0 is also about the rise of dApp and
increased adoption of the technology [78].

In upcoming years, Blockchain 4.0 technology is expected to be business-usable, compatible
with the next Industry 4.0, and implement Artificial Intelligence (AI) concepts [79] [61].

2.3.4 Blockchain Architecture

The most common data structure is a chain of blocks – a blockchain. However, each
blockchain has their own data requirements and global structure. They are generally summarized
in 3 blockchain components [80]:

� The blocks: contains transactions, consensus configuration, protocol data, and any other
information about the blockchain at the given time. A block is a way to organize data in a
distributed ledger. Blocks are linked to the previous block using its hash (Figure 2.3.4).
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Figure 2.3.3: Blockchain technology evolution from 2008 to today

� The transactions: are instructions to modify the blockchain state (e.g. Alice sends 10
coins to Bob). Transactions are encapsulated in the blocks and thus secured with the same
hashing mechanism as blocks.

� The consensus mechanism: is a protocol designed to achieve agreement among nodes
on the validity of transactions and the order in which they are added to the blockchain. It
allows to agree on the current ledger state.

Figure 2.3.4: Blockchain data structure. A shared ledger containing a chain of blocks that
encapsulates transactions

The blockchain state is the representation of all the stored data within the blockchain network
at a given time (i.e. at a given block number). The state differs from blocks: the chain of blocks
contains raw information and the blockchain state represent the collective information and
status of every transaction, account balance, and any other ledger data at a given time. The
state is the most analogous concept related to ledger, all useful information can be found in the
state, it is the database of the blockchain.

Depicted also in Figure 2.3.4, every time a new block is created, a hash of the previous block
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is included in the chain. The chain of blocks is entirely secured because modifying a previous
block would break the chain of blocks.

An alternative of blockchain is to use Directed Acyclic Graphs to create an other DLT with a
different data structure and consensus. The Tangle [81] is the name describing IOTA Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG) transaction settlement and data integrity layer. It is the first layer designing
the structure that holds IOTA system together. The Tangle algorithm is based on the reputation
of nodes: a transaction is validated by validating two previous transaction of two different nodes.
Depicted in Figure 2.3.5, a transaction is not only linked to one previous transaction, but is linked
an confirmed bymultiple transactions (e.g. transaction n°2 is confirmed by n°5 and 6, transaction
n°6 is a tip of the DAG). The key difference between blockchain and DAG based DLTs is the
potential for parallelism. A blockchain has a ground-truth in a chain-like model, and a DAG has
multiple paths to certify the validity of a transaction.

Figure 2.3.5: Blockchain is a synchronous chain of blocks. In a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG)
structure, transactions are confirmed/linked with edges by new other transactions that are yet
not confirmed (tip), creating a reputation and allowing parallel transaction finalization.

One of the latest alternative to blockchain structure is hashgraph: The hashgraph technology
is patented and used by the public ledger Hedera [82]. Hashgraph has its own consensus and
works with a gossip protocol where the gossip history is represented as a directed graph. Hedera
claims a throughput, up to 500.000 transactions per second and to be limited mainly by the
network bandwidth but has to still be verified by independent research.

Important notice: For the rest of the thesis, we will only use blockchain-based DLTs. DAG-based
DLTs offer many advantages, but at the time of writing doesn’t offer stable smart contract
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implementation, which is an absolute component requirement of my research around BIoT.

2.3.5 Types of Blockchains

As this stage of the thesis, you may understand that blockchains comes in many shape,
architectures and designs. There are several types of blockchains, each with its own unique
characteristics and architecture. The common types and category of blockchains are:

� Public Blockchains: These are open and permissionless blockchains where anyone can
participate, validate transactions, and contribute to the network. Bitcoin and Ethereum are
examples of public blockchains [68] [75].

� Private Blockchains: Also known as permissioned blockchains, are restricted-access
networks where participants must obtain permission to join and perform transactions.
Private blockchains are typically used within organizations to maintain privacy and control
over the network. Hyperledger Fabric, Hyperledger Sawtooth, Hyperledger Besu, and using
a private configuration of the official Ethereum client Geth, are popular private blockchain
platforms [83] [84] [85] [86].

� Consortium Blockchains: These blockchains are governed by a consortium or a group of
organizations that collaborate and share control over the network. Consortium blockchains
are often used in industries where multiple organizations need to work together, such
as supply chain management [87] or banking. These types of blockchains are similar
platforms as private blockchains but will allow multiple organizations to participate to
block creation in the consensus.

� Hybrid Blockchains: These blockchains combine the features of both public and private
blockchains. They allow for a public-facing network while maintaining certain restric-
tions on access and governance. Hybrid blockchains provide a balance between trans-
parency and privacy. XinFin [88], for example, uses a hybrid network architecture combining
Ethereum and a private Quorum chain.

In the realm of blockchain technology, public blockchains are characterized by their openness
and transparency, whereas permissionless blockchains emphasize the absence of access control,
allowing anyone to join and actively participate in the network’s consensus mechanism. Public
blockchains can exist in either permissionless or permissioned forms, whereas permissionless
blockchains are always public by nature.

Conversely, private blockchains are defined by their restricted-access environment, limiting
participation to a closed group of participants. On the other hand, permissioned blockchains
emphasis access control, necessitating permission from a central authority or administrator
in order to join the network. Private blockchains are always permissioned, while permissioned
blockchains can be either private or public.

Important notice: The use case and context of this thesis sets the requirements of the
blockchain characteristics into using private permissioned blockchains (more details on the use
case in Section 1.2.3). Thus, this thesis will explore in the next chapters the usage of private
permissioned blockchains.
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2.3.6 Blockchain Fault Tolerance

We present here, two key concepts used in the domain of private and consortium blockchain
consensuses: Byzantine Fault Tolerance and Crash Fault Tolerance.

2.3.6.1 Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT)

Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT), in the context of DLTs, is a property of a distributed computing
system that enables it to reach consensus despite the presence of malicious nodes, which may
act contrary to the protocol specifications. BFT has been initially explained by Leaslie Lamport,
Robert Shostask, and Marshall Pease [89] in 1982, with the ”Byzantine Generals Problem” and
contained practical implementation details. This concept is particularly relevant in the context
of blockchain technology, where decentralization and security are paramount. BFT mechanisms
are critical in ensuring that blockchain networks function correctly even when some participants
are unreliable or actively trying to subvert the network. These algorithms are designed to provide
security guarantees in the face of adversarial conditions, making them suitable for high-stakes
environments where trust is decentralized.

In private blockchains, BFT takes on an even more critical role due to the restricted nature of
these networks. Private, or permissioned, blockchains operate on the assumption that access to
the network is limited to certain verified participants. This controlled access model presupposes
a certain level of trust and known identities, which contrasts with the anonymous and open-
access nature of public blockchains. However, the risk of Byzantine behavior remains pertinent as
insider threats or network breaches can still cause substantial harm. BFT in private blockchains
is tailored to mitigate such risks by implementing consensus protocols that are less energy-
intensive and more efficient than those used in public networks, such as PBFT or its variants.
The efficiency of BFT in private blockchains is paramount, as these are often designed to support
high transaction throughputs for enterprise use cases.

2.3.6.2 Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT) vs Crash Fault Tolerance (CFT)

In contrast to BFT, Crash Fault Tolerance (CFT) addresses a different aspect of system re-
silience. While BFT is designed to handle both malicious and arbitrary failures, CFT specifically
targets scenarios where system components fail due to crashes or non-malicious reasons [90].
In CFT, the primary concern is ensuring that the system continues to operate even when some of
its components cease to function correctly. This form of fault tolerance is often simpler than BFT
as it does not need to account for potentially deceitful or malicious behavior within the system.

Public blockchains, which are open and decentralized, inherently face a higher risk of mali-
cious behavior due to their anonymous nature. This makes BFT a necessary feature for these
blockchains to ensure security and reliability in an environment where participants cannot be
trusted. On the other hand, private or permissioned blockchains, which operate in a more con-
trolled environment with vetted participants, often find CFT sufficient. In these blockchains, the
primary concern is not malicious behavior but rather the reliability and stability of the network.
CFT provides an adequate level of security for these environments, where the likelihood of
Byzantine faults is substantially lower.

Furthermore, the choice between BFT and CFT impacts the system’s performance and com-
plexity [91]. BFT algorithms, such as PBFT, are generally more complex and require more compu-
tational resources. This is due to the need for intricate mechanisms to identify and mitigate the
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effects of malicious nodes. In contrast, CFT algorithms are typically less resource-intensive, as
they do not need to contend with the possibility of deceitful participants. This difference often
leads to CFT being more suitable for environments where efficiency and speed are prioritized,
and the threat of malicious actors is minimal.

2.3.7 Blockchain Consensus

The consensus ensures an agreement between all the nodes (also called peers) in the
blockchain network. Behind the term ’consensus’ lies an algorithm. Each algorithm differs
from blockchain to blockchain. The consensus rule is a subjective term, prone to misleading con-
clusions, because it can be implemented with different consensus algorithms. For example, the
consensus rule Proof of Authority can exists in different algorithm such as ”Aura”, ”Clique”, ”IBFT”,
”DPoA”, and ”Tendermint” [92] [93] [94] [95]. This distinction also applies to other consensus
rules, such as Proof of Stake (PoS) and Proof of Work (PoW).

The purpose of consensus in a blockchain network is to secure the global Distributed Ledger
Technology (DLT) state. It ensures a common agreement among nodes and is designed to
tolerate a certain level of malicious or faulty nodes.

Jeff Nijsse and Alan Litchfield propose a state diagram for a distributed computing system
such as blockchain [96]. Figure 2.3.6 shows that there are two possible states i) nodes propose
a new block, ii) nodes agree on a block. The consensus has to answer who create the new block
proposal and how nodes in the blockchain agree on the new accepted/posted block.

Figure 2.3.6: A state diagram for a distributed computing system including a blockchain. A
consensus algorithm answers the questions of how? and who? [96]

As a result, we see that a consensus is a central pillar when designing a blockchain. In public
blockchains, there are commonly two type of consensuses used – PoW and PoS – which provide
a probabilistic agreement on the posted block (i.e data is confirmed with increasing probability
as more blocks are added in the blockchain).
In commonly used private and consortium blockchains consensuses such as PBFT and PoA, the
agreement is deterministic: it guarantees that data is written and committed to the blockchain
as soon as the block is posted. While there are many variations under different names, we will
only focus on the ones listed in sections bellow, which have a relevant use in this thesis.
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INFO-CIRCLE In the context of blockchain, finality refers to the point at which a transaction or block becomes
irrevocably confirmed and permanently recorded on the blockchain (i.e. immutable). The term
finality is a property of the blockchain and can be – but not always – inherited from the consensus
algorithm. In probabilistic consensuses, the finality is possible using finality gadgets, such as
Casper [97], that creates immutability checkpoints. In deterministic consensus, finality is direct
(i.e. direct-finality) when blocks are published.

2.3.7.1 Proof of Work (PoW)

PoW consensus mechanisms are designed to ensure that a blockchain node has consumed
a sufficient amount of energy or computational work to add a new block to the network [? ].
In PoW DLTs, miners are nodes performing the computational work to get rewarded in return
(the mining concept is close to real world mining for precious metals). The difficulty level for
adding blocks is adjusted based on the total computational power of the network, aiming to
maintain a consistent block time. PoW was proposed in 1997 and formally presented in 2002 by
Adam Back’s paper ”Hashcash - A Denial of Service Counter-Measure” [98]. This computational
effort is what helps secure the network and prevent malicious actors from easily altering the
blockchain’s history.

With great hashing power comes great responsibility: When an imbalance occurs in the com-
putational power of the Bitcoin network, with a single entity or colluding group controlling more
than 51% of the total power, it poses a significant risk. Such a situation enables the controlling
actor to produce blocks containing malicious information, and since they hold the majority of
computational power, other nodes in the network are likely to accept these malicious blocks as
valid.

2.3.7.2 Proof of Stake (PoS)

PoS consensus mechanisms are designed to validate and add new blocks to a blockchain
based on the ownership or ”stake” of participants in the network [99]. Instead of relying on com-
putational power, PoS assigns the right to create blocks and validate transactions to participants
who hold a certain amount of the native cryptocurrency or have a stake in the network. In PoS
DLTs the nodes participating in the consensus are called validators.

However, a potential challenge in PoS is the ”nothing at stake” problem. It refers to the risk
of participants attempting to create multiple forks of the blockchain since there is no cost
associated with doing so. To mitigate this, various PoS implementations employ mechanisms
such as slashing penalties and the requirement to lock up a certain amount of cryptocurrency as
collateral.

PoS and PoW are probabilistic consensuses. PoS can be combined with finality gadget such
as Casper [97] to introduce economic finality into the blockchain. More details on the comparison
of PoW and PoS block creation flow in Appendix 8.1.1.

2.3.7.3 Proof of Elapsed Time (PoET)

PoET was developed by Intel and first implemented by Hyperledger Sawtooth [100], is an
energy-efficient consensus mechanism for permissioned blockchain networks. Utilizing Intel’s
Software Guard Extensions (SGX) for secure, random wait times generated by SGX’s trusted
execution environment, PoET ensures fair block production. This Nakamoto-style consensus
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differs from Proof of Work as it can create consensus without high energy cost. Nodes compete
to create blocks based on the shortest wait time, verified through SGX, fostering an equitable
and scalable network. This approach allows broader participation with minimal resource use,
enhancing security and efficiency in consortium blockchains where trust is prioritized.

2.3.7.4 Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT)

There are many implementation of BFT consensuses, but the most common is PBFT (imple-
mented by Hyperledger) [100] and Tendermint [95]. Miguel Castro and Barbara Liskov created
PBFT [101] as a replication algorithm that is able to tolerate Byzantine faults. PBFT guarantees
to withstand and correctly reach consensus in presence of N/3 failures of any kind (N being the
number of participants).

PBFT by Hyperledger is a deterministic consensus algorithm that focuses on fault tolerance
and is often used in consortium DLTs. It requires a predefined set of trusted nodes and achieves
consensus through multiple rounds of voting and message exchanges.

Tendermint (the Cosmos Network version) is a consensus engine that combines elements
of PBFT and PoS. It uses a round-based voting process, where a set of validators takes turns
proposing blocks and voting on their validity. Tendermint is commonly used in consortium DLTs,
offering fast finality and Byzantine fault tolerance.

2.3.7.5 Raft Consensus

Raft [94] is a consensus algorithm mostly recognized for its simplicity and understandability,
primarily used in distributed systems to manage a replicated log. Developed as an alternative to
Paxos [102], Raft breaks down the consensus problem into three relatively independent subprob-
lems: leader election, log replication, and safety. It ensures that each of these subproblems is
addressed in a way that is both easy to understand and implement.

In the Raft consensus process, the nodes in a network are divided into followers, candidates,
and a leader. The leader is responsible for managing the log replication across the network. If
followers do not hear from the leader in a given timeframe, they can become candidates and
initiate a new leader election process. The design of Raft ensures that there is only one leader
at any given time, and the log entries are replicated in a consistent order across all nodes. Its
simplicity, compared to other consensus algorithms, has led to its widespread adoption in various
distributed systems (e.g. database and blockchain [103]). Raft is a Crash Fault Tolerant (CFT)
system: It assumes that nodes may fail by crashing, which is a less hostile model compared
to Byzantine Fault Tolerant (BFT) systems like PBFT. Therefore, while Raft is highly effective in
environments where nodes are reliable and the possibility of malicious behavior is low, it may
not be suitable for systems that require protection against Byzantine faults, such as in certain
blockchain applications.

Raft vs. PBFT consensus: They are both designed to address different kinds of fault tolerance
(see Section 2.3.6.2). Raft is a consensus algorithm that falls under the category of Crash Fault
Tolerance (CFT). It is primarily designed to ensure consistent replication of logs and maintain
a unified system state when nodes fail or crash without exhibiting malicious behavior. On
the other hand, Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT), as a BFT system, is designed to
function correctly even in the presence of malicious nodes. PBFT can handle not only crashes
but also arbitrary malicious behaviors, making it well-suited for environments where trust among
participants cannot be guaranteed. PBFT’s complexity, however, tends to be higher compared
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to Raft, as it must process a larger number of messages to achieve consensus and ensure
security against Byzantine faults. Thismakes PBFTparticularly relevant in consortium blockchain
networks, where the risk of malicious participants could exist.

2.3.7.6 Proof of Authority (PoA)

Similarly to PBFT, PoA exists in many algorithms (”Aura”, ”Clique”, ”IBFT”, ”DPoA”, …) [92] [93].
Some key elements of PoA-based algorithms are:

� Predefined Validators: PoA algorithms rely on a fixed set of preselected validators or
authorities. These validators are typically known and trusted entities within the network.
They have the authority to create and validate blocks.

� Block Production Rotation: PoA algorithms often employ a rotation mechanism to deter-
mine which validator is responsible for block production at a given time. This rotation
ensures fairness and prevents any single validator from monopolizing block creation.

� Identity-Based Consensus: Instead of relying on computational work or stake, PoA algo-
rithms base consensus on the identities of the validators. Validators are typically identified
by their unique addresses or cryptographic keys. Consensus is reached by validators
signing and validating blocks using their identities.

� Block Validation by Validators: Validators in PoA algorithms independently validate blocks
proposed by other validators. They ensure that the proposed blocks adhere to the network’s
rules and protocol. Validators performchecks such as verifying transactions and confirming
block consistency.

� Finality Mechanisms: Some PoA algorithms incorporate specific finality mechanisms to
guarantee the immutability of blocks [104].

� Efficient and Scalable: PoA algorithms are often chosen for their efficiency and scalability.
They do not require extensive computational power or energy consumption, making them
more lightweight compared to traditional Proof of Work (PoW) algorithms.

2.3.7.6.1 AURA (Authority Round) is a consensus algorithm used in the Parity Substrate
framework and specifically implemented in the Polkadot network [92]. It is a variation of the
PoA consensus mechanism that aims to provide a more decentralized and secure network. It
operates under the assumption that all network authorities are synchronized. Authoritiesmanage
two local queues: one for transactions and another for pending blocks. Transactions issued
across the network are gathered in the transaction queue. During each time step, the designated
leader compiles these transactions into a block and broadcasts it to other authorities for round
block acceptance. Each authority then circulates the received block among themselves. A block
is added to the block queue if all authorities receive and accept the same block. Blocks from
non-leader authorities are rejected.

2.3.7.6.2 Clique Clique [105] is a Proof of Authority (PoA) algorithm used in Geth [85], a
GoLang-based Ethereum client. It operates in epochs marked by a sequence of committed
blocks, with each new epoch beginning with a transition block that identifies the network’s
authorities. This block helps new authorities synchronize with the blockchain.
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The algorithm calculates the current step and leader based on the block number and authority
count. In each step, the leader issues a block that is immediately added to the chain by all
authorities. While other authorities can also propose blocks, the likelihood of forks is reduced
(but not absent) since non-leader blocks are delayed randomly, making the leader’s block usually
the first to be accepted.

2.3.7.6.3 CUBA Competing Utilitarian Byzantine Agreement (CUBA), made by Cyril Naves
[106], is a consensus mechanism tailored for consortium blockchain networks, emphasizing
scalability, performance, failure resistance, and security. It was developed in parallel of this
thesis and is part of the SIM project. CUBA incorporates a blend of philosophical principles
and technical strategies to enhance network efficiency and integrity. It initiates by distributing
transactions to dynamic quorums-groups of nodes organized by their contributions, reflected in
utilitarian scores. Nodes within these quorums undergo a structured consensus process to agree
on partial blocks through proposal, voting, and finalization stages. Subsequently, an inter-quorum
phase integrates these partial blocks into complete blocks, validated and agreed upon network-
wide. Nodes’ behaviors and contributions are continually measured, updating their scores and
influencing quorum reorganization. This adaptive mechanism ensures CUBA optimizes network
performance and security, promoting a cooperative environment that dynamically adjusts to
changes in node behavior and network conditions, maintaining the resilience and efficiency of
the consortium blockchain.

2.3.7.7 Delegated Proofs

To tackle scalability concerns, certain consensus mechanisms utilize a delegated approach,
such as Delegated Proof of Authority (DPoA) [107], Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS) [108], and
Delegated Byzantine Fault Tolerance (dBFT) [109]. Thesemechanisms delegate the responsibility
of block validation to a limited group of delegates. In the realm of politics, delegation is a
fundamental aspect of representative democracies where citizens elect/votes representatives
to make decisions on their behalf. This form of delegation is prevalent in numerous democratic
countries around the world. The risks regarding delegation in DLTs and politics are similar:
centralization, corruption and influence, representation and diversity, and last, trust.

In addition to addressing scalability concerns, these delegated consensus mechanisms offer
several advantages. Firstly, by entrusting block validation to a limited set of delegates, these
mechanisms can achieve higher transaction throughput and processing speeds compared to
traditional consensus protocols.
However, the use of delegated mechanisms can also enhance network security. By selecting a
trusted group of delegates (verified human or organization), the consensus protocol can mitigate
the risk ofmalicious activities and prevent potential attacks. This approach reduces the likelihood
of network disruptions, ensuring a more stable and reliable blockchain network.

Furthermore, delegated consensus mechanisms enable more effective governance and
decision-making within the network. The limited set of delegates can collaborate and make
consensus-related decisions more efficiently, leading to smoother protocol upgrades and the
implementation of necessary changes.

It is clear that DPoS presents an intriguing proposition for blockchain implementations in IoT
systems, such as the automotive sector. Its scalability and energy efficiency are advantageous,
aligning with the demands of automotive use case for fast processing and environmental sus-
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tainability. The governance model offered by DPoS, emphasizing controlled, transparent delegate
selection, could, if properly designed, address significant concerns around centralization and
influence, fostering a trusted network environment fit for the IoT.
The security achieved by carefully choosing trusted delegates directly addresses the automo-
tive industry’s high-security requirements, indicating that a well-designed DPoS system could
greatly enhance network security. Additionally, the possibility of more efficient governance and
decision-making within a DPoS framework might lead to easier protocol upgrades and changes,
which is important for the quickly changing automotive technologies. Therefore, DPoS, even with
initial concerns, appears to be a potentially useful consensus mechanism for this area, provided
that issues related to delegation and the risk of centralization are properly managed.

INFO-CIRCLE Considering the specific needs of certain blockchain networks, especially those focused on
efficiency and governance simplicity, Proof of Authority (PoA) is preferred in this thesis over
Delegated Proof of Authority (DPoA). PoA’s reliance on a small number of trusted validators sim-
plifies the consensus process, allowing for faster transaction validation without the complexities
of delegate elections. This approach is particularly beneficial in environments where transaction
speed and streamlined decision-making are critical. While DPoA aims to distribute decision-
making more widely, the efficiency, governance simplicity, and security offered by PoA make it a
more suitable choice for networks that value these attributes over the broader decentralization
promised by DPoA.

2.3.7.8 GRANDPA

GHOST-based Recursive ANcestor Deriving Prefix Agreement (GRANDPA) is a particular algo-
rithm because it is not a consensus but rather a finality gadget [104]. The finality gadget is an
abstraction that runs along any block production mechanism (e.g., AURA) providing provable
finality guarantees. The combination of AURA and GRANDPA will provide users of the blockchain
the ability to verify the exact status of their transactions. Also, the finality gadget allows for a
separation of safety and liveness in order to speed up recovery from failures. It also enables a
fast recovery process when the network heals and promotes decentralization bymaking progress
in chain growth even when finalization is slow.

2.3.8 Discussions About Consensuses

2.3.8.1 Consensuses Blockchain Application

Simply put, we can categorize blockchain applications into two primary consensus types
based on the level of restriction on node participation in block creation: public and permissioned.
In [110] and [96] consensus protocols comparison, we can highlight that the consensus appli-
cation correlates with fault tolerance: consensuses targeting permissioned applications have
considerably less fault tolerance than public consensuses. Additionally, most public consen-
suses are probabilistic and private/permissioned ones are mostly deterministic. The need of a
finality in public blockchain made finality gadgets essential, thus creating hybrid consensuses
(PoS + Casper, PoA + GRANDPA, etc.) [97] [104].

These first comments are to be expected because in public blockchain consensuses the
algorithms are designed to allow any nodes to participate in the new block proposition agreement,
thus requires to be very tolerant to faulty nodes. In permissioned blockchain consensuses, most
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of the blockchain nodes are known or controlled to a limited number of participants, thus requiring
less fault tolerance.

The resources used in each category is also remarkably different [96]. Private consensuses
rely mostly on a voting system, and public blockchains all rely on a more scarce resource such
as tine, economic value (coin/tokens), or processing clock-cycles. The resources used in the
consensus algorithm imply the consumption of some amount of energy.

2.3.8.2 Ecological Impact and Consensus

As we just saw before, most public consensuses require a scarce resource that indirectly
consume more energy such as PoW which rely on a proof of consumed processing clock-
cycle. Derived from [111] the authors in [112] created an Indicative Energy Consumption (IECon)
that express the energy consumption for most common consensus algorithms (Figure 2.3.7).
The energy consumed directly correlates with CO2 emissions, thereby affecting our ecological
footprint [113]. The graph should be treated with a degree of caution as the data pre-dates 2021,
and is subjective.The energy consumption of each blockchain consensus depends not only on
the clean energy ascertained by the entire network and the possibility of clean energy in the
consensus incentive, but also on the practical implementation of a consensus in a blockchain.
Nonetheless, it is a good first glance estimation for the level of ”pro green” in consensuses. The
IECon chart is confirmed for some public blockchain consensuses by the work of Platt et al.
[114].
The authors in [114] provide an analysis on the energy footprint of blockchains depending its
processed transaction per second (i.e. transaction throughput). All comparison relates on the
energy consumption of transactions and is compared to VisaNet payment network. We will
only use Bitcoin and Ethereum data to discuss here the energy impact. Bitcoin PoW consumes
3691.407 kWh/tx and VisaNet 0.00358 kWh/tx: Bitcoin uses 1031119 times more energy per
transaction than VisaNet !
This gap is not as important for Ethereum blockchain (PoS consensus) which use between 0.8
and 155 times more energy per transaction than VisaNet. The range is high because the authors
express two type of Ethereum throughput projections. We see that PoS in Ethereum blockchain
already improved drastically compared to Bitcoin PoW. The decentralization and security is of
course different between each blockchain technology, but the result is that Ethereum has the
potential to compete with VisaNet in terms of energy per transaction used. Ethereum transaction
throughput scaling however is still significantly lower then VisaNet [115]. Bitcoin and Visanet
achieve an average of 7 and 24000 transactions per second, which is a considerable difference
in processing capabilities. This significant difference shows the practical compromises between
the decentralized design of blockchain technologies and the operational efficiency of centralized
payment systems.

An other report on Bitcoin energy consumption [116] shows a more nuanced overview of
the cryptocurrency compared to a Gold asset and banking system. The report shows that the
banking system uses 263.72TWh of energy per year, Gold uses 240.61TWh of energy per year, and
Bitcoin uses an estimate of 113.89TWh per year. The authors doesn’t question the properties of
Bitcoin as it shows sufficient interest and features compared to other assets, but rather if ”Is the
Bitcoin network’s electricity consumption an acceptable use of energy?”. The following question
–partially answered by [112] – may arise in this thesis work: ”Do private (blockchains) consensus
algorithms justify its power consumption compared to common databases ?”. However, the first
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and current issue is rather if private blockchains perform sufficiently well to compete with current
systems.

In this thesis, the targeted consensuses are PoA, as showed in Figure 2.3.7 are the less
energy consuming blockchain design (so called ”pro green blockchain A”). The benefits of
decentralization and interoperability are considered higher than an ”overly powerful” centralized
system precessing capabilities.

Figure 2.3.7: Indicative Energy Consumption (IECon) Chart [112]
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2.3.9 Smart Contracts in Blockchains

2.3.9.1 What is and isn’t a Smart Contract ?

In our exploration of the blockchain ecosystem, it is essential to understand the concept
of smart contracts – a term often used, but frequently misunderstood. A smart contract, in
essence, is a self-executing contract with the terms of the agreement embedded within a code
that is stored and replicated on the blockchain network [76]. These contracts automatically
execute transactions once pre-set conditions are met, minimizing the need for intermediaries
and enhancing transparency and efficiency.

However, while the name might suggest otherwise, a smart contract is not ’smart’ in the sense
of holding intelligence, nor it is always legally recognized as a ’contract’ in the conventional sense
(Figure 2.3.8) [117] [118]. Understanding what does and does not constitute a smart contract is
crucial in navigating the opportunities and challenges they pose, a topic we will explore in the
following section.

Figure 2.3.8: A legal contract isn’t a smart contract. A smart contract is written in code by a
programmer and a legal contract is text written by a legal professional or the involved parties,
and must be signed.

2.3.9.2 Blockchain State and Smart-Contracts as a Moore Machine

The blockchain ledger is a probabilistic state machine when use of stochastic consensus
mechanism such as PoW and PoS (i.e. ”who wins the next block ?”). However in deterministic
consensus mechanisms such as PBFT [101], the entire blockchain can be represented by a
deterministic finite-state machine.

Additionally, a smart contract program is designed to compile in a set of instructions that is
executed by the smart contract executor before building a new block (i.e. a Turing complete
system, such as Ethereum [119]). The deterministic behavior of these, constitute again a finite-
state machine (FSM) based on the current state of the blockchain and incoming transactions.
The state transition is clocked by the creation of blocks, which is in turn clocked by the blockchain
consensus. Jamsheed Shorish [120], provides an in-depth formalization of blockchain as a state
machine, but a simple analogous representation can be described using Moore machine [121],
where: the inputs are transactions, the transition logic are smart contracts logic, the statememory
is the state database, and the resulting current state is driven by the consensus (Figure 2.3.9).
Overall, output current state changes are stored in the new block each time consensus is reached.

The I8X platform [122], a blockchain-based research publishing platform, is an example of
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use case that took a two-step approach to create smart contracts (based on Mavridou’s et al.
work [123]): first transforming their use case to FSM, than encode their processes into a smart
contract. The difference between their work and the representation in Figure 2.3.9 is that we
consider the entire blockchain as a FSM and not only the smart contracts.

Figure 2.3.9: Blockchain and Smart Contracts Acting as a Moore state machine.

2.3.9.3 Who You Gonna Call? Smart Contracts !

Smart contracts are leveraged in a wide array of applications where trust, transparency, and
automation are key requirements. They serve as an ideal solution when multiple parties, possibly
unknown to each other, are involved and there’s a need for an immutable, transparent system
to verify and enforce the terms of a deal. Moreover, smart contracts come into play when an
operation relies on a sequence of actions that can be automated based on predefined rules:

� Supply Chain Management: In the realm of supply chain management, smart contracts can
enhance traceability and accountability [124] [125] [87]. They allow for automatic tracking
of goods and validation of milestones, making the process more efficient and transparent.

� Financial Transactions: Smart contracts are highly suitable for financial transactions, in-
cluding those involving cryptocurrencies [126]. They can automate and simplify processes
in trading, lending, insurance, and more, reducing the need for intermediaries and ensuring
swift, secure transactions [127] [128].

� Real Estate and Asset Management: Smart contracts can streamline real estate transac-
tions and asset management by automating processes such as transfer of property titles
or assets based on the fulfillment of contractual terms [129].

� Decentralized Autonomous Organizations (DAOs): DAOs, organizations ruled by program-
ming code, greatly benefit from smart contracts. They provide a trustless system for
decision-making and fund allocation in these decentralized entities [130] [131].
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However, smart contracts may not be the best solution when there’s a need for legal inter-
pretation, human judgment, or when the involved parties don’t have access to the necessary
technological infrastructure. Furthermore, their use should be carefully evaluated considering
the potential risks, such as vulnerability to coding errors or hacks, and the irreversible nature of
transactions once executed on the blockchain.

2.3.9.4 Type of Smart Contracts

In practice, smart contracts can be understood through two primary perspectives, depicted in
Figure 2.3.10):

� (1) On one hand, we have the concept of virtual machine (VM) 1 code execution: smart
contracts are binary-like programs that are executed on a virtual machine in the blockchain.
In this situation, smart contracts are compiled, sent to the blockchain, and than transactions
can interact with it.

� (2) On the other hand, there’s application-specific code execution, where smart contracts
are designed specifically for a particular blockchain application, running in the core of
the blockchain node. The application-specific smart contracts are located (almost hard-
coded) inside or outside the core of the blockchain node. In each case the smart contracts
modules are communicating with the heart of the node.

Figure 2.3.10: Two type of smart contracts: VM-based (1) and application specific (2) smart
contracts.

2.3.9.4.1 VM code execution or on-chain contracts Refers to the use of a VM inside the
blockchain to process and execute smart contracts. Essentially, these are programs that run

1Virtual machine: Virtualization or emulation of a computer system. In the case of smart contracts, the VM is
specifically built to execute a set of instructions that can change the blockchain ledger state.
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on the blockchain itself, thus automated and require no external action. The Ethereum Virtual
Machine (EVM) is a well-known example of this. It allows developers to write smart contracts in
a high-level language like Solidity, which is then compiled into EVM bytecode to be run on the
EVM (Example in Appendix 8.2.2).

This execution model offers significant advantages, including the ability to write smart con-
tracts that are blockchain agnostic (i.e., not tied to a specific blockchain, but tied to the virtu-
alization technology), and the ability to create contracts that interact with each other, enabling
the creation of complex decentralized applications (dApps). However, this flexibility also comes
with increased complexity, and contracts executed in a VM are susceptible to bugs and security
vulnerabilities if not properly written and audited.

Some of the common smart contract languages are:

� Solidity: This is the main programming language used for developing smart contracts
on Ethereum-based blockchains (i.e. EVM-based), one of the most popular platforms for
smart contract deployment [132]. Solidity is statically typed, supports inheritance, libraries,
and complex user-defined types, making it a versatile choice for developers.

� Rust and Ink!: For the Polkadot and Kusama platforms, smart contracts can be written in
Rust using the Ink! library [133]. Rust offers numerous tools for writing safe and correct
code, making it suitable for smart contract development. The code is compiled into Wasm
bytecode and executed in WebAssembly (Wasm) Interpreter (wasmi) for Polkadot and
Substrate blockchains [134].

� Michelson and Ligo (Tezos): Michelson is the native language for smart contracts on
the Tezos blockchain [135]. It is a stack-based language and is designed with formal
verification in mind, aiming to prevent bugs and other issues. However, due to its low-level
and somewhat hard-to-use nature, higher-level languages like Ligo have been developed.
Ligo is more accessible and user-friendly, making it easier for developers to write secure
smart contracts on Tezos [136].

Examples of smart contracts written in each of these three languages – Solidity, Rust with
Ink!, and Michelson/Ligo – are provided in Appendix 8.2.1. Solidity and Rust/Ink! are more
high-level and user-friendly, offering syntaxes and structures familiar to those used in modern
programming languages. Solidity, resembling JavaScript, is particularly popular for its ease of
use and comprehensive documentation, making it a go-to choice for a majority of blockchain
developers. Rust with Ink!, on the other hand, leverages Rust’s robust safety features, such as
its ownership model and type safety, bringing enhanced security and efficiency to blockchain
programming.

2.3.9.4.2 Application specific code execution Application-specific code execution refers
to the implementation of smart contracts specifically designed and optimized for a particular
blockchain application (also called installed contracts). These smart contracts are typically
written in a programming language native to the specific blockchain platform and are designed
to fulfill specific tasks within that ecosystem.

This approach offers greater efficiency and performance, as the contracts are highly optimized
for the specific application they are intended for. It can also provide improved security (relative
to VM-based smart contract code), as the narrower scope of these contracts can limit potential
attack vectors. However, the specificity of these contracts can also be a limitation. They may
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lack the flexibility of VM-based smart contracts and may not be able to interact with contracts
on other blockchains, limiting their interoperability.

Domain specific blockchain core modules (aka smart contracts) languages are:

� Chaincode (Hyperledger Fabric): Chaincode is used for creating smart contracts, also
known as ”chaincodes”, on Hyperledger Fabric, a platform for distributed ledger solutions
[137]. Developers have the flexibility to write chaincode in Go, JavaScript, or Java, allowing
them to choose the language that best suits their needs. This versatility empowers devel-
opers to build smart contracts that execute business logic and interact with the blockchain
network efficiently and securely.

� Transaction Processor (Hyperledger Sawtooth): The transaction processor in Hyperledger
Sawtooth is responsible for receiving, validating, and processing transactions on the
blockchain network [100]. It acts as an intermediary between client applications and
the underlying blockchain network. Developers have the flexibility to write transaction
processors in their preferred programming language, such as Python, JavaScript, Go, Java,
and more, making it adaptable to different use cases.

� Modules (Substrate-based Blockchains): Specific smart contracts on Substrate-based
blockchains, also known as ”pallets” or ”modules” arewritten in Rust [138]. Rust’s safety and
performance characteristics make it an excellent choice for developing secure and efficient
blockchain applications. By leveraging Substrate’s modular architecture, developers can
use Rust’s expressive syntax and powerful tooling to build robust smart contracts that
seamlessly integrate with the blockchain network.

2.3.9.4.3 Comparison of application-specific and VM-based smart contracts In evaluating
application-specific versus VM-Based Smart Contracts, as outlined in Table 2.3.1, some key
distinctions emerge. Application-specific Smart Contracts offer tailored performance and control,
optimized for specific blockchain applications. However, their uniqueness requires considerable
development resources and may limit interoperability. In contrast, VM-Based Smart Contracts
provide a standardized environmentwith established infrastructure and tools, enhancing resource
efficiency and community support. While VM-Based contracts provide a level of flexibility and
ease of development, they may not achieve the same level of performance than application-
specific contracts. The security and upgradability in both types of contracts are subject to
their respective development and ecosystem contexts, with costs varying based on network
demands and structural considerations (i.e. dependant on economic incentive). The choice
of the type of smart contract largely depends on the project’s specific needs and resources.
Application-specific contracts are better suited for specialized, resource-intensive projects where
high performance and customization are critical [83] [137] [138]. VM-Based contracts are more
suitable for general-purpose applications where ease of development, flexibility, and resource
efficiency are key considerations [139] [79].
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Aspect Application-Specific Smart
Contracts VM-Based Smart Contracts

Flexibility Highly customizable for
specific needs.

Constrained by VM’s
predefined functions.

Control Full control over the
blockchain’s parameters.

Limited control within the
VM’s standardized
environment.

Development Requires building a unique
infrastructure.

Utilizes established VM
infrastructure and tools.

Security Custom security can be a
double-edged sword.

Relies on the VM’s
widespread security
measures.

Performance Optimized for the contract’s
specific use case.

Limited by the VM’s
general-purpose design.

Interoperability

Custom-designed for
specific chains; can be made
interoperable with effort and
supporting protocols.

High within the same VM
ecosystem; standardized for
easy contract-to-contract
interaction.

Upgradability Flexible upgrades possible
with planning.

Require hard-fork or
depends on implementation.

Cost Variable and potentially
optimized.

Blockchain network demand
and fee structure (e.g. gas
fees).

Resource Needs Significant for development
and ongoing maintenance.

Reduced by leveraging the
VM’s existing network.

Community
Support

Varies with the chain’s
adoption and support.

Generally robust due to a
larger user base.

Use Cases Suited for niche, complex
applications.

Suitable for general use with
established demand.

Table 2.3.1: Comparison of Application-Specific and VM-Based Smart Contracts

2.3.9.5 Bridging Code and Clarity: The Ricardian Contract

We mentioned earlier that smart contracts are not legal contracts, but in 1996 Ian Grigg
introduced the concept of Ricardian contracts (term derived from economist David Ricardo)
[140] [141]. A Ricardian contract is a digital document that combines legal language andmachine-
readable code, enabling both humans and machines to interpret it (Figure 2.3.11). It aims to
bridge the gap between traditional legal agreements and smart contracts executed on blockchain
or other digital platforms. Initially, Ricardian contracts were not specifically designed for use on
blockchains, but the blockchain community has since repurposed the idea.

In pratice, in a Ricardian contract, the legal terms and conditions are written in natural language,
making them understandable to humans. Additionally, the contract includes machine-readable
code, typically written in a programming language, that defines the specific actions and behaviors
associatedwith the contract. This code is executed by the software platform–or a smart contract
in the case of blockchains – to enforce the agreed-upon terms.

This type of contracts provide transparency and clarity by ensuring that the terms and con-
ditions of the contract are accessible and understandable to all parties involved. Additionally,
they enable automation and self-execution of contractual obligations, enhancing efficiency and
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Figure 2.3.11: Schematic Representation of a Ricardian Contract: Integrating Machine Code
and Human-Readable Elements

reducing the need for intermediaries. Additionally, the potential of this type of contracts in the
blockchain realm could provide legally enforceable agreements and provide a bridge between
traditional legal systems and DLT.

The first large-scale usage of these types of contracts where done by the OpenBazaar online
market, a decentralized censorship-resistant platform [142]. To the best of our knowledge, the
only blockchain implementation of Ricardian contracts where done by the EOS.IO in 2019 (EOS
Ricardian Contracts) [143].

2.3.9.6 Decentralized Applications (dApp)

Decentralized applications, commonly known as dApps, is the combination of smart contracts
with applications running on decentralized networks. A dApp is essentially a software application
that operates on a distributed network of computers, typically utilizing blockchain technology
[144].

Even if the word dApp didn’t exist at the time, this type of applications already existed since
the beginning of internet (e.g. Tor, BitTorrent, Napster, …) using P2P protocols and open-source
software. These applications where decentralized and it is only volunteering that maintained
them and P2P network [67] [145] [146].

Bitcoin proved rapidly (from 2009 to 2014) that cryptocurrency had a place in the digital world.
In 2014, the novel proposal of Buterin was to leverage applications with a blockchain and its
cryptocurrency by introducing the smart contract concept. From that point in time, dApps have
been popularized mainly by Ethereum blockchain with the concept of web3 as a new version of
internet allowing to read, write, and own data [147]. These new dApps are using blockchain and
smart contracts as the backbone of their business logic.

In the open systems interconnection (OSI) Figure 2.3.12 we can observe the layers required to
build a blockchain-based dApp. The dApp is at the frontier of the user interface and application.
The dApp exists because its logic is encoded in the smart contract but requires also to have
designed a matching interface (i.e. a web app, a desktop app, …).
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Figure 2.3.12: Layers that constitute blockchain and dApp and DAO: physical, network, data,
consensus, application, and the interface layer.

2.3.9.7 Smart Contracts Challenges

The concept of smart contracts embodies the process of encapsulating business logic within
a programming language. In essence, it involves the abstraction of all pertinent actions, con-
ditions, and exceptions within a software program, thereby mitigating the potential for human
interpretation and extreme circumstances, including situations involving case of force majeure.
Smart contract related issues constitute the one of the most risks in blockchain security [20].

The initial challenge lies in the subjective translation of decisions by the programmer who
develops the smart contract. Given that the programmer lacks legal expertise, they must take
into account all potential scenarios and application use cases. Consequently, the program is
susceptible to both misinterpretation of the use case and the inadvertent limitation of the smart
contract’s scope of actions, thereby deviating from its intended purpose.
A perfect example is given by Sarah Green [148], which demonstrate how complex a simple
statement containing a condition can be:

”Go to the shop and buy a newspaper. If there are any eggs, get a dozen.”
Human result in the event the shop has eggs: purchase of one newspaper
and a dozen eggs. Computer result in the event the shop has eggs: purchase
of a dozen newspapers.

Some individuals, but not all of the coders, would interpret the instruction in buying a dozen eggs,
and some individuals would understand it in buying a dozen newspapers.

A challenge emerge from the intrinsic immutability of smart contracts once deployed on the
blockchain. Unlike traditional software applications that can be updated or patched to address
bugs or add new features, smart contracts are designed to be immutable and tamper-resistant
[149]. While immutability is a desirable characteristic for maintaining the integrity and trustiness
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of transactions, it also poses challenges when new issues arise or when changes need to be
made. If a flaw or vulnerability is discovered in a deployed smart contract, it cannot be easily
modified or corrected without going through a complex and potentially aggressive process.
However, modern smart contract have found tricks to bypass this immutability using proxy
contracts [150].
This lack of upgradability and flexibility can be particularly problematic when it comes to legal
or regulatory changes. Laws and regulations are subject to constant evolution, and if a smart
contract is not designed to accommodate such changes, it may become non-compliant or
ineffective over time.

An additional challenge relates to the complexities of ensuring the security and resilience
of smart contracts. Smart contracts are executed on decentralized networks, making them
vulnerable to various types of attacks and exploits. These can range from coding vulnerabilities
that allow malicious actors to manipulate the contract’s logic to external attacks that target the
underlying blockchain infrastructure. In 2016, The DAO (Decentralised Autonomous Organisation)
was hacked and costed about $60 million, stolen by the hacker [151]. The DAO hack caused the
majority of the Ethereum community to hard-fork the blockchain (i.e. the blockchain ledger was
separated into two networks, Ethereum and Ethereum Classic).

Ensuring the security of smart contracts requires thorough code auditing, rigorous testing,
and adherence to best practices in secure coding. A related security issue is the Parity wallet
bug, which in 2017 froze $146 million being inaccessible [152].
Additionally, active monitoring and vulnerability management are essential to detect and mitigate
ongoing threats. However, these security measures can be resource-intensive and require
specialized expertise in the DLT domain, adding to the overall complexity and cost of developing
and maintaining smart contracts.

It is worth noting also that the type of smart contract (i.e. its compatibility with the most
dominant technology which is EVM-compatible contracts) is determining the probability to attract
new projects to choose a blockchain platform. Based on the work of Ruizhe Jia and Steven
Yin [153], when given the choice to adopt an EVM-compatible blockchain or an incompatible
blockchain, the solution is to either: i) directly subsidize the new entrant firms, or ii) offer better
features (e.g. lower transaction costs, faster finality, or larger network effects). The results
shows that it is easier for EVM compatible blockchains to attract users through direct subsidy,
while it is more efficient for EVM-incompatible blockchains to attract users through offering
better features/products.

2.3.10 Key Challenge in Blockchains

What limits the performances of a DLT?What holds backmass adoption of blockchain solutions?
The mass adoption of blockchain technology is primarily hindered by technical, regulatory,

and societal factors. The inherent complexity, thus lack of understanding of the technology,
discourage its acceptance among the general public. Scalability issuesmay also limit transaction
capacities and create an obstacle to practical use.

Additionally, one other challenge with blockchain is that it that DLT has a hard time dealing with
a lot of transactions at once. This problem, called scalability, makes it difficult for blockchains to
grow and support more users. The ”blockchain trilemma”, introduced by V. Buterin [154], is a way
to express this challenge in blockchain: trying to get security, scalability, and decentralization
all at the same time. Security means keeping the blockchain safe from fake transactions and
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making sure no one can change the data once it’s written. Scalability is about handling more
transactions faster, so the system can grow. Decentralization means that no single person or
group has control over the entire blockchain.

Figure 2.3.13: Blockchain Scalability Trilemma: Decentralization, Scalability, Security

As depicted in Figure 2.3.13, the trouble is that improving one of these usually means com-
promising on another. Decentralization, which spreads control across a network and requires
consensus from multiple participants, can slow down transactions as more people use the
system. This makes it tough for a blockchain to scale up and maintain its decentralized nature,
as every additional transaction can potentially increase the time needed to reach consensus.
Meanwhile, decentralization enhances security by protecting against centralized points of failure
and control, making it resistant to censorship and coordinated attacks. However, this widespread
distribution of control can also mean slower responses to new, unexpected security threats
since changes require agreement from a larger group. On the other hand, putting in place strict
security measures can slow down a blockchain. High-level security needs complex calculations
and checks to prevent fraud, which can make the whole system slower, especially as the number
of transactions climbs. This is the core issue of the scalability problem: how to let a blockchain
grow without losing the high security that makes it trustworthy.

Additionally, concerns about security (of the blockchain or smart contracts) may raise safety
questions and hinder adoption of the technology. The total amount of losses due to exploits
is valued at more than 40 billion USD (based on june 2022 BTC and ETH prices) [155]. In a
survey by Dipankar Dasgupta, John M. Shrein and Kishor Datta Gupta [156], the authors extracted
eight categories of security issues. The author classification of security concerns, reveals many
vulnerabilities that each can be derived into different exploit implementations. In their work [156],
they also provide an extensive overview of blockchain potential for many industry sectors and
human daily life challenges.

Law and regulations are also an obstacle for DLTs. Regulatory uncertainties across different
jurisdictions create an environment of hesitation among businesses and consumers. Due to
inherited nature of blockchain, GDPR regulation may seem impossible. However, the work of
Michael Kolain and Chrisitan Writh [157] proves otherwise. The authors provide an architectural
blueprint and a methodology to translate legal into technical requirements in a comprehensible
way (e.g. consent is translated to shall be asked once for approval and be able to withdraw their
consent).
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The volatile nature of associated markets, like cryptocurrencies, adds an element of financial
risk, and the current lack of user-friendly interfaces can discourage non-tech individuals.

Based on previous discussion, an extension of the above trilemma (Figure 2.3.13) would
include additional aspects such as:

� Privacy
� Confidentiality
� Interoperability
� Usability
� Compliance
� Developer Experience
� Finality

In the world of multi-chain, every transaction finds its own chain. In the DLT realm, the
proliferation of multiple blockchain networks is proof to the innovation and versatility offered
by this technology. However, these networks have each their distinctive protocols, consensus
mechanisms, and token economics (tokenomics), smart contracts implementations, offer various
solutions across diverse industries, including finance, supply chain management, healthcare,
and more. The increase in the number of blockchain networks, introduces the interoperability
concept.
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2.4 Blockchain Interoperability

Blockchain interoperability is a critical capability that allows distinct blockchain systems to
communicate, share information, and transact seamlessly [158] [159]. This feature is essential
in realizing the full potential of blockchain technology across various sectors by facilitating the
exchange of assets and data between diverse platforms.

As depicted in Figure 2.4.1, the current blockchain landscape comprises a multitude of net-
works, each operating independently. This separation often results in siloed ecosystems where
interaction and asset transfer between different blockchains are not inherently possible. In-
teroperability seeks to bridge these isolated networks, facilitating a level of collaboration and
interaction.

Blockchain interoperability implies that each network acknowledges and validates transactions
not only based on its rules and ledger state but also considering those of the other involved
networks [158]. Therefore, an interoperable transaction on one network must take into account
the ledger state of the other network to be valid [160]. Some of the key concepts of today latest
novel designs can be summaried in a paper by Thomas Hardjono, Alexander Lipton and Alex
Pentland, who discuss a design philosophy for interoperable blockchain systems early in 2018
[161]. The authors use the design philosophy of the Internet and apply it to blockchain technology.
This perspective is interesting due to the Internet agnostic data exchanges concept: Blockchain
interoperability was focused mostly on currency interoperability (and so is the paper’s goal), but
with this Internet concepts recycling it could shows an interest for more generic transaction
interoperability between blockchain networks.

Figure 2.4.1: A landscape of heterogeneous blockchain networks

The work of Schulte et al. [162], analyses the current state of the art in blockchain interoper-
ability. The authors state that there are three functionalities of a blockchain: send tokens from
one address to an other address, execute a smart contract, and guarantee the validity of data
stored in a blockchain. The paper separates clearly that interoperability of blockchain is split
into the three different functionalities. This suggests that a fully interoperable blockchain has to
implement three interoperable functionalities.

In this thesis we are focused on a specific type of cross-chain communication that allows
the interoperability of smart contract executions and guarantee the validity of data stored in a
blockchain.
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2.4.1 Interoperability Mechanisms in Blockchain

Blockchain interoperability is a complex concept comprising of various mechanisms and prac-
tical implementations technologies. We list here some of the key interoperability mechanisms
[159].

2.4.1.1 Public Connectors

Public Connectors provide interoperability between cryptocurrency systems [163]. In this
category falls: Atomic Swaps, Sidechains/Relays, and Notary Schemes.

Atomic Swaps are allowing for the direct exchange of cryptocurrencies across different
blockchains without intermediaries, using smart contracts. This technique enables users to
transact across various blockchain platforms without relying on centralized exchanges [164].

Sidechains are independent blockchains connected to a parent blockchain (mainchain). They
allow for secure transfers of assets and data between the sidechain and themainchain, enhancing
the scalability and functionality of the parent blockchain [163].

Notary Schemes are protocols where trusted entities validate and verify cross-chain events,
issuing cryptographic proofs to ensure transaction integrity and consensus [163]. It is probably
the simplest way to exchange information between blockchains, however it requires a trusted
intermediary. Example: Imagine sending a digital token from Blockchain A to Blockchain B. A
Notary Scheme would involve a trusted validator confirming that the token has left Blockchain
A, and then informing Blockchain B to credit the account there, ensuring a secure and verified
transfer.

2.4.1.2 Blockchain-of-Blockchains

Blockchain-of-Blockchains are blockchain frameworks that provide reusable modules to build
application-specific blockchains (customized blockchains) that interoperate between each other.
The created blockchains will reuse data, network modules, consensus concepts, incentive
mechanisms, and possible contract layers. Due to the thesis direction, an in-depth study of the
these most popular blockchain frameworks in done in Section 2.4.2. Most popular blockchain-
of-blockchains platforms are Polkadot and Cosmos [165][166] and are presented in the next
Section 2.4.2.

2.4.1.3 Hybrid Connectors

Hybrid Connectors represent a category within blockchain interoperability solutions, distinct
from Public Connectors or Blockchain-of-Blockchains. These connectors focus on creating a
blockchain abstraction layer, enabling uniform operations for decentralized applications (dApps)
to interact across different blockchains without the need for distinct APIs. This category encom-
passes several sub-categories, including Trusted Relays, Blockchain-Agnostic Protocols, and
Blockchain Migrators. Simply put, a hybrid connector is required when interoperability is not for
assets, but some arbitrary data [158].

Trusted Relays typically operate in environments where blockchain registries facilitate the
discovery of target blockchains, often in permissioned blockchain settings. These relays serve
as trusted intermediaries, directing cross-blockchain transactions [159].

Blockchain-Agnostic Protocols offer technology-neutral frameworks for inter-blockchain
communication, enabling interactions between various distributed ledger systems. However,
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they might require modifications to existing blockchain source codes for integration and may
not guarantee backward compatibility [159].

Blockchain Migrators focus on transferring data between different blockchains, resembling
notary schemes with a centralized party overseeing the migration process. This includes the
migration of blockchain states, potentially enabling the transfer of cryptocurrencies and other
assets across blockchains [159].

Hybrid Connectors aim to address the challenges of blockchain interoperability by offering
solutions that range from trust-based relays in controlled environments to more decentralized,
agnostic protocols. These connectors are essential in enabling diverse blockchain ecosystems
to interact seamlessly.

2.4.2 Interoperable Blockchain Ecosystems (Blockchain-of-Blockchains)

2.4.2.1 Polkadot, Comsos, and Avalanche

Polkadot, Comsos, and Avalanche are the most popular solution ar the current time of writing
(2023). We examine the current state of development within these ecosystems by analyzing the
number of projects and their categories (Figure 2.4.2)2.

Polkadot [165] has been notably focused on low architecture level development and shows
close to 200 projects. It’s worth noting that a project in Polkadot corresponds to a parachain,
effectively creating a new blockchain environment for applications. Considering that each
parachain can host many application projects, the entire Polkadot ecosystem can easily encom-
pass over 2000 sub-projects. Polkadot’s ideology revolves around stability and a long-term vision,
making it an attractive platform for developers seeking a solid foundation for their projects.

Cosmos [166], with approximately 250 blockchain projects in its ecosystem, also showcases
a strong development focus. Especially, the most popular Cosmos-SDK-based blockchains host
over 100 applications each, highlighting the active development and adoption of new applications
within the Cosmos ecosystem. This trend signifies the ecosystem’s vitality and its ability to
attract innovative projects.

In contrast, Avalanche [167], a relatively new blockchain platform introduced around 2020,
has already collected an impressive 400 projects. These projects cover various domains, includ-
ing tools, blockchain nodes, and diverse applications. Avalanche’s rapid growth signifies the
platform’s appeal and potential as a promising ecosystem for developers.

While analyzing the number of projects in these ecosystems provides valuable insights into
their development activities, gauging actual user engagement presents amore complex challenge.
The metric of user activity, especially in terms of real-world transactions, can be obscured by the
prevalence of automated software, which often accounts for a significant portion of transaction
volumes. Therefore, a comprehensive evaluation of Polkadot, Cosmos, and Avalanche should
not only consider the quantity of user interactions but also delve into the quality and innovation
of the projects, the level of developer engagement, and the extent of community involvement.
Such a multifaceted approach ensures a more accurate assessment of each ecosystem’s overall
vitality and potential for future growth.

2Sources: https://cosmos.network/ecosystem, https://core.app/discover/projects/all/, https://parachains.info/,
and compiled with project: https://github.com/lucgerrits/blockchain_projects_metrics.
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Figure 2.4.2: Project Distribution Across Categories in Polkadot, Cosmos, and Avalanche Ecosys-
tems (August 2023)
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2.4.3 Analysis of Blockchain-of-Blockchains Models

There are very few blockchain projects that are actually ”fully” interoperable. Moreover, even
fewer blockchain projects provide a dedicated software development kit (SDK) to facilitate the
creation of custom blockchains. Establishing standards within a network of multiple blockchains
is essential for seamless communication, making interoperable blockchains reliant on a complete
standard software stack. As you can see in Table 2.4.1, we compare the three most potential
and advanced interoperable multi-chain technologies (Polkadot, Cosmos, Avalanche).

Table 2.4.1: Comparative Table: Polkadot vs. Cosmos vs. Avalanche Blockchains

Feature Polkadot Cosmos Avalanche
Launch Year 2017 2016 2020

Consensus
Algorithm

Nominated
Proof-of-Stake
(NPoS) +
GRANDPA

Tendermint
(Byzantine Fault
Tolerance)

Avalanche (Ava)

Interoperability Yes Yes Yes
Governance
Model On-chain On-chain On-chain

Scalability
Multi-chain
architecture
(Parachains)

Multi-chain
architecture
(Zones)

Customizable
blockchains
(Subnets)

Security Model Shared security
model

Independent
security for each
zone

Customizable
security (Variable
Fees)

Consensus
Upgrades

On-chain using
governance

On-chain using
governance

On-chain using
governance

Native Token DOT ATOM AVAX

Smart Contract
Platform

Yes (Polkadot
Parachains
support EVM)

Yes (Cosmos
SDK supports
various VMs)

Yes (EVM and
Avalanche-X)

Cross-Chain
Swaps

Yes (through
XCMP protocol)

Yes (through IBC
protocol)

Yes (through
AWM &
Avalanche
Bridge)

Framework or
SDK Substrate Cosmos SDK Avalanche-CLI

Development
Language Rust Go Go

Initial Focus
Interoperability
and shared
security

Interoperability
and scalability

High-throughput
and low fees

In the Blockchain-of-Blockchains architecture, various advantages and challenges are brought
to light, as demonstrated in the comparative analysis of Polkadot, Cosmos, and Avalanche (see
Table 2.4.1). The emergence of multi-chain models such as Polkadot, Cosmos, and Avalanche
marks a significant evolution in blockchain interoperability, aiming to address the limitations
of traditional single-chain architectures. These models offer a blend of scalability, flexibility,
and improved cross-chain communication but also come with their own set of challenges. The
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Table 2.4.2 offers a detailed overview of the advantages and disadvantages of various blockchain
interoperability projects, focusing on the Blockchain-of-Blockchains models, and other multi-
chain solutions.
In this comparative analysis, Polkadot andCosmos stand out as leading projects in theBlockchain-
of-Blockchains space, each offering unique features and facing distinct challenges. Polkadot,
known for its shared security model and efficient cross-chain communication, with an advantage
in interconnecting various blockchain applications, while Cosmos, with its emphasis on chain
sovereignty and the IBC protocol, provides to projects a prioritization on independence and
robust inter-chain interactions.
The table also evaluates other solutions like more agnostic interoperability protocols – high-
lighting standardization benefits – and more specific solutions such as bridges, wrappers, and
middleware, more adapted for asset transfer and data management.

2.4.3.1 Advantages of Blockchain-of-Blockchains Models

� Enhanced Scalability: By distributing the overall transactions load across multiple chains,
architectures like Polkadot and Cosmos effectively manage congestion and improve
throughput (e.g. parachains and hubs).

� Customization: These platforms allow for the creation of tailored blockchains, enabling
specific governance models and consensus mechanisms to suit diverse project needs (e.g.
Substrate SDK and Cosmos SDK).

� Inter-chain Communication: Facilitated by protocols like Polkadot’s XCM and Cosmos’
IBC, these models excel in enabling asset and data exchange between different chains
within their ecosystems.

� Security and Governance: Polkadot’s shared security model pools resources for collective
network protection, while Cosmos offers independent governance for each chain, catering
to varied security needs.

2.4.3.2 Disadvantages of Blockchain-of-Blockchains Models

� Complexity: The intricate nature of multi-chain networks can pose challenges in devel-
opment and user experience. Each platform has their own (reusable) data structure,
consensuses, language, etc. Both platform solution are progressing toward development
homogeneity (i.e. Cosmos and Polkadot only support Tendermint-based blockchains and
Substrate-based blockchains respectively) [159].

� Limited External Interoperability: While robust within their ecosystems, connecting with
external blockchains often requires additional mechanisms (due to their homogeneity).
However, each ecosystem have active development for inter-ecosystem interoperability
using public or hybrid connector mechanisms [168].

� Security Risks: Shared security models may propagate vulnerabilities across the network
(i.e. systemic risks), while independent/sovereign security models in ecosystems like
Cosmos could leave smaller chains more vulnerable (i.e. each chain carry the responsibility
of its own security). This key difference between platforms is probably a top priority when
deciding which one to use.

� Governance Issues: Coordinating governance across multiple independent chains can be
a complex and ongoing task. Example: Polkadot has questionable centralized governance
due to limited central voters [169].
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The two key characteristics to highlight: Polkadot is notable for its shared security and efficient
cross-chain communication and is a prime choice for building interconnected blockchain appli-
cations. Cosmos emphasis on chain sovereignty, their IBC protocol, and is suited for projects
prioritizing independence and inter-chain interactions.

Type Advantages Disadvantages

Pr
oj
ec

ts
Po

lk
ad

ot

-Enables transfer of any type of data
across different chains
-High scalability due to its multi-chain
architecture

-Its shared security model can
potentially lead to systemic risks
-Relatively complex governance model

Co
sm

os

-Promotes sovereignty, allowing
individual chains to retain control over
their governance
-Offers high scalability through its
unique hub and zone model

-Inter-blockchain communication can
be complex and challenging
-No shared security, so individual
chains are responsible for their own
security

O
th

er
So

lu
tio

ns
In
te
ro
pe

ra
bi
lit
y

Pr
ot
oc

ol
s

-Standardization allows for easy
interaction between chains
-Can enhance security and efficiency
-Easy development using
interoperability frameworks

-Might not support all types of data or
transactions
-Dependence on the robustness of the
protocol
-Dependence to the interoperability
framework

Br
id
ge

s -Facilitate direct asset and data
transfer between different chains

-Can be technically complex to
establish
-May face security risks if not properly
implemented
-Usually case-specific (token/coins)
bridges

W
ra
pp

er
s -Allows tokens to be used across

different chains

-Depend on the security of the
wrapping contract
-Wrapped tokens require trust in the
custodian of the original tokens
-Mainly works only for tokens/coins

M
id
dl
ew

ar
e -Facilitate communication between

different chains and external services
-Can manage data effectively

-Can introduce additional complexity
and potential points of failure
-May face scalability issues if not
properly designed
-Usually very service-specific

Table 2.4.2: Advantages and disadvantages of blockchain interoperability projects and other
multi-chain solutions
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2.4.4 Choosing the Right Blockchain

Drawing from the existing state-of-the-art literature and exploring various blockchain configu-
rations, it becomes evident that choosing the right blockchain can be a challenging task.

To determine the necessity of implementing a blockchain in your specific use case or industry,
it is essential to refer to relevant works, such as Wüst et al. [111], which provide valuable insights
into the decision-making process. This initial step helps ascertain whether a blockchain solution
is justified and provide highlights on the type of blockchain thatmight be suitable (permissionless,
public permissioned, private permissioned). However, once you have confirmed the necessity of
blockchain technology, the next crucial task is to select the appropriate blockchain technology
or DLT based on your requirements.

In early 2018, Scriber et al. [170] propose a framework for determining blockchain applicability.
The framework isn’t targeting any blockchain technology in particular but provide a form like a
quiz to decide the fitting level of a project towards blockchain technology. Similarly to Scriber
et al., Staderini et al. [171] provide a requirements-driven methodology to select and configure
a blockchain. Their work propose a method to decide the blockchain project requirement (i.e.,
Yes or No), its category (public permissionless, public permissioned, consortium, or private),
and finally its consensus configuration. In 2021, Almeshal et al. [126] did a literature review of
blockchain for businesses focusing on suitability evaluations frameworks. The authors shows
the latest comparison of decision models for blockchain suitability evaluation.

While multiple practical DLT decision-making studies are available (Table 2.4.3), only a few of
them consider cutting-edge interoperable blockchains, such as Cosmos, Polkadot, or Avalanche.

In the current landscape of research, interoperable blockchains offer unique advantages,
facilitating scalability, compatibility, and cross-chain interactions. However, integrating such
advanced solutions also adds complexity to the decision-making process. Additionally, indepen-
dently from the use case domain, systematic review and surveys highlight the interoperability
challenge [174] [128].

Only specific use cases study discuss the need of interoperable blockchains [175]. However, a
common criteria for choosing a blockchain with an interoperability protocol is the requirement of
cross-blockchain interactions allowing directly a scaling and increasing the reach of the project
application.
Interoperable blockchains are gaining attention in various specific use cases, which emphasize
the need for cross-blockchain interactions [175]. For instance, industries like supply chain
management, finance, and healthcare are exploring the potential benefits of interoperability [176].
The primary criteria guiding the adoption of blockchains with interoperability protocols is the
capability to enable seamless cross-blockchain interactions. This feature not only allows for
direct scaling of projects but also significantly expands the reach of their applications (additional
users, other project utilities, cryptocurrency liquidity, etc.). Consequently, the consideration
of interoperability becomes crucial for projects seeking to maximize the potential impact of
blockchain technology, as seen in the latest work of [173] in 2020.
In one of the latest (March 2023) blockchain interoperability study [177], authors show that most
of the developing interoperating schemes are for cryptocurrencies only. However, they also show
that relays are most popular (go-to) solutions when flexibility is required, because it can transfer
any form of data while also providing decentralization.

Moreover, the work of Mehrdad Salimitari, Mainak Chatterjee, and Yaser P. Fallah [178] is a
unique and very related work to this thesis as it discuss in depth potential consensus algorithms
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Author Title Year Public
blockchains

Private or
consortium
blockchains

Inter-
operable
blockchains

Note

Büyük-
özkan,
Tüfekçi
[172]

A decision-
making
framework for
evaluating
appropriate
business
blockchain
platforms using
multiple
preference
formats and
VIKOR

2021 N/A

Fabric,
Quorum,
Multichain,
Sawtooth,
Hydrachain

N/A

Only
entreprise-
focused
blockchains.

Farshidi
et al.
[173]

Decision
Support for
Blockchain
Platform
Selection: Three
Industry Case
Studies

2020

Ethereum,
NEO, Cardano,
Stellar,
Bitshares,
QTUM, ICON,
IOTA, Factom,
Lisk, Wanchai,
Neblio, Zilliqa,
Komodo

Ethereum, R3
Corda,
JPMorgan
Quorum,
Hyperledger,
BigChainDB,
Multichain,
Hydrachain,
Chain,
Symbiont,
Stratis,
OpenChain,

Cosmos

Applying
their
blockchain
study on
three
specific
industry
use case.

Saraf,
Sabadra
[124]

Blockchain
platforms: A
compendium 2018 Ethereum

Ethereum,
Corda,
Hyperledger,
Sawtooth,
Iroha, Burrow,
Indy, Fabric

N/A

Early com-
parison of
most
famous
technolo-
gies to help
projects to
decide
which
blockchain
to use.

Table 2.4.3: Latest related work on blockchain decision-making

that can be used for resource constrained IoT networks. Their study shows that Proof-of-Elapsed-
Time (PoET), PBFT, and Tangle are the most appropriate for IoT networks. Additionally, they also
state that PoS, DPoS, Proof-of-Importance (PoI), dPBFT Stellar, Ripple, Tendermint, OmniLayer,
RapidChain, and Raft are partially appropriate consensus methods. However, this work mention
IoT Network based blockchain, and thus imply that the IoT will participate in the consensus, and
in our thesis work, only off-chain blockchain-IoT integration is taken in account due to the high
limitation of on-chain integration.
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2.5 Case Study: Automotive Industry Use Case

The thesis gravitates around an automotive industry use case where IoT inside vehicles are
communicating to services using blockchain technology. Based on use case described previously,
we apply here blockchain decision-making methods to define the type of blockchain platform
to use, the potential consensus to target, and thus the feasibility of an blockchain-powered
automotive industry. The use case problem can be summarized into:

−→ Allow multiple independent services around the connected vehicle, to
communicate and exchange information, using a trusted system that doesn’t
require any central trusted-third-party.

Based on the decision-making literature, we can defined the platforms to target for an exploration
of suitable blockchain integration within the use case.

2.5.1 Need of Blockchain ?

First is the question of ”Do we really need a blockchain ?”, which can be deduced using Wüst
et al. [111] work:

� Yes we need to store a state
� Yes there are multiple writers
� No we can’t use only one online trusted-third-party
� Yes writers of the ledger are known, and no the writers are not to be trusted always
� Yes public verifiability is required

Consequently, a private permissioned blockchain is the appropriate technical solution to apply
in our use case problem. This type of blockchain can be achieved using any of the permissioned
blockchain presented before (Ethereum in private network, Sawtooth, Fabric, etc.). However,
this indirectly means that a unique blockchain technology would have to be adopted by all the
involved organizations in the use case (i.e. usage of a single blockchain, a solo chain).

2.5.2 Consensuses Requirements and Need of Multi-Chain

It has been shown with our previous work [179] that interorganizational digital servitization
requirements would force a blockchain-based technological solution use a different architectures
than a solo chain. Indeed, each organization have specific requirements (system governance,
consensus, data management, etc.), thus using one blockchain to create industrial interoper-
ability (i.e. interoperability for multiple organizations) is impossible. This is why interoperable
blockchain-of-blockchain architecture is more suitable for the use case. Each service can build
and manage it’s own system (i.e. blockchain), participate in the ecosystem (i.e. multi-chain
platform ecosystem), and be interoperable with other systems using a trustless cross-system
communication (i.e. multi-chain platform cross-communication).

In this research, we pose the hypothesis that each ecosystem within our automotive industry
use case will utilize a uniform blockchain technology across services. This assumption allows
for an in-depth exploration of interoperability within homogenous blockchain architectures, where
similar protocols and structures are employed across different entities and applications.

By focusing on a standardized technological framework (i.e. Polkadot), the thesis will uncover
the challenges and implement a solution for integrating and managing IoT communications
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within a multi-chain ecosystem using the Substrate standardized framework (a detailed analysis
of Polkadot and Substrate framework in Chapter 5). This approach not only simplifies the
complexities often associated with multi-chain interoperability, but also offers insights into the
optimization of blockchain functionalities in a cohesive, technology-unified environment (i.e.
case-specific blockchain development). This hypothesis serves as a foundation for evaluating the
potential benefits and challenges of a streamlined, technology-consistent approach to blockchain
interoperability in industrial applications.
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2.6 IoT in the Context of Blockchain

2.6.1 Overview of BIoT

When we talk about the integration of Blockchain and the Internet of Things (BIoT), we’re
referring to the fusion of blockchain technology with IoT devices, IoT network infrastructure, or
the application layer that connects IoT and blockchain. This concept isn’t new; in fact, as early as
2015, IBM’s Institute for Business Value was already exploring this in their report titled ”Device
Democracy” [180].

As highlighted by IBM, one of the fundamental advantages of blockchain technology with IoT,
is its ability to provide a trustless intermediary environment. Unlike traditional systems that rely
on trusted third parties like banks or centralized servers to validate transactions, blockchain’s
decentralized and consensus-based architecture allows IoT devices to have secure interactions
without the need for a central authority.

Blockchain technology in the context of IoT can offer numerous benefits, including enhancing
secure data sharing, enabling device identity verification, and ensuring the integrity of both
devices and their data history. For secure data sharing, blockchain’s immutable and decentral-
ized nature provides a robust mechanism to record and verify data transactions. Each data
exchange between IoT devices can be securely recorded as a block in the blockchain, preventing
unauthorized access and tampering [20][60]. This ensures that the data generated by IoT devices
remains trustworthy and accurate, which is particularly vital in critical applications like healthcare
[54], supply chain management [125] [87], and industrial automation [58].

Moreover, integrating blockchain in IoT devices enables enhanced device identity verifica-
tion. Each device can have a unique identity stored on the blockchain, eliminating the risks of
counterfeit devices and ensuring that only trusted devices can participate in the IoT network [59].

The trustless nature of blockchain in BIoT adds an extra layer of security and transparency to
the ecosystem, making it more resilient to potential attacks or single points of failure. This also
provide participants with increased confidence in their interactions and data exchanges within
the network.

In conclusion:

”The benefit of integrating a DLT with existing applications lies in the formation
of a new distributed trust ”layer”. ”[181]

2.6.2 BIoT Key Related Works

Caro et al. (2018) developed a system called AgriBlockIoT to show how blockchain can be
used to track food products in the supply chain. This system is focused on making the supply
chain more transparent, reliable, and easy to audit. The authors talk about how technologies like
RFIDs and Wireless Sensor Networks are changing the way we can monitor food conditions from
production to consumption. However, they also point out that many current systems depend
too much on centralized cloud infrastructures, which can create problems with transparency,
security, and data management. AgriBlockIoT uses blockchain to solve these problems by
providing a secure and transparent way to store information. It can work with different IoT
devices and blockchain types like Ethereum and Hyperledger Sawtooth. The authors compared
different blockchain types to see how they perform in terms of speed, CPU load, and network
usage, providing valuable insights into their pros and cons. This work is a significant first step
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in understanding how blockchain can improve the reliability of IoT systems in the food supply
chain [125].

A very interesting article related to this thesis is the study by Pincheira et al. (2021) [182].
The authors focus is on the integration of constrained IoT devices with a public blockchain
infrastructure to address water management in precision agriculture. The use case involves the
implementation of a system architecture where constrained IoT devices, used for measuring
water consumption, act as direct data-source actors on a public blockchain infrastructure. These
devices interact with smart contracts that represent the interests of different water management
stakeholders and regulate the distribution of incentives amongst farmers practicing sustainable
water usage. The architecture is divided into three modules: the Device module, the Gateway
module, and the Blockchain module. The Device module is responsible for converting sensed
values, such as water consumption, into blockchain transactions. These transactions are then
sent to their corresponding smart-twin counterparts in the blockchain. The Gateway module
acts as a relay component between the device and the blockchain layer, ensuring the secure and
accurate transmission of transactions. The Blockchain module houses all the smart contracts
representing the smart-twins and the distributed application itself, providing a decentralized
interface for developing IoT applications. The Ethereum network was employed as the public
blockchain for the real implementation of this use case, and six different types of IoT platforms,
including 8-bit micro-controllers like the ATM from the AVR family typically used on Arduino-like
boards, and 32-bit boards from the ARM and MIPS families, were individually assessed for their
impact on the IoT devices in terms of energy, processing time, and available memory. The
findings reveal that solutions based on the proposed architecture can be implemented with only
a 6% additional energy allocation compared to the normal operations of the IoT devices. This
study by Pincheira et al. is significant as it not only demonstrates the feasibility of integrating
cost-effective IoT devices directly with a blockchain but also emphasizes the role of blockchain
in fostering sustainability and trust in water management systems in the agricultural sector.

Andoni et al. (2019) [127] explore the potential of blockchain technology in the energy sector,
highlighting its ability to overcome challenges and unlock opportunities. The authors systemati-
cally review blockchain’s applications in energy domain, focusing on its adoption and facilitation
of peer-to-peer energy trading, decentralized marketplaces, IoT applications, and its role in
promoting decentralization, digitalization, and decarbonization in energy systems. Their study
categorizes and reviews 140 blockchain projects and startups, exploring their relevance, poten-
tial, opportunities, challenges, and limitations in energy applications. The authors emphasize
blockchain’s ability to redefine digital trust, remove intermediaries, and disrupt conventional
governance, contributing to process optimization and the emergence of novel business models.
They highlight the growing interest of energy companies in blockchain for achieving sustainabil-
ity and a low-carbon transition. The authors also point out the role of blockchain in improving
operational efficiency, transparency in energy systems and markets, offering benefits to both
companies and consumers. A key element in this field are the numerous IoT applications that
could enable a blockchain-based energy trading smart cities, thus playing a significant role
in its smart grid systems. The study underscores the necessity for blockchain to overcome
challenges andmarket barriers to prove its commercial viability and secure mainstream adoption.
Other smart energy grid studies highlight the potential of blockchain in IoT-enabled smart grid
application and challenges overview [59].
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2.6.3 BIoT Challenges and Limitations

The integration of IoT and DLT, such as blockchain, is gaining traction across various sectors,
including but not limited to healthcare, supply chain, and agriculture. While this convergence
promises enhanced security and decentralization, it also introduces a set of challenges and
limitations (Figure 2.6.1). Based on related works, this section go through these challenges,
aiming to provide a comprehensive understanding of the difficulties faced when merging these
two technologies.

� Scalability and Performance : The scalability and performance of blockchain in IoT en-
vironments are critical concerns. The consensus mechanisms, such as Proof of Work,
are resource-intensive and may not be suitable for IoT devices with limited computational
capabilities [183] – however, it is not relevant in this thesis because we only target permis-
sionned blockchains. The transaction throughput of blockchains is often lower compared
to centralized solutions, potentially leading to bottlenecks in high-rate IoT environments.

� Integration Complexity and Interoperability: The integration of diverse IoT devices and
platforms with various blockchain protocols necessitates addressing compatibility and
interoperability issues. The heterogeneity of IoT devices and the variety of blockchain
protocols can complicate the seamless interaction between different components in BIoT
systems. Standardized protocols and mechanisms are essential to facilitate integration
[179].

� Data Privacy and Security: While blockchain can enhance the security of IoT by providing
a tamper-resistant ledger and making data sources identifiable, it also introduces new
challenges related to data privacy and security. The immutable nature of blockchain raises
concerns about data privacy and compliance with regulations such as GDPR. The public
nature of some blockchains can expose sensitive IoTdata to unauthorized entities. Network
privacy and transaction confidentiality are also significant concerns [184].

� Energy Consumption: The energy consumption associated with blockchain, especially
those utilizing resource-intensive consensus algorithms, is a significant concern. The first
blockchain, Bitcoin [? ], introduced in 2008, relied primarily on proof of energy consumption
for its consensus mechanism. Since then, various solutions have emerged to address
this issue. A blockchain node is unlikely to be running on an IoT device, but the ecological
aspects of the technology are at the heart of political and environmental discussions.
Moreover, the implementation of blockchain, including the choice of cryptography for
transactions, directly influences the energy requirements of IoT devices when they interact
with it. In essence, IoT devices must run a ’client program’ that aligns with the blockchain’s
operations.

� Cost Implications: The financial cost of implementing and maintaining blockchain can
be substantial, impacting the economic viability of BIoT solutions. These costs include
transaction fees (in the case of public blockchains), additional energy consumption costs,
and the expenses associated with the development of blockchain-compatible IoT devices.

� Adoption and Regulation: The slow pace of adoption can be explained to the perceived
complexity of blockchain technology and misconceptions about its applicability. Over-
coming this resistance and building trust by creating standard and interoperable systems
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are essential to bring acceptance up and promoting the integration of blockchain in IoT.
Additionally, the current regulatory landscape is fragmented and underdeveloped, creating
uncertainties and compliance challenges for developers and organizations. The lack of
universal compliance standards hinders the deployment of worldwide acceptable BIoT
solutions, potentially impacting innovation and investment in this field.

� Skill Deficit: The integration of blockchainwith IoT requires specialized knowledge and skills.
However, very few individuals truly understand how blockchain functions, especially in
conjunction with IoT. This presents hiring challenges and necessitates focused educational
efforts to bridge the skill gap in this interdisciplinary field.

Addressing these challenges is pivotal for unlocking the full potential of the IoT-DLT conver-
gence, ensuring its sustainable and secure integration into various fields. Ongoing research and
development efforts are focused on mitigating these challenges and exploring alternative con-
sensus mechanisms, enhancing interoperability, security, and developing standardized protocols
and frameworks [185] [186].

Figure 2.6.1: Difficulties in overcoming blockchain challenges are plotted based on their potential
impact. Very difficult and high-impact challenges are rated 10, while low difficulty and low impact
challenges are rated 0. The scores are given by the thesis author based on his personal judgment
and comprehensive research in the field. This visual representation aids in quickly identifying
and prioritizing the issues demanding immediate attention in the blockchain ecosystem.
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2.6.4 Cryptography

Cryptography is the science and art of securing information by transforming it into an unread-
able format, known as ciphertext, using mathematical algorithms and keys [187]. This process
ensures that only authorized parties with the corresponding decryption key can decipher and
access the original plain text information. The key properties of cryptography is to allow:

� Secrecy: Keep data private.
� Integrity: Ensure data remains unaltered.
� Authentication: Verify sender or recipient.
� Non-repudiation: Prevent denial of actions.

2.6.4.1 Cryptography in Blockchains

Any blockchain or DLT in general will at some point use cryptography techniques to create, man-
age, and secure its ledger, it is almost a pillar of blockchain technology (Security, Decentralization,
and Transparency).

Asymmetric-key cryptography (or “public key”) is the type of cryptography used in blockchains.
It uses a pair of keys – a public key and a private key. Information encrypted with the public key
can only be decrypted with the corresponding private key, and vice versa. This ensures that data
remains secure and confidential. Public key cryptography is used to authenticate participants
in a blockchain network. When a user wants to send a transaction or interact with the network,
they can sign their data with their private key. Others can verify the authenticity of the sender by
using the sender’s public key.

Figure 2.6.2: Asymmetric-key cryptography

Digital signatures, which are based on asymmetric cryptography, are used to verify the integrity
and authenticity of transactions and data in the blockchain. As depicted in Figure 2.6.2, when a
transaction is created (themessagem) by Alice, it is signedwith its private key (PrivKeyA). Anyone
can use Alice’s public key (PubKeyA) to verify that the signature (s) matches the transaction data,
ensuring that the transaction has not been tampered with.

In a blockchain system, participants may not trust each other. Asymmetric cryptography
allows users to keep their private keys secret while sharing their public keys. This separation of
keys simplifies key management and enhances security.

As described in Table 2.6.1, the algorithms used in blockchains are various in complexity, key
size, and targeted usage. In terms of security, each algorithm are proved to be secure up to a
certain degree depending on the key size. We have to notice that behind security there are aspects
hidden such as privacy or confidentiality. Any blockchain that uses public-key cryptography, is
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Cryptographic
Algorithm or
Signature

Description Common Usage Key Size (Bits) Year

RSA
(Rivest–Shamir-
Adleman)

Uses large prime
numbers for
secure data
transmission and
digital signatures

Secure
communication,
digital certificates

1024 to 4096 1977

ECC
(Elliptic Curve
Cryptography)

ECC encapsulate
multiples elliptic
curves (e.g.
secp256k1,
ed25519,
Curve25519, etc.)

Ethereum and
other DLT

256 to 521 (curve-
dependent)

1985
(ECC)

ECDSA
(Elliptic Curve
Digital Signature
Algorithm)

Relies on elliptic
curve
mathematics for
digital signatures

Bitcoin, Ethereum,
and other
cryptocurrencies

256 to 521 (curve-
dependent)

1991
(ECDSA)

EdDSA
(Edwards-curve
Digital Signature
Algorithm)

Based on
Edwards curves
for efficient and
secure digital
signatures

Some modern
blockchain
implementations

256 2015

Schnorr
Signatures

Offers simplicity
and security in
digital signatures

Taproot upgrade
in Bitcoin 256 1989

(Schnorr)

Lamport
Signatures

Quantum-
resistant
cryptographic
scheme using
one-time hash
functions

Experimental in
blockchain for
quantum
resistance

128 to 256
1979
(Lam-
port)

Table 2.6.1: Comparative Table: Cryptographic algorithms and signatures in blockchains
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pseudonymous because all transactions are signed and are identified by a public key. When
some cryptocurrency is deposited on the wallet (i.e. the customer’s wallet public key), and then
later sends this cryptocurrency anywhere else it will be possible to route back this asset (using
the intrinsic immutability of blockchain).

If a person deposits some cryptocurrency – using a centralized exchange that requires KYC3

verification – into a wallet (using the wallet’s public key) and later sends it to another wallet,
it’s possible to trace back the movement of this asset because of the immutable nature of
blockchains. If the cryptocurrency founds are used for illicit activities, it would also be possible
to know the funds owner identity because KYC information are often shared with governmental
authorities for regulatory purposes [188]. Identities could also be traced back even due to leaked
databases, services, or hacked websites [189].
Note: While privacy and confidentiality are crucial considerations in blockchain technology, an
in-depth exploration of this topic is beyond the thesis scope given its vast and complex nature.

Hashing algorithms play a crucial role in blockchains by ensuring data integrity and security.
Table 2.6.2 presents a comparative overview of various hashing algorithms commonly employed
in blockchain applications.
SHA-256 and SHA-512, both part of the SHA-2 family, are widely used due to their balance
of output size and computational efficiency. SHA-256, in particular, is the backbone of many
cryptocurrencies, including Bitcoin, where it secures blockchain integrity through its proof-of-
work mechanism. SHA-3, an evolution of the SHA family, offers a different hash function design,
providing an additional layer of security and is considered more resistant to cryptanalysis than
its predecessors.
Keccak, is the underlying algorithm of SHA-3, is specifically adapted for the latest Ethereum
version, focused on security. BLAKE2, another notable hashing algorithm, focuses on high-speed
performance, making it an attractive option for newer blockchain implementations seeking
efficiency alongside robust security.

Hash Algorithm Description Output Size (Bits) Year

SHA-256 (Secure Hash
Algorithm 256-bit)

Cryptographic hash
function for data
integrity

256 2001

SHA-512 (Secure Hash
Algorithm 512-bit)

Variant of SHA-2 with
longer output 512 2001

SHA-3 (Secure Hash
Algorithm 3)

A member of the SHA-3
family of hash
functions

Variable (e.g., 224,
256, 384, or 512
bits)

2015 (SHA-3)

Keccak (SHA-3)
Designed for security
and efficiency in
Ethereum 2.0

256 (default)
2005 (SHA-3),
2020 (Ethereum
2.0)

BLAKE2 Focuses on privacy and
security in hashing

Variable (e.g., 256
or 512 bits) 2012

Table 2.6.2: Comparative Table: Hashing Algorithms in blockchains

Post quantum cryptography concerns by the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) [190] are strongly discussed during the last 20 years due to the fast quantum computing

3KYC (Know Your Customer) is a standard in the investment industry that ensures advisors can verify a client’s
identity, their client’s investment knowledge, and financial profile.
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development. The current standards and cryptographic methods are being tested and show
that the impact from large-scale quantum computer makes RSA, ECDSA, ECDH, and DSA no
longer secure. Thus, new algorithms (encryption and signature generation) are proposed and
selected such CRYSTALS-KYBER, CRYSTALS-DILITHIUM, FALCON, and SPHINCS+ in 2022 [191].
Blockchain project will have to take in account these concerns to be quantum-resistance by
design. The authors in [192] propose solution for these future type of blockchain with a 5-step
end-to-end framework applicable to most blockchain networks. The authors emphasis the urge
of implementing – or at least planning – quantum-resistant algorithms because we maybe can’t
predict the time that large scale quantum computers are capable to break current standards, but
it will be very likely possible at some point in time. The survey study by Dasgupta et al. [156]
confirms these concerns on the expire time limits of the used cryptography in blockchain.

2.6.4.2 Cryptography in IoT Context

One of the most evident challenges emerging from the IoT security aspect is the great in-
crease in the number of interconnected devices, leading to a larger attack surface for potential
adversaries. These devices, often designed for specific tasks, might have limited computational
power, making the deployment of advanced encryption techniques challenging [193]. Moreover,
unlike personal computers or smartphones that receive frequent updates, many IoT devices have
prolonged operational lifetimes without regular software upgrades. This lack of updates makes
them more susceptible to cryptographic attacks that might emerge in the future. Additionally,
devices might be deployed in physically accessible and unsecured locations, further adding
vulnerability to potential threats.

To address the unique challenges posed by IoT devices, various cryptographic solutions have
been developed and adopted:

� Lightweight Cryptography (LWC): Given the computational limitations of many IoT devices,
lightweight cryptographic algorithms are designed to be efficient, requiring less power
and memory. They target specifically resource-constrained devices, ensuring a certain
level of security and performance. The authors in [194] discuss and expose many of the
LWC for the IoT. The survey provide the also the hardware and software implementation
performances of LWC algorithms along the top 10 most efficient LWC algorithm depending
on the targeted metric (energy, latency, memory, …).

� Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs): These are used for device authentication in IoT.
PUFs generate unique device-specific responses based on inherent physical variations in
the device. They can be used to derive cryptographic keys, ensuring device authenticity
without the need for stored secrets [195].

� Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC): ECC offers a stronger security-to-key-length ratio com-
pared to traditional algorithms like RSA. This makes it an attractive option for IoT devices
since shorter key lengths require less computational power and storage. Notably, ECC-
based digital signatures can be generated and verified with reduced overhead, which is
vital for IoT device performance.

� Hash-Based Signatures: For IoT devices with severe limitations, hash-based signatures
might be a feasible option. They are simple, have a smaller memory footprint, and can be
more resilient against quantum attacks.
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Kromes et al. research [196] underscores the significance of blockchain cryptography integra-
tion within IoTs, by demonstrating how a specific hardware architecture model can accelerate the
traditionally time-consuming cryptographic operations intrinsic to blockchain, thereby making it
more feasible to implement this technology for constrained IoT devices applications.

The author’s proposed model, developed in SystemC-TLM, is particularly notable for its ability
to significantly reduce the execution time of cryptographic processes, which are essential in
blockchain technology. Furthermore, the hardware-centric approach put forward by the authors
addresses one of the primary concerns in IoT security: the limitations imposed by the devices’
computational capacities. By optimizing the hardware to better support the cryptographic
demands of blockchain technology, their model presents a path toward implementing more
secure, efficient, and reliable IoT systems without overloading the devices.

However, as identified by the authors, the application of blockchain cryptography in IoT isn’t
without its challenges. Concerns related to the blockchain performance scalability, IoT energy
efficiency, and the secure management of cryptographic keys must be addressed as research in
this area continues (e.g. usage of PUFs to store the keys). Despite these obstacles, their work
emphasizes the powerful advantages of integrating advanced cryptographic solutions in IoT,
highlighting the potential to enhance the security and trustworthiness of interconnected devices.
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2.7 Conclusion

This chapter has provided an extensive overview of the current state of the art in the domain
of the Internet of Things (IoT) and Decentralized Ledger Technology (DLT), and particularly on
blockchain technology. As we’ve explored, the landscape of IoT has grown exponentially, and is
characterized by an increasingly interconnected digital world. This interconnectivity facilitates
unprecedented data collection and automation capabilities, extending across various domains
from personal devices to industrial applications.

Similarly, blockchain technology has shown its transformative potential in establishing trust in
digital interactions, significantly influencing both technological and organizational paradigms.
Beyond its well-known application in cryptocurrencies, blockchain’s decentralized, transparent,
and secure naturemakes it suitable for numerous applications, potentially revolutionizing sectors
like finance, healthcare, supply chain, and, pertinent to this discussion, the IoT sector.

Furthermore, the intersection of IoT and blockchain presents a strong argument for enhanced
security, privacy, and interoperability among the abundance of IoT devices. However, this con-
vergence is not without challenges, which necessitate further exploration and innovation to
overcome issues related to scalability, practical integration, energy efficiency, and regulatory
considerations.

In summary, the advancements in IoT and blockchain technology highlight a pivotal moment
in our digital era. The private and public sector is currently exploring the feasibility of IoT-
Blockchain integration. Numerous questions surrounding the practical implementation of this
novel technology are only beginning to be addressed. The following Chapter 3, explores our
specific use case, its implementation on private blockchain platforms, and multiple performance
studies. The Chapter 4 discuss the practical implementation and provide key findings to improve
BIoT by exploring the blockchain client integration directly on constrained electronic devices.
Concurrently, the shift in our interaction and trust towards our digital ecosystem brings also
the question of systems interoperability, which is discussed in Chapter 5. Interoperability in IoT
devices and blockchain systems are two different concepts, and the thesis focuses rather on
the BIoT interoperability by employing interoperable blockchain-of-blockchain ecosystems.
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3 BIoT: Blockchains for IoT

3.1 Introduction

As we explore the complex domains of the Internet of Things (IoT) and blockchain technology,
we saw that a notable integration potential is emerging. The previous chapter established
a comprehensive foundation, examining the distinct, yet interconnected realms of IoT and
blockchain, with a particular focus on interoperability.

However, the focus of this chapter and the next one, shifts toward the practical of this inte-
gration. This convergence represents more than just a combination; it’s an strategic orientation
designed to address fundamental BIoT challenges and limitations we expressed (Section 2.6.3)
and unlock new opportunities (with a focusmainly on scalability and performance, interoperability,
and energy consumption).

The practical implementation of BIoT remains largely in the proposal or PoC stage, with several
critical aspects still unaddressed for industrial-level BIoT integration. In this chapter, we embark
on an in-depth exploration, scrutinizing the key components of BIoT. This involves identifying
the specific requirements of an industrial use case and ensuring these needs are adequately
met on both the blockchain side (i.e., blockchain’s intrinsic performances), and – in the next
chapter – the IoT side (i.e., IoT computational performance, communication methods, etc.). This
chapter is about first creating a common smart contract and then extracting specific blockchain
performances for a practical context use case.

INFO-CIRCLE Please note that at this stage of the thesis, our exploration will primarily center on the
automotive use case at the single-organizational level. The Chapter 5 will expand this scope to
include multiple organizations, offering a macroscopic overview of BIoT’s full potential.
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3.2 SIM Use Case Description

Most of the thesis revolves around the Smart IoT for Mobility (SIM) automotive use case. In
this section, we describe this project in detail and explain how it will provide a pathway that
is sufficiently bounded to establish an environment to explore BIoT solutions, blockchain, and
infrastructure architecture design.

3.2.1 In-Depth SIM Use Case Requirements

For this chapter, we’ll need to know the use case requirements in more detail: Who and How
are the interactions between actors ? What, How, and How much data is exchanged ?
To avoid misinterpretation, in the context of blockchain and for the rest of the thesis we dif-
ferentiate throughput into three categories: the blockchain transaction input throughput, the
blockchain transaction output throughput, and the network throughput (for read-only data).
The data writes, or input transaction throughput, refers to the rate at which transactions that
record or modify data are generated and submitted to the blockchain.
In contrary, the data reads, or network throughput, is the retrieval rate of data from the blockchain
that does not necessitate the creation of a new transaction.
The output throughput is the rate that data is processed by a blockchain, a metric used only to
study the results of blockchain performances (more described in Section 3.4.1.2).

3.2.1.1 Vehicle: Data Writes

To ensure that the accident use case is managed effectively, the vehicle’s generated data
rate needs to be estimated carefully. A smart interconnected vehicle will generate various data
points—such as speed, location, mechanical status, and more (around 140 data fields based on
an Android Automotive OS specification [197]).

INFO-CIRCLE We consider ”transaction” also as a unit. A transaction is an digital object containing multiple
fields such as a nonce, public key, signature, and a message. The message is a generic element
that can be a payment, a call to a smart contract, or anything else. This field is arbitrary, thus the
transaction data length vary from one blockchain to an other. To provide a level of abstraction,
we keep ”transaction” as a unit an won’t use the ”bit” unit.

To estimate the input transaction throughput we will only consider that a transaction is sent for
the following types of events:

� Critical events: Such as accidents which must be recorded instantly. The accident record
is stored on the blockchain.

� System updates: Firmware or software updates that change the vehicle’s operation or
capabilities. A trace of the updates is inserted on the blockchain.

� Regular maintenance records: Including scheduled services, part replacements, and gen-
eral maintenance activities. We consider that all these interactions with the vehicle should
be recorded on the blockchain (i.e. Smart Service Book).

For each of these events, a blockchain transaction must be created to ensure the data’s
immutability and traceability. The followingTable 3.2.1 describe the average transaction emission
rate for each type of events, for a vehicle.
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Event Type Estimation Basis Average interaction
with blockchain

Critical events Road traffic accidents 50,000 per year

System updates Manufacturer’s
schedule

(4+12)×Nvehicles per
year

Regular maintenance
records Service intervals (1+10)×Nvehicles per

year

Table 3.2.1: Average transaction emission rates for different vehicle event types with concrete
estimation

Traffic safety reports from French road safety observatory (ONISR) sets the average road
traffic accidents per year around 50 000, with a car fleet in France of around 40M (= Nvehicles)
[198][199].

System updates are not daily occurrences, they can depend on the manufacturer’s schedule
or critical updates that are required. Let’s assume there’s a major update quarterly and minor
updates monthly.

Regular maintenance typically occurs at set intervals, such as every 10,000 km or once a year,
whichever comes first. Let’s assume an average vehicle drives 15,000 km per year. Additionally,
the maintenance will replace parts and initiate checks that would create transactions, we will
estimate this to 10 interactions with the blockchain that create a transaction each.

The total average transaction throughput for vehicles in France can be calculated by summing
the transactions for critical events, system updates, and regular maintenance records. Given that
Nvehicles represents the total number of vehicles and that the car fleet in France is approximately
40M vehicles, we get the Equation 3.2.1.

Annual critical events= 50,000

Annual system updates events= (4+12)×40M

Annual maintenance events= (1+10)×40M

Annual average total Writes= 1,080,050,000 transactions

(3.2.1)

We then normalize this to get the average transaction throughput by dividing the total annual
throughput by 365 (days) or 31536000 (seconds) in Equation 3.2.2.

Average blockchain input throughput=
1,080,050,000

365
= 2,959,041.10 transactions/day
= 34.25 transactions/second

Average blockchain input throughput (critical-only)=
50,000

365
= 136.99 transactions/day
= 0.0016 transactions/second

(3.2.2)

These values represents an estimation of the average interactions (per second) of a car fleet
has with the blockchain for our use case. Given the growth in the vehicle industry and the
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digitization of processes, 34.25 transactions/second is a relatively low estimation and could
easily be 10 times this value (3̃40 transactions/second).

While the critical-only events input throughput accounts for a mere fraction of the overall
transaction volume, this does not reduce the accidents value importance.
Car manufacturers and OEMs consider not only the necessity of recording critical events but
also a broader potential for data monetization and other purposes. The vast amount of vehicle
data points, beyond accidents, offers a rich source for analytics and business intelligence, which
is central to the automotive industry’s evolving revenue models. By leveraging all the vehicle data
in a blockchain environment, manufacturers can unlock new opportunities for service offerings,
customer insights, and operational efficiencies. This view highlights why using blockchain for
more than just accident data makes sense for car manufacturers: it opens up new ways to make
money and improve services by using all the data cars generate.

3.2.1.2 Vehicle: Data Reads

For managing the data generated by vehicles effectively, the network’s capability to handle
large-scale read operations must also be addressed. We define, data reads interactions that en-
compasses the rate of data retrieval from the blockchain, which does not change the blockchain’s
state but is critical for the operation of smart vehicles and related services.

INFO-CIRCLE Similarly to transactions, we consider ”reads” as a unit. The ”read” doesn’t have a proper
unit because it totally depends on the retrieved data: The insurance could be querying an 32 bit
identifier (ID) or an entire table of IDs.

Data reads, in the context of the accident use case includes:

� Verification of accident data by insurance companies
� Real-time access to vehicle status by mechanics or emergency services
� User requests for vehicle history or status updates
� Regulatory compliance checks and audits

Given the high dependability on real-time data for immediate services and safety assurance, the
blockchain architecture must support high data read throughput. For the purpose of our analysis,
we will consider both synchronous and asynchronous reads. Synchronous reads happen in real-
time and are usually initiated by an immediate need for information, such as during an accident
verification process. Asynchronous reads are scheduled or occur as background processes, for
instance, regular compliance checks.

The following hypothetical model (Table 3.2.2) shows how the demand for data reads might
be distributed across different services for a single vehicle.

With assumptions based on the average vehicle usage patterns and service requirements,
we can estimate the data reads throughput a blockchain has to support. However, unlike write
operations, reads can be off-chain using archives database of the indexed blockchain, allowing
for greater scalability and less strain on the blockchain network. It is also possible to scale read
performances by adding blockchain nodes that are light-nodes or peer-only nodes, containing a
live copy of the ledger. It is relatively unnecessary to explore the read performances in this thesis
because it relates more on network performances and very large database management (in the
case of a centralized blockchain-indexed database). The study by Kalajdjieski et al. shows an
overview of the possible databases that can be used to index and process blockchain data [200].
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Service Type Read Frequency Estimated Reads per Year

Insurance Verification After accidents

2×Ncritical_events
(Let’s consider just 2
Insurance data reads from
the blockchain, could be
much more.)

Vehicle Status Access Daily operational
checks 365×Nvehicles

Vehicle History Requests User-driven, irregular Assumed 5×Nvehicles per
year

Compliance Checks Regular authority audits Assumed 2×Nvehicles per
year

Table 3.2.2: Estimated read demands for different services related to a single vehicle

However, to grasps the necessity for read-performances in blockchain, we illustrate, assuming
an average car fleet in France of 40M vehicles, the annual read operations for various services
would result in Equation 3.2.3.

Annual reads for Insurance Verification= 2×50,000

Annual reads for Vehicle Status Access= 365×40,000,000

Annual reads for Vehicle History Requests= 5×40,000,000

Annual reads for Compliance Checks= 2×40,000,000

Average Total Reads= 14,700,100,000 reads

(3.2.3)

When normalized to per second we obtain Equation 3.2.4.

Average blockchain read throughput per second=
14,700,100,000

31,536,000

= 466.31 reads/second
(3.2.4)

This projected estimations underscores the necessity for high-performance blockchain solu-
tions capable of supporting both the highwrite and read demands of the use case. All blockchains
have an internal database to store and manage transactions, blocks, and other state related
information. However, a blockchain encapsulates many other components (as we have seen in
the blockchain OSI model). In opposition, ”barebone” databases are specifically optimized only
for data management, thus their performances in data writes/insert are better than blockchains
but can have similar performances in data reads (Bergman et al. [201] comparison of latencies in
permissioned blockchains and distributed databases). To draw a contrast, databases like MySQL
rely on a combination of factors including disk I/O, memory usage, and query optimization for
read/write performances [202], blockchains predominantly employ a consensus mechanism for
data writing, which introduces inherent latency related to consensus.

Furthermore, the estimated use case reads is also indicative of the network infrastructure
requirements that must be in place to sustain the data flow, emphasizing the need for blockchain
infrastructure designs that are both efficient and scalable enough to meet the strict requirements
of the automotive industry.
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3.2.1.3 Vehicle IoT Device Constraints

From the electronics point of view, the SIM project has to consider the operational constraints
imposed by the hardware within these interconnected vehicles. These constraints primarily
include computational capacity, power consumption, memory size, and network connectivity,
which are all critical for the successful integration and performance of blockchain technology in
an IoT environment.

The vehicles are equipped with various sensors and processors that continuously collect data
and perform computations. However, the devices used in such vehicles are often limited in
terms of processing power and energy availability, given the need to optimize for lower power
consumption and longer operational periods without compromising on performance.

� Computational Capacity: The blockchain clients will perform cryptographic operations
essential for securing transaction data. Optimizing the software to run these operations
within the client’s resource limits is vital to prevent overloading the vehicle’s computing hard-
ware. It is also recommended to use specific hardware resources for secure cryptographic
operations.

� Power Consumption: The blockchain clientsmust be designed to be energy-efficient. Since
vehicles have limited energy reserves, it’s important for client operations to conserve power
to maintain the vehicle’s overall battery life.

� Memory Size: The client software will require memory for transaction operations and
potentially for storing transaction histories in some cases. Given the memory limitations
typical of vehicle IoT devices, the client’s storage footprint must be minimized.

� Network Connectivity: The clients need to maintain a constant and secure connection to
the blockchain network for transaction submissions and data retrieval. The challenges of
maintaining connectivity in a dynamic driving environment require robust network manage-
ment within the client software.

The blockchain integration in the automotive IoT must be adapted to embedded systems with
a focus on lightweight client design. This involves creating blockchain client applications that
provide essential features such as transaction creation and signature verification.

In previous work part of the SIM project, R. Kromes created and developed an IoT architecture
model dedicated to blockchain applications [203]. Kromes emphasizes the necessity for a
harmonized architecture that accommodates the limited computational and energy resources of
IoT devices while ensuring secure and reliable blockchain operations.
The proposed architecture made in SystemC-TLM modeling language takes advantage of dedi-
cated hardware accelerators specifically designed to handle the cryptographic operations inher-
ent to blockchain technologies. These accelerators are tailored to execute hashing, encryption
and digital signature algorithms, more efficiently than general-purpose processors. By offloading
the most resource-intensive tasks to specialized hardware, the architecture seeks to balance the
trade-off between performance and power consumption, which is critical in the automotive IoT
landscape.

3.2.1.4 Vehicle Data Automation

Vehicle data automation in the context of the SIM project refers to the implementation of
smart contracts for automating the processes related to vehicle data management using a
blockchain network. In the current phase of this thesis, three principal entities are considered:
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the OEM, which refers also to the car manufacturer, the vehicle itself, and the driver operating
the vehicle.
The design of smart contracts includes several functions, including a basic authentication
procedure and management of the automobile fleet, as well as the tracing and storage of
accident reports. It is assumed that the car manufacturer will be responsible for registering
identities within their system. Consequently, the smart contract is endowed with methods that
determine actors or vehicles additions to the smart contract’s state.

The permission architecture adopted throughout this chapter is described as follows: The
”Blockchain admin” is conceptualized as either a human or a software tool with the authority to
delegate permissions to a manufacturing entity. A ”factory” within this system has the capability
to enroll car identities into the smart contract’s state. A ”car” has the ability to execute methods
within the smart contract to report accidents. Lastly, the ”driver” identity (i.e. public key) is
associated to the accident when they are reported.

Blockchain 

Admin DriverCarFactory

Blockchain Network

set Factory id

settings TP

new_car 

command
new_owner/crash 

command

Build &Send 

Transactions (1) (2) (3)&(4)

Figure 3.2.1: Hierarchical permission architecture for smart contract interaction

The Figure 3.2.1 depicts the permissioned architecture within the smart contract framework of
the SIM project. It shows the Blockchain admin at the top level, who has the authority to assign
permissions to factories. The factories, in turn, have the responsibility of registering vehicle iden-
tities in the smart contract state. Cars are authorized to use smart contract methods for accident
declaration, and the driver’s identity, indicated by a public key, is recorded in association with the
accident reports. This structure ensures a clear definition of roles and responsibilities for secure
and efficient management of vehicle data transactions on the blockchain. This architecture
constituted the initial step towards realizing the use case for smart contracts and implemented
in our work [204], which aimed to establish a genuinely decentralized implementation of the
accident use case. We achieved the first proposal using Hyperledger Sawtooth blockchain
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software and IPFS decentralized storage solution. Additionally, specific modules were developed
to facilitate the integration of blockchain with the storage system.

Moreover, without relying on vehicle images, video cameras, or data from radar or LIDAR
systems, the quantity of information generated approximates to 128 kbits [205]. While this
amount may appear negligible, a simple calculation reveals that the annual increment in storage
is considerable. Given the estimated data production, the annual storage increase can be
calculated as follows: 128kbits× 50,000 = 6.4 Gbit/year. Adding only an 1Mbits image will
increase the data storage requirement by 1Mbits×50,000 = 50 Gbit/year, thus on-chain storing
for the entire vehicle fleet ( 40M) is unrealistic.

Now that we defined the landscape of the use case requirements which the thesis focuses
on, we will now proceed to the blockchains technologies used to explore the practicability of
automotive blockchain-based vehicle and vehicle accident management.

3.3 Main Studied Blockchains

3.3.1 Hyperledger Sawtooth and Fabric

Hyperledger Sawtooth and Hyperledger Fabric are two prominent frameworks within the
Hyperledger suite, each tailored for specific enterprise blockchain applications.

Hyperledger Sawtooth is a permissioned blockchain framework, known for its modularity
and flexibility [84]. It supports various consensus algorithms, like Practical Byzantine Fault
Tolerance (PBFT) and Proof of Elapsed Time (PoET), and allows for the customization of its core
components. Sawtooth’s architecture, featuring a modular validator and transaction processors,
focuses on security, scalability, and adaptability, making it well-suited for diverse business
requirements (see Figure 3.3.1).

In contrast, Hyperledger Fabric offers a unique approach to enterprise blockchain solutions.
Fabric’s architecture is highly modular and includes features such as channels for private trans-
actions and chaincodes for smart contracts [83]. This design enhances scalability, privacy, and
performance in business contexts. Fabric’s permissioned nature allows for controlled network
access, and its pluggable consensus mechanism caters to varied operational needs.

In Sawtooth, the validator plays a critical role in transaction validation and maintaining a uni-
form state across all nodes. Similarly, Fabric employs amodular architecture, where components
like identity services, ledger storage, and consensusmechanisms can be customized. Chaincode
in Fabric, analogous to smart contracts, allows for business logic encapsulation and can be
deployed independently on different channels.

Sawtooth’s consensus engine, a separate module, works alongside the validator to manage
consensus processes. Sawtooth also offers a REST API for external communication, contrast-
ing with Fabric’s diverse communication protocols that cater to different network and client
requirements.

Hyperledger Sawtooth’s adoption of Intel SGX for its PoET consensus mechanism offers a
secure and efficient alternative to the computational demands of Proof of Work algorithms.
However, security concerns around Intel SGX have prompted ongoing research and updates
[206]. Hyperledger Fabric distinguishes itself with also a pluggable consensus feature, offering
enterprises the flexibility to select and tailor consensus mechanisms to fit their requirements
(Kafka, Raft, or a specific ordering service in Fabric v2.x).
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Figure 3.3.1: Hyperledger Sawtooth node and network structure

Both Sawtooth and Fabric emphasize transaction processing efficiency, with Sawtooth utilizing
transaction processors for specific transaction types and Fabric using chaincodes for smart
contract implementation. Fabric achieves efficiency through its unique ’execute-order-validate’
architecture, which allows transactions to be processed before the final network-wide agreement,
thus reducing latency and improving throughput by parallelizing transaction execution and
consensus.

3.3.2 Ethereum

Ethereum is a public, open-source blockchain platform that features smart contract functional-
ity [85]. It is widely recognized for its role in pioneering decentralized applications (dApps) on the
blockchain. Ethereum operates on a global scale and is not confined to private or enterprise use,
making it fundamentally different from permissioned blockchains like Hyperledger Sawtooth.

The public Ethereum platform is powered by its own cryptocurrency, Ether (ETH), which is used
to perform various functions within the network, such as compensating participating nodes for
computations performed. The inherent flexibility of Ethereum’s programming language, Solidity,
allows developers to write and deploy a wide range of smart contracts and dApps that can
automate complex transactions and create decentralized autonomous organizations (DAOs).

However, Ethereum can be deployed in a private network configuration, which allows it to
be used for enterprise applications requiring privacy and permissioned access. This versatility
makes Ethereum adaptable for both public and private use cases. Within a private context,
Ethereum allows the creation of specialized smart contracts and permissioned processing flows
that are optimized for the specific performance and security requirements of the enterprise.

The Geth implementation (Figure 3.3.2) of Ethereum is one of the most popular for its cus-
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Figure 3.3.2: Generic Geth/Besu Ethereum node structure: Possible to choose PoW, Clique, IBFT,
or QBFT consensus

tomization options and control features [85]. It provides the functionality to participate in the
public Ethereum network or to launch a private network with a different consensus mechanism,
such as Proof of Work (PoW), Clique (for proof of authority systems). With Hyperledger Besu [86],
implementation of Ethereum it is possible to choose Clique, Istanbul Byzantine Fault Tolerance
(IBFT), or Quorum Byzantine Fault Tolerance (QBFT) consensuses.

Geth and Besu encompasses a full Ethereum node that validates blocks, manages the
blockchain, and ensures data consistency across the network. In a private network, both
Ethereum implementations allows for significant customization, enabling enterprises to de-
fine their own governance policies, transaction verification protocols, and network authority
mechanisms. The choice of consensus in a private network impacts its performance and se-
curity, with Clique and IBFT offering faster block times and reduced computational overhead
compared to the traditional PoW used on the public Ethereum network.

The Geth implementation (Figure 3.3.2) of Ethereum stands out as one of the most favored
due to its wide range of customization options, community support, and control features [85].
It enables users to either join the public Ethereum network or establish a private network that
operates with a distinct consensus mechanism, including Proof of Work (PoW) and Clique (for
proof of authority systems). Furthermore, with the Hyperledger Besu [86] version of Ethereum,
users have the flexibility to select from Clique, Istanbul Byzantine Fault Tolerance (IBFT), or
Quorum Byzantine Fault Tolerance (QBFT) as their consensus mechanisms.

Both Geth and Besu offers blockchain node capabilities that are crucial for block validation,
blockchain management, and maintaining data consistency across the network. When deployed
in a private network setting, these Ethereum implementations allows extensive customization.
This adaptability can give organizations the possibility to have specific options their governance
models, transaction verification processes, and network authority structures. The consensus
mechanismchosen for a private network directly influences its performance and security. Notably,
Clique and IBFT are known to facilitate quicker block times and lower computational demands
in comparison to the conventional PoW mechanism that governs the public Ethereum network.
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3.3.3 Substrate-Based Blockchain

In the evolving landscape of blockchain technology, Substrate emerges as a revolutionary
framework that empowers developers to design customized blockchains tailored to specific
needs. This innovation is particularly crucial in the context of application-specific blockchains,
which demand a high degree of customization to efficiently serve their intended purposes.

Substrate was developed by Parity Technologies, the same team that created the Polkadot
network, with the intention of providing a robust framework for blockchain innovation [207]. It is
intricately linked to Polkadot through its native compatibility with the network’s interoperability
protocol, allowing Substrate-based blockchains to seamlessly connect with Polkadot and other
chains in the ecosystem. This relationship enables shared security and inter-chain communica-
tion, positioning Substrate as an essential tool for developing the next generation of interoperable
blockchain systems.

Substrate is a cutting-edge Software Development Kit (SDK) that offers a rich set of tools for
developers to build blockchains that can operate independently or within the shared security
ecosystem of the Polkadot network. The core of Substrate’s innovation is found in its modular
design, enabling developers to create blockchains with an extraordinary level of freedom.

The architecture of a Substrate-based blockchain is inherently modular, comprising of several
components (i.e. pallets) to deliver a fully functional and customizable blockchain solution [138].
At the heart of this architecture lies the concept of pallets, which are the core elements of the
Substrate runtime.

Runtime Composition and Pallets:
By using the FRAME (Framework for Runtime Aggregation of Modularised Entities) environment,
developers can select and configure pallets. Substrate’s runtime is an aggregation of pallet-
s/modules, interchangeable pieces that encapsulate a set of functionalities or business logic.
These pallets range from essential system functions to specialized business logic like asset
management and consensus mechanisms. Depicted in Figure 3.3.3, each pallet can be seen of
as a reusable component that can be selected and configured to fulfill specific roles within a new
blockchain core logic. There are around 80 pallets available in the FRAME SDK, however many
parachain projects and open-source organizations have created many more application-specific
pallets [208].

For instance, the Balances palletmanages the ledger of account balanceswithin the blockchain,
while the Timestamp pallet records the time at which transactions occur. Together, and combined
with others, these pallets could form the backbone for one new blockchain’s operational logic,
providing the essential services that allow the blockchain to function effectively.

General overview of a Substrate-based blockchain node:
As depicted in Figure 3.3.4, a Substrate-based blockchain node can be represented into two
primary components: the core client and the runtime.

� Core Client and Outer Node Services: The client acts as the operational shell of a Substrate
node, coordinating with outer node services to manage network activities and maintain the
blockchain’s connectivity and consistency. These services include P2P, transaction pool,
consensus-building, and execution of RPC calls.

Key activities performed by client services include:
- Storage: A key-value store to persist blockchain state data.
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Figure 3.3.3: Substrate pallets: Used to create the blockchain runtime

Figure 3.3.4: Substrate-based blockchain node structure

- Peer-to-peer (P2P) networking: Using libp2p library, for a decentralized and resilient mesh
of nodes.
- Consensus: The outer node communicates with other network node participants to ensure
agreement of the blockchain state.
- RPC API: Facilitates interactions with the blockchain through HTTP and WebSocket
protocols, allowing external clients and developers to query and interact with the network.
- Telemetry: Collects and shares node performance metrics.
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- Execution environment: Chooses between WebAssembly or native execution for the
runtime, dispatching dispatching calls to the selected runtime.

� The Runtime: The runtime is the component that executes the state transition function
of the blockchain. It validates transactions, implements changes to the state, and deter-
mines the blockchain’s evolving logic. The runtime is responsible for all on-chain related
executions, processing all transactions and storing the resulting state in a format ready for
retrieval and verification by the client services.

Substrate’s runtime encapsulates the blockchain’s business logic within a Wasm byte code
environment, stored on-chain which this enables several features:
- Forkless Upgrades: Permits the upgrade of blockchain functionality without network
forks.
-Multi-platform Compatibility: Ensures the runtime can operate across different computing
environments due to the portability of Wasm.
- Runtime Validity Checking: Offers an intrinsic mechanism to verify the integrity and
correctness of the runtime code.
- Validation Proofs: Facilitates consensus on the Polkadot relay chain by providing proof
of state transitions.

Intercommunication between the client and runtime is achieved through runtime APIs, which
enable the client to pass requests to the runtime. This framework for blockchains is a highly
appreciated solution for this thesis: it allows customization, by reusing core blockchain compo-
nents for faster and seamless development/testing. Existing standard in the framework allows
to also implement cross-communication with compatible blockchains.

3.3.4 EOSIO

EOSIO is a blockchain platform designed for the development and operation of decentralized
applications (dApps). It was developed by Block.one and first released in June 2018 [209].

INFO-CIRCLE EOS.IO project has been discontinued by Block.one mid-thesis, in the year 2021. A fork of
the ecosystem and platform by maintainers, called Antelope, has been done in an attempt to
continue development and provide support for existing applications [210].

EOSIO’s architecture is characterized by its emphasis on scalability and efficiency, which is fun-
damentally different from typical blockchain structures. This is achieved through a combination
of unique elements defined bellow.

Consensus Mechanism: Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS): At the core of EOSIO’s architec-
ture is its Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS) consensus mechanism. This system elects block
producers (BPs) through a community-driven voting process, where EOS token holders cast their
votes to select a limited number of BPs. This mechanism ensures high transaction throughput
and reduced latency, making EOSIO highly scalable.

Free Transaction Model and Resource Staking: EOSIO introduces a novel approach to transac-
tion costs, allowing users to interact with dApps without direct fees. Instead, it utilizes a resource
staking model where users stake EOS tokens to access network resources (CPU, NET, and RAM).
This model promotes a more user-friendly experience compared to traditional transaction fee
models.
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Governance Structure: EOSIO’s governance is community-driven, with token holders having a
say in network decisions, including BP elections and protocol updates. This democratic approach
fosters a more engaged and participatory community, though it has also been a topic of debate
regarding centralization concerns.

EOSIO Node Overview: The EOSIO node (Figure 3.3.5), nodeos, is the core software of EOS.IO
blockchain node. Depending on its configuration it can handle smart contracts, validate transac-
tions, and produce and confirm blocks. Around nodeos are plugins. Some plugins are mandatory,
such as chain_plugin (process and aggregate chain data on the node), net_plugin (provides
an authenticated P2P protocol to synchronize nodes persistently), and producer_plugin (loads
functionality required for a node to produce blocks). Plugins allow the EOS node to be modular.
Unlike Hyperledger Sawtooth, EOS node plugins are compiled and packet in nodeos. Partitioning
software features allows building different blockchain nodes for different purposes.

Figure 3.3.5: EOSIO blockchain node structure

A standout feature of EOSIO is its high transaction throughput. Thanks to its Delegated
Proof of Stake (DPoS) consensus mechanism and the efficiency of block producers, EOSIO can
handle thousands of transactions per second (TPS), significantly outperforming many traditional
blockchains. This scalability is essential for applications requiring fast and reliable transaction
processing, such as financial services, gaming, and social media platforms.

The innovative resource management system in EOSIO, where users stake EOS tokens to
access network resources (CPU and NET), and purchase RAM, presents a unique approach. This
system not only ensures equitable resource allocation but also incentivizes token holding and
network participation. By eliminating per-transaction fees, EOSIO enhances user experience and
accessibility, particularly for frequent transactions.

Smart Contracts: EOSIO’s smart contracts supports various programming languages (Rust,
Go, Python, …), with C++ being the primary one (called also EOS++ in their ecosystem), allowing
developers to build complex and efficient contracts. The contracts are compiled in WebAssembly
(Wasm) and generate an ABI to interface with it (Figure 3.3.6).The smart contract Wasm is
executed in the Wasm VM.
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EOSIO has a similar smart contract design to Ethereum, using a blockchain layer inside the node
core that execute contract code in a virtual machine (VM). The difference is the contract and VM
execution language.

EOSIO has an implementation of Ricardian Contract (cf. Section 2.3.9.5) features when the
plugin is compiled with nodeos. The Ricardian Contract is written in a plain text file using a
template specification to include variables and conditions in the contract document. It is in the
on-chain ABI file that the Ricardian Contract template is stored.

Figure 3.3.6: EOSIO Smart Contract Compiler: Wasm & ABI file

Exclamation-Triangle An important notice is that ABI can be bypassed when executing transactions. Messages
and actions passed to a contract do not necessarily have to conform to the ABI. The ABI is a
guide, not a gatekeeper.
From this notice, we deduce that when displaying the compiled Ricardian Contract template to a
user, the data displayed is for information purposes only. It does not take part of the agreement
coded in the SC.

3.3.5 Discussion: Selected Blockchains in Smart Mobility and the Automotive
Industry

The studied blockchain platforms each possess unique attributes that align with specific
requirements and challenges of smart mobility in smart cities and the automotive industry. This
alignment is critical for selecting the appropriate blockchain technology for specific applications
within these domains.
Hyperledger Sawtooth and Fabric: These permissioned platforms are ideal for environments
where data privacy and controlled access are paramount, such as in collaborative automotive sec-
tors involving OEMs, suppliers, and service providers. Hyperledger Sawtooth’s modularity adapts
well to various throughput and latency needs in automotive applications, while Fabric’s private
transaction channels and smart contracts are suitable for intricate supply chain management
and manufacturing processes.
Ethereum: Ethereum stands out as a versatile blockchain platform for smart mobility in smart
cities, due to its configurable nature (public/private/consortium), standardization, and robust
community support. Its standardized development environment, primarily through Solidity smart
contracts, has become a benchmark in the blockchain domain, facilitating easier adoption and
ensuring reliability and compliance, which are crucial for example in the automotive sector.
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Additionally, Ethereum’s expansive and active community offers a lots of resources, shared
knowledge, and collaborative innovation, driving continuous improvement and technological
advancement. This robust ecosystem and flexible framework make Ethereum suitable for a
range of smart mobility applications.
Substrate-Based Blockchain: The high customization potential of Substrate is beneficial for
smart city-specific blockchain solutions, enabling integration across diverse services, partici-
pants, transport modes and IoT devices. Its interoperability, especially with a relay chain (Polka-
dot), enhances integration among various urban services, essential for comprehensive smart
city management. With an appropriate design, Substrate can provide the ground layer for any
specific blockchain application. The framework already has shown its efficiency in parachain
projects to tackle specific issues, including one BIoT use case [211].
EOSIO’s Legacy: Despite its discontinuation, EOSIO’s architecture, designed for scalability and
efficiency, serves as a model for platforms needed in high-throughput and real-time data pro-
cessing applications, which are crucial in mobility scenarios. Its scalability, enabling the handling
of vast volumes of real-time IoT data, can potentially improve the realm of BIoT applications.
This scalability, and with its low transaction fees, makes it a potential economical choice for
BIoT applications. Additionally, the Ricardian Contract feature had lot of potential that would
allow the legal world to interface with the technical world.
At its inception, EOSIO’s innovative resource management approach held the promise of pro-
pelling blockchain technology into a new era of adoption. However, history has shown that the
platform’s overall trajectory has not aligned with this initial enthusiasm.
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3.4 Blockchain Performances

The performance of blockchain technology is critical to its effectiveness and to fit the use
case with applications demanding high throughput and rapid data exchange in smart mobility of
smart cities. This section will explore how performances of blockchain are measured and what
metrics are commonly used to study and evaluate blockchain systems.

3.4.1 How is Blockchain Performance Measured?

Blockchain performance measurement involves quantifying the efficiency and effectiveness
of a blockchain system in executing its intended functions: creating a decentralized, immutable
distributed ledger. It typically includes various metrics that reflect the system’s ability to process
transactions, handle data storage, manage network communication, and execute smart contract
code. Performance is not only about speed and throughput but also about the system’s reliability,
security, and scalability, which are tightly linked to the used consensus mechanism.

3.4.1.1 Transaction Latency

The transaction latency is the delay from the moment a transaction is submitted to when it
is first acknowledged by the blockchain network. The term ”acknowledged” in latency can be
interpreted as the delay a transaction takes to: get in the transaction queue (unconfirmed or
un-finalized) or to be finalized in the chain ledger (becoming immutable).

3.4.1.2 Transaction Throughput

Transaction throughput measures the blockchain’s capacity to process a certain number of
transactions within a given timeframe, generally quantified as transactions per second (TPS).

Input vs Output TPS: In the thesis we differentiate the transaction per second that are sent to
a blockchain system (Input TPS) and the transaction per second processed by the blockchain
(Ouput TPS). A transaction processed by the blockchain means that the transaction has been
included in a block and that the block is finalized.

3.4.1.3 Transaction Finality

Finality in blockchain refers to the point at which a transaction can no longer be altered or
reversed. Finality time is the measure of the time taken from when a transaction is submitted
to when it is considered final and immutable. This metric is especially pertinent in scenarios
requiring assured and timely settlements, providing a real-time and deterministic behavior. It is
similar to transaction latency when measuring the delay of a finalized transaction.

As expressed by V. Buterin [154], the scalability trilemma depends on how much of security
and decentralization you are willing to sacrifice. Thus, the consensus which controls these
two properties of a blockchain has a major impact on its performances. Additionally, other
blockchain properties or configuration options will have an impact and drastically change the
chain behavior.
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3.4.2 Blockchain Properties which Impacts Performances

The performance of blockchain systems is intrinsically linked to their underlying properties
and configurations. These configurations properties, including consensus parameters, network
design, and system governance, can have profound effects on the efficiency and scalability of a
blockchain.

3.4.2.1 Choosing the Consensus and Its Parameters

Consensus parameters play a fundamental role in the performance of a blockchain. They
define the rules and processes through which nodes agree on the state of the blockchain.
Different consensus algorithms, such as Proof of Work (PoW), Proof of Stake (PoS), and Proof
of Authority (PoA), each have distinct performance implications. PoW, for instance, is known
for its high energy consumption and slower transaction finality compared to PoS or PoA, which
offer faster processing times and lower energy requirements.

However, it is important to notice that some PoA algorithms are possible to ”tweak”, such as
the number of nodes, round duration (or time interval), sync duration, or even ban duration for
inative miners.
INFO-CIRCLE Only private consensus rules are studied in the context of this thesis, thus we will mostly look
at PoA algorithms.

3.4.2.2 Network Size and Node Distribution

The size of the blockchain network and the geographical distribution of its nodes can sig-
nificantly affect performance. Larger networks with nodes spread across vast distances may
experience increased latency due to the time required for data to travel/spread between nodes.
However, such distribution can also contribute to improved security and resilience against local-
ized network failures. In private blockchain networks, the number of nodes highly impacts the
performances. This is due to the algorithms which are BFT variants and require a high number
of exchanged messages (e.g. PBFT has O(n2) with n = number participating nodes) between
nodes to reach consensus.

3.4.2.3 Block Size and Block Interval

Block size and block interval are crucial parameters that determine transaction throughput.
Larger block sizes can hold more transactions but may lead to longer propagation times across
the network, potentially increasing the risk of forks. Conversely, shorter block intervals can
increase throughput but may also result in higher rates of orphaned blocks and chain reorganiza-
tions. This trade-off between block size and interval is depicted in Figure 3.4.1. We arbitrarily
define an approximate ”safe zone” when block interval and block size have appropriate values
(both not to high or low).

3.4.2.4 Network Bandwidth and Latency

The physical infrastructure of a blockchain, such as network bandwidth and internet latency,
limits the speed with which information is disseminated across nodes. High bandwidth and low
latency networks are essential for maintaining a high-performance blockchain, especially when
handling large volumes of transactions.
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Figure 3.4.1: Block Size vs Block Interval: The generated block interval have to be spaced enough
so the consensus won’t create orphaned blocks and the block size can’t be to high or the network
latency will cause consensus forks.

3.4.2.5 Storage and Computation Limits

Blockchain systems are also constrained by the limits of storage and computation, especially
for nodes that must store a full ledger and validate transactions. As the ledger expands, the
requirements for storage space and computational resources increase, potentially affecting
the system’s performance and its ability to scale. To mitigate these challenges, pruning and
sharding are two approaches that are employed, though they must be applied with caution to
avoid compromising availability. Pruning involves removing all historical data up to a specific
point, thus maintaining the efficiency of the node by decreasing the size of the ledger. Sharding,
on the other hand, requires splitting the ledger into smaller, more manageable pieces that are
distributed across the network. This technique improves scalability by enabling nodes to handle
only a portion of the total data (i.e. distributing storage).

3.4.2.6 Smart Contract Complexity

The complexity of smart contracts has a direct effect on the performance of the blockchain.
Contracts that aremore complex necessitate greater computational resources for execution. This
can lead to slower transaction processing times and higher operational costs. The complexity
of these contracts contributes to the overall block size and the intervals between blocks. The
duration allocated for the creation of a block includes the time required for executing these
smart contracts. In this context, different approaches to transaction execution, such as ”smart”
or ”fee priority based” methods, can be implemented to manage how transactions and smart
contracts are processed within the given block creation time frame.
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3.4.3 Benchmark Model and Testing Protocol

3.4.3.1 Benchmark Model for the Accident Use Case

In the thesis work, multiple benchmarks are created to push the limits of different DLT soft-
wares. A general methodology is used to benchmark each blockchains, depicted in Figure 3.4.2:
create a contract, deploy it, set initial values in the blockchain, and finally do the test. The
blockchain will either probed live by a database or data is retrieve after the test.

Figure 3.4.2: General benchmark methodology design to test the blockchain performances

The smart contract business logic that we started to describe in Section 3.2.1.4 is applied in
the testing of the benchmark. The Algorithm for such contract is described in Algorithm 1.

3.4.3.2 Accident Use Case Smart Contract Storage

When designing the basic contract functionalities, we observe that the smart contract re-
quires at least the following storage tables: Factories, Vehicles, VehiclesStatus, AccidentCount,
IpfsStatus, and Accidents.

It is important to detail the complexity of each storage table to understand the impact on the
overall contract performance. The storage design and access patterns are critical for ensuring
that the blockchain remains efficient under different operational loads.

� Factories[] This table stores information about each factory, including its identifier and the
block number when it was registered. The access pattern is typically write-heavy during
the initial phase as new factories are set up and read-heavy when operations related to
vehicles are performed.

� Vehicles[] The vehicles table keeps records of individual vehicles, linking them to their
creating factory and the block number of their creation. The performance is influenced
by write operations when new vehicles are registered and read operations during vehicle
queries and updates.

� VehiclesStatus[] VehicleStatus is an index of the current state of vehicles, such as ‘active‘
or ‘non-active‘. The table is updated when the vehicle is created and put on market and
only if there is a change in the vehicle’s status.

� Accidents[] This table logs each reported accident’s data hash. It is a critical component
for applications needing traceable and unalterable historical data.

We now deduce, from the pseudo-code (Algorithm 1) and the contract’s storage details, the
execution complexity on storage operations for each of the contract methods:
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Algorithm 1 Smart contract pseudo-code for managing manufacturer’s vehicles
1: function create_factory(origin, factory_id)
2: Input: The origin (must be root/admin) and the factory ID
3: Output: A new factory entry in the blockchain state
4: Ensure origin is root/admin
5: if factory_id is not stored then
6: Store factory_id in Factories with current block number
7: Emit ‘FactoryStored(factory_id, origin)‘ event
8: else
9: Throw ‘FactoryAlreadyStored‘ error

10: end if
11: end function
12: function create_vehicle(origin, vehicle_id)
13: Input: The origin (factory account) and the vehicle ID
14: Output: A new vehicle entry in the blockchain state
15: Ensure origin is a signed factory account
16: if vehicle_id is not stored then
17: Store vehicle_id in Vehicles with factory account and current block number
18: Emit ‘VehicleStored(vehicle_id, origin)‘ event
19: else
20: Throw ‘VehicleAlreadyStored‘ error
21: end if
22: end function
23: function init_vehicle(origin, vehicle_id)
24: Input: The origin (vehicle account) and the vehicle ID
25: Output: Vehicle status set to initialized
26: Ensure origin is a signed vehicle account and matches vehicle_id
27: if vehicle_id exists then
28: Set vehicle status in VehiclesStatus to initialized
29: Emit ‘VehicleInitialized(vehicle_id)‘ event
30: else
31: Throw ‘UnknownVehicle‘ error
32: end if
33: end function
34: function report_accident(origin, data_hash)
35: Input: The origin (a vehicle account) and the data hash of the accident
36: Output: A new accident entry in the blockchain state
37: vehicle_id← ensure_signed(origin)
38: Ensure that the vehicle_id is registered
39: count← Get the accident count for vehicle_id or start at zero if none exist
40: accident_key← Create an accident key using the vehicle_id and accident count
41: Ensure that the accident_key is not already used to store another accident
42: Store the data_hash in Accidents with the accident_key
43: Set the IPFS status for the data_hash as unchecked (0)
44: Increment the accident count for vehicle_id by one
45: Emit ‘AccidentStored(data_hash, vehicle_id, count)‘ event
46: end function
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create_factory()= O(1 read+1 write)
create_vehicle()= O(1 read+1 write)

init_vehicle()= O(1 read+1 write)
report_accident()= O(2 read+3 write)

3.4.3.3 Accident Use Case Smart Contract Code Implementation

The translation of the accident use case into code can be implemented using multiple pro-
gramming languages. Solidity, one of the most common languages for smart contracts, is used
for Ethereum-based contracts (using the most widespread contract execution environment: the
EVM). The following code, presented as Code 3.1, is an example of how this use case might be
implemented in Solidity.

Code 3.1: Solidity Coded Accident Use Case Smart Contract
1 // SPDX-License-Identifier: MIT
2 pragma solidity >=0.6.12 <0.9.0;
3
4 /**
5 * @title VehicleManagement
6 * @dev Vehicle Management for accident use case
7 * @custom:dev-run-script scripts/deploy_with_ethers.ts
8 */
9 contract VehicleManagement {

10 // State variables
11 address public admin; // root/admin address
12 mapping(address => uint256) public factories; // Factories table
13 mapping(address => Vehicle) public vehicles; // Vehicles table
14 mapping(address => bool) public vehicleStatus; // VehicleStatus table
15 mapping(bytes32 => bytes32) public accidents; // Accidents table
16 mapping(address => uint256) public accidentCount; // Accident count for each vehicle
17 // Struct to keep vehicle information
18 struct Vehicle {
19 address factoryId;
20 uint256 creationBlock;
21 }
22 // Events
23 event FactoryStored(address indexed factoryId, address indexed origin);
24 event VehicleStored(address indexed vehicleId, address indexed origin);
25 event VehicleInitialized(address indexed vehicleId);
26 event AccidentStored(bytes32 dataHash, address indexed vehicleId, uint256 count);
27 // Modifiers
28 modifier onlyAdmin() {
29 require(msg.sender == admin, "Only admin can perform this action.");
30 _;
31 }
32 constructor() {
33 admin = msg.sender; // Set the deployer as admin
34 }
35 // Functions
36 function create_factory(address factory_id) external onlyAdmin {
37 require(factories[factory_id] == 0, "Factory already stored.");
38 factories[factory_id] = block.number;
39 emit FactoryStored(factory_id, msg.sender);
40 }
41 function create_vehicle(address vehicle_id) external {
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42 require(msg.sender == admin || factories[msg.sender] != 0, "Only factories can create
vehicles.");

43 require(vehicles[vehicle_id].factoryId == address(0), "Vehicle already stored.");
44 vehicles[vehicle_id] = Vehicle({factoryId: msg.sender, creationBlock: block.number});
45 emit VehicleStored(vehicle_id, msg.sender);
46 }
47 function init_vehicle(address vehicle_id) external {
48 require(vehicles[vehicle_id].factoryId != address(0), "Unknown vehicle.");
49 require(msg.sender == vehicles[vehicle_id].factoryId, "Vehicle does not match origin.");
50 vehicleStatus[vehicle_id] = true;
51 emit VehicleInitialized(vehicle_id);
52 }
53 function report_accident(address vehicle_id, bytes32 data_hash) external {
54 require(vehicles[vehicle_id].factoryId != address(0), "Vehicle is not registered.");
55 require(vehicleStatus[vehicle_id], "Vehicle is not active.");
56 // Create a unique key for the accident
57 bytes32 accident_key = keccak256(abi.encodePacked(vehicle_id, accidentCount[vehicle_id]));
58 require(accidents[accident_key] == 0, "Accident already stored for this vehicle and count.

");
59 // Store the accident data
60 accidents[accident_key] = data_hash;
61 // Increment the accident count
62 accidentCount[vehicle_id]++;
63 // Emit the accident stored event
64 emit AccidentStored(data_hash, vehicle_id, accidentCount[vehicle_id]);
65 }
66 // Helper functions
67 function isVehicle(address vehicle_id) external view returns (bool) {
68 return vehicles[vehicle_id].factoryId != address(0) && vehicleStatus[vehicle_id];
69 }
70 function getAccidentCount(address vehicle_id) external view returns (uint256) {
71 return accidentCount[vehicle_id];
72 }
73 function getAccidentData(address vehicle_id, uint256 count) external view returns (bytes32) {

74 bytes32 accident_key = keccak256(abi.encodePacked(vehicle_id, count));
75 return accidents[accident_key];
76 }
77 // Function to change admin (additional helper function)
78 function changeAdmin(address newAdmin) external onlyAdmin {
79 admin = newAdmin;
80 }
81 }

There are many other possible implementations using other blockchain smart contract lan-
guages or even smart contract equivalent features (e.g. different storage model).

The Hyperledger Sawtooth blockchain has a unique model of transaction processor (TP) that
allows to build our business logic in many languages (Python, Java, …). The TP is running in a
containerized environment or directly in parallel of the validator. Under these circumstances, the
code is also versioned: it can be upgraded for continuous development and improvement of the
smart contract.

In a Substrate-based blockchain, the Solidity smart contract (Code 3.1), could be implemented
in two ways:

� Using traditional smart contract: Solidity if the blockchain is EVM compatible or in Ink!
language contract if using Substrate-native contracts.

� Or by creating an application specific pallet, based on the same business logic.

INFO-CIRCLE The implementation of the use case into a specific pallet has also been made for a Substrate-
based blockchain (in Rust language). The pallet code can be found in Appendix 8.2.3.
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3.4.4 Private Blockchain Performances Result

In this section, we present the findings from a series of performance tests aimed at evaluating
the practicality and efficiency of Byzantine Fault Tolerant (BFT) consensus algorithms within
private blockchain networks (more in Section 2.3.6.1). These tests are essential in understanding
how different BFT-implementing blockchain platform – Hyperledger Sawtooth, Ethereum, and
Substrate – handle the custom build accident use case to judge their real-world applicability.
Specifically, the aims of the performance tests are as follows:

� Explore the practical implementation of the use case in each blockchain software, providing
a concrete measure of their feasibility and deployment.

� Test the transaction processing limits of a given blockchain network to gauge their maxi-
mum throughput and identify any potential bottlenecks.

� Study the influence of the number of nodes on the blockchain’s transactions per second
(TPS) performance, offering valuable insights into the scalability and network resilience of
these blockchain solutions.

The results of these tests are intended to offer an in-depth understanding of how BFT con-
sensus can be optimized for private blockchain applications, setting a benchmark for future
developments in the field.

3.4.4.1 About Blockchain Network Deployments

Following the methodology laid in previous work [212], the deployment uses a Kubernetes
cluster composed of six cloud instances – partitioned into three master nodes and three worker
nodes – to manage the blockchain network. Rancher orchestrates the cluster operations, provid-
ing a streamlined management layer that simplifies the deployment and scaling process. An
overview of the infrastructure architecture is in Figure 3.4.3.

Figure 3.4.3: Cloud deployment infrastructure architecture

The worker nodes, designated to run the blockchain network, are collectively composed of
282 GB RAM and 192 CPU cores, distributed evenly across them, with each worker equipped
with 94.2 GB of RAM and 64 CPU cores. To reduce latency due to cluster management tools,
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a significant amount of resources is provided to Kubernetes masters. The master nodes are
allocated with 48 GB of RAM and 24 CPU cores in total.

Each instance is initially equipped with 50 GB for general storage. An additional 500 GB of
HDD storage is allocated per worker node, increasing each node’s total storage capacity to 550
GB, specifically to accommodate the ledger’s storage requirements for validator transactions.

To simulate a real-world scenario of transactions flow, such as vehicle accidents reports, we
created a customized set of benchmarking programs. These programs are designed to generate
and send transaction data, effectively mimicking the behavior of vehicles transmitting accident
reports to the blockchain at a specific rate.

This setup provides a thorough evaluation of the blockchain’s performance, reflecting real-
world conditions. The established infrastructure demonstrates the applicability, scalability and
feasibility of blockchain deployment for real-life scenarios.

3.4.4.2 Benchmark Program Input TPS Generation and Data Collection

To prevent misunderstanding the configuration of benchmarks and the method used to gener-
ate metrics, we describe the programming and data collection methods.

3.4.4.2.1 BenchmarkProgram InputTPSGeneration: Due to its heterogeneity, each blockchain
benchmark requires to develop a corresponding client application (detailed analysis of the client
applications in Chapter 4). To generate consistent results, the benchmark has to send transac-
tions at a constant TPS rate to the system under test. This constant rate is achieved by creating
a benchmark program where two situation are encountered: 1) single threaded method and 2)
multi-threaded method. The benchmark was made using Node.js, which behind the scenes use
a JavaScript runtime environment that processes incoming requests in a loop, called the event
loop. JavaScript is a scripting language and does not create a compiled program. Node.js is
using non-blocking I/O calls allowing asynchronous code to be executed. This detail is import to
explain the two methods and their limitations.

1) Single-thread program + asynchronous code: For relatively small transaction rate – under
100 transactions per second – the program can use asynchronous single-threaded method,
using a loop function with a 10 milliseconds wait time in each iterations. In other words, the
Node.js event loop is fast enough to handle the non-blocking I/O calls from the script, thus
allows to process such transaction rate. However, when trying to send at faster rates, a single
iteration will take multiple milliseconds (e.g. 5ms) and thus reaching a threshold of 1

0.005 =

200 iteration per second. Simply put, a single iteration will thus take longer then the delay time
to send more then 200 transaction per second. To prevent this issue, multi-threaded method has
to be applied for higher TPS.

2) Multi-thread program: When generating multiple hundreds to thousands of TPS the entire
benchmark program has to bemulti-threaded to distribute the workload (without sharing memory
or blocking code by preparing TPS distribution beforehand) and prevent code execution latency
in the loop iterations.
By spawning multiple threads that can produce 100s of TPS, the global program could achieve
for example: 20 threads× 100 TPS = 2k TPS. The number of threads is tightly linked to the
machine’s hardware executing the benchmark because the number of CPU and CPU cores. The
impact of other applications on the machine can also reduce the ”true” maximummulti-threading
capabilities.
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In the case of blockchain performances, Hyperledger Sawtooth benchmark have used the first
method using single-thread program and asynchronous code because results shows that Output
TPS reach a limit that doesn’t require improving the benchmark with more TPS. However, in the
case of Ethereum and Substrate-based, multi-threading benchmark program was applied due to
their higher performances.
Note: For our benchmarks, the performance we get from Node.js is sufficient. However, a more
fast and optimized language such as Rust or C/C++ creates a compiled program that could
create much more powerful benchmarks.

3.4.4.2.2 Data collection of each blockchain tests is similar by scanning all blocks and
transactions included after the tests. Data inside blocks is the only real information that we are
interested in because network throughput is highly dependent to the software and architecture
used which could create additional buffering or transaction pools (i.e. mempool or non-final
pool).

3.4.4.3 Hyperledger Sawtooth

Figure 3.4.4 illustrates that Hyperledger Sawtooth achieves a maximum throughput of 25
transactions per second with a 4 node network. Expanding the network demonstrates a clear
performance trade-off: transaction speed is reduced to 13 transactions per second as the
number of nodes increases. This performance degradation can be explained in two ways: due
to the constraints of the PBFT consensus mechanism at scale and the single-threaded nature of
Sawtooth’s core (version 1.2 at time of testing), which relies heavily on Python for significant
parts of its operation.

The latency optimizations carried out using the Rust language have streamlined transaction
processor execution, yielding some of the lowest latencies possible. However, the potential for
consensus configuration to significantly elevate transaction rates is limited, as confirmed by
discussions with Hyperledger developers. The throughput bottleneck is largely attributed to the
’sawtooth-core’ limitation in handling block production, which is currently bound by single-thread
execution.

These findings suggest that the performance issues of Sawtooth are not a result of hardware
under-utilization but are inherent to the software’s current architectural state. With the forthcom-
ing Sawtooth version 2.0, we anticipate a higher transaction throughput because of the expected
re-coding in Rust with multi-threading capabilities.

Additionally, this work on cloud-based deployments of Hyperledger Sawtooth show signif-
icant performance improvements compared to earlier benchmarks on local computer setup,
highlighting the benefits of using cloud infrastructure for blockchain applications [204] [212].
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Figure 3.4.4: Hyperledger Sawtooth PBFT Consensus Performance

3.4.4.4 Ethereum

Ethereum, as a pioneering platform for smart contracts and decentralized applications, has
been experimented with various consensus algorithms to balance between decentralization,
security, and scalability. Three noteworthy consensus mechanisms adopted in Ethereum’s
diverse ecosystem are Clique, Istanbul Byzantine Fault Tolerance (IBFT), and Quorum Byzantine
Fault Tolerance (QBFT). These algorithms are specifically tailored for private or consortium
network contexts, emphasizing fault tolerance and performance efficiency.

Clique, a Proof of Authority (PoA) based algorithm, stands out for its reduced computational
complexity and improved transaction time, making it suitable for networks where participants
are semi-trusted entities. IBFT and QBFT, both adaptations of the classic BFT consensus mecha-
nism, offer improvements over Clique in terms of finality and consistency, ensuring that once
transactions are committed, they cannot be reversed, which is paramount for use cases requiring
high levels of trust and data immutability.

Simply put, the key insight on Clique, IBFT (Istanbul BFT), and QBFT (Quorum BFT) tests with
Ethereum are:

� Clique (Proof of Authority - PoA): We find that Clique’s throughput increases with the num-
ber of nodes until reaching a saturation point, where the output stabilizes at approximately
1500 TPS for an input of 2000 TPS (Figure 3.4.5a). This performance ceiling is attributed to
the limitations of the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). Despite its high throughput, Clique
shows lower consistency due to the frequency of forks and chain reorganizations within
the network (see paragraph 3.4.2.3 for explanation).

� IBFT and QBFT: Our performance measurements of IBFT reveal an optimal throughput of
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(c) Ethereum IBFT Consensus Performance

around 460 TPS for an input rate of 500 TPS, with performance decreasing as more nodes
participate in the consensus due to computational overhead and increased message com-
munication (Figure 3.4.5c). Meanwhile, QBFT maintains similar throughput levels (Figure
3.4.5b) without the stalling issues observed in IBFT, demonstrating improved algorithmic
efficiency and network resilience. Both algorithms experience a performance drop at higher
input rates, more pronounced for IBFT at 1000 TPS input.

� Performance vs. Nodes: We observe a geneal trend where increasing node participation
decreases transaction throughput for Ethereum blockchains.
With 10 or more participating nodes, all consensuses Output TPS decrease drastically. The
worst case is for IBFT where already at 7 nodes, the Output TPS drops more than 20%. In
QBFT, the network can have up to 15 nodes with only 13% Output TPS decrease. Clique
Output TPS drops 20% with a network of 20 nodes.

3.4.4.5 Substrate-Based Custom Blockchain

A Substrate-based blockchain is created specifically for our use case, with two pallets (i.e. core
modules) called sim_renault and sim_renault_accident. This blockchain isn’t only one consensus
because Substrate distinguishes consensus block authoring (called AURA) and finality (called
GRANDPA). The Output TPS is extracted from the included – finalized – chain block data. The
resulting benchmark, depicted in Figure 3.4.6, shows a similar decrease in Output TPS when
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increasing the number of nodes as in Sawtooth and Ethereum platforms.
Using Substrate, we observe a maximum Output TPS of 476 at an Input TPS of 600 transaction

per second using a network configuration of 4 consensus participating nodes. The combination
of Figure 3.4.6 and Figure 3.4.7 show the importance of the network configuration for high
throughput using Output TPS and the number of failed transactions. The benchmark logs
shows that for small network configuration the pending transaction queue reach maximum
capacity fairly easily (10k), thus leading to failed transactions. However, with a big network the
transactions are spread among the nodes leading to less failed transactions, but still reaching a
limitation in the Output TPS of maximum 300 TPS.
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Figure 3.4.6: Substrate-basedAURA+GRANDPAConsensus Performance. More nodes decrease
the Output TPS, expect for 24 nodes. At high node count, the network can absorb better the total
sent transactions, leading to less failed transactions due to node full pending queue.
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Figure 3.4.7: Failed Transations for Substrate-based AURA + GRANDPA Consensus Performance.
More nodes in the consensus leads to less failed transactions. With a small node count the
overall network can receive and absorb less transactions in the pending queue. This demonstrate
that network configuration and transaction pool (i.e. mempool) are crucial.
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3.5 Conclusion on Private BFT Consensuses

In our analysis in Figure 3.5.1, we evaluate the maximum normalized Output TPS performance
for all previously testedBFTconsensus blockchain variants at their optimal OutputTPS, effectively
excluding most implementation-related limitations. We adopt a coefficient scale for Output
TPS, with 1 representing the highest TPS performance and 0 the lowest, for each blockchain.
This Output TPS Coefficient indicates performance fluctuations as node count increases in the
consensus mechanism, and how these changes manifest.
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Figure 3.5.1: Normalised Output TPS behaviour of BFT consensuses

Within the BFT consensus group, we observe that optimal performance typically occurs with
4 to 12 nodes. For QBFT and AURA+GRANDPA, both performance degradation begins gradually
at around 12 nodes, while for Clique, the transaction throughput processed is comparatively
lower. In this node range, we see the most efficient transaction processing across the blockchain
spectrum. This efficiency aligns with the preferred range for validator participant numbers in the
accident use case. However, once the node count exceeds 12, all BFT consensus blockchains
start to show a decline in performance, eventually stabilizing at a stabilized output TPS rate.
This trend can be traced back to the core principle shared by all BFT algorithms: communication
overhead, which is necessary to avoid Byzantine faults. Despite variations in the number of
phases and leader election methods, all BFT consensus algorithms display similar patterns of
behavior. The blockchain platform and code design implementation is responsible for the overall
Output TPS, from fastest to slowest being:
Clique > AURA+GRANDPA > QBFT> IBFT> PBFT.

We can now establish that choosing Substrate AURA+GRANDPA seems to be the best fit for
the rest of this thesis: it provides enough security, determinism, scalability, prevent forks, and
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good performances. Also the software modularity is such that customization is accessible using
stable/enterprise grade components.

The next chapter is a continuum of the use case exploration focusing on the IoT/vehicle
side. We will develop blockchain client applications not only for Substrate, but also for other
blockchains in order to finally express the common question a potential enterprise would ask:
interoperability.
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4 BIoT: Practical Blockchain Client In-
tegration on IoT

4.1 Introduction

We have completed a preliminary testing phase of the blockchain platforms within the SIM
project’s scope, it is now time to go more in-depth on the implementation of the blockchain onto
the IoT device itself. We will discover in this chapter what is a blockchain client? what the client
is composed of? and the how to do a practical implementation of them in an IoT device? and
most importantly how to improve a client to implement it on IoT devices?

Previous work on the SIM project has shown that only off-chain integration is possible for
constrained devices, thus it is the blockchain client that has to be implemented [203].
A quick reminder on why we choose an off-chain design of BIoT is the following.

The on-chain IoT approach integrates IoT devices directly into the blockchain network, allowing
them full participation and benefit from blockchain features. However, this method requires
continuous synchronization with the network, leading to high energy consumption due to the
need for constant connectivity.
Although the device can hold a copy of the blockchain, it will face challenges of the ever-increasing
storage and high networking bandwidth requirements.
Additionally, Y. Khacef [213] provides a list of today’s vehicle sensors and analyzes the estimated
data quantity required in a hypothetical accident report. This estimate is around 1.05 GB for a
record containing 10 seconds of data prior to the accident, accentuating the need for an off-chain
IoT approach.

In the off-chain IoT approach, IoT devices interact with the blockchain without storing a
copy of it, thereby reducing the need for constant connectivity, increasing storage, and power
consumption. Devices operate via an interface to the blockchain, performing offline transaction
creation and signing. This method demands compatibility with the communication protocol and
the ability to perform certain cryptographic computations for blockchain identification. Although
this reduces power requirements, it requires devices with enough computing power to handle the
cryptographic tasks and networking connectivity to exchange information with a blockchain node.
The trade-off is that while power consumption is optimized and devices create secure offline
digital signatures, they do not maintain a full blockchain copy and thus do not fully participate in
the network.
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4.2 What Is a Blockchain Client?

In the context of this thesis, the term client refers to the software that is responsible for
the preparation, creation, and transmission of valid transactions for a specific blockchain plat-
form. Essentially, a blockchain client is an aggregation of libraries compiled into an executable
form, and is a binary or a script file. For our study’s purpose, the client program application
is integrated as a binary within the IoT device’s firmware – the machine code written into the
microcontroller’s memory. Figure 4.2.1 illustrates the progression from code development to
hardware implementation, highlighting the procedure of embedding the blockchain client into
the IoT hardware.

Figure 4.2.1: From code to microcontroller: Device programming – writing, compiling, uploading,
and executing

Each blockchain has its unique specifications, necessitating distinct implementations of
Remote Procedure Call (RPC) protocols (or API endpoints) and cryptographic algorithms. The
heterogeneity of blockchains means that a client must be matching to the specific RPC interface
and cryptography standards of the targeted blockchain.

For instance, as seen in the state of art, some blockchains may employ SHA-256 for hashing,
while others might use Keccak-256. Similarly, the signing of transactions could involve different
elliptic curve algorithms like secp256k1 or EdDSA. As such, if we want to be compatible with any
blockchain, the client’s software libraries must encompass a broad range of cryptographic func-
tionalities and be adaptable to various blockchain protocols. This requirement adds a layer of
complexity to the development of blockchain clients for IoT devices, thus for this thesis we study
the client implementation for Hyperledger Sawtooth, Ethereum, EOSIO, and Substrate-based
blockchains.

Figure 4.2.2: Thesis evolution of BIoT integration
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INFO-CIRCLE As depicted in Figure 4.2.2, the aim in this BIoT integration exploration is to find a way to
implement these blockchain clients onto IoT devices that fit Class A or Class B (cf. Table 2.2.2
p. 34). First, we will develop solutions that can be deployed on a Class C device, which has
an OS with hardware comparable to that of a regular small computer, exploring the minimal
requirements of a client program. Next, we progressively shift towards increasingly constrained
devices to reach the limits for BIoT integration.

4.2.1 Blockchain Transaction Format

It is worth noting that transactions (and blockchain storage) are always formatted in a
blockchain-specific format. Three of the most used data structures are the following.

RLP (Recursive Length Prefix) is a serialization method used in Ethereum for encoding
structured data, primarily for network communication and data storage [214]. It encodes nested
arrays of binary data, and it’s the primarymethod for serializing and transmitting data in Ethereum.
It’s used for encoding transactions, blocks, and other objects within Ethereum.

Protocol Buffers (Protobuf) is a method developed by Google for serializing structured data,
similar to XML or JSON [215]. It is useful in developing programs that communicate with each
other over a network or for storing data. Protobuf involves defining data structures in a .proto file,
compiling this file into language-specific classes (almost any), and then using these classes in
your program to serialize data into a compact binary format for efficient storage or transmission.
Deserialization allows the conversion of this binary data back into usable class instances. This
process offers efficient and compatible data handling across various applications. Hyperledger
Sawtooth uses Protobuf.

SCALE codec (Simple Concatenated Aggregate Little-Endian) is a binary encoding and decod-
ing system primarily used in the Polkadot and Substrate frameworks for blockchain development
[216]. It’s designed for high-efficiency data serialization.
The SCALE codec works by defining data structures, then using compact binary encoding for
efficient serialization. It features variable-length encoding for integers to minimize data size.
The serialized data is suitable for network transmission or storage, and can be deserialized back
into its original structure. SCALE emphasizes efficiency and compactness, crucial for blockchain
performance and storage requirements.

4.2.2 Blockchain Communication Endpoint Protocol

In the context of blockchain clients, the communication protocol used to interact with the
blockchain network is often referred to as an RPC (Remote Procedure Call) endpoint. Two com-
monly employed RPC endpoint protocols are Websocket (WS) and Hypertext Transfer Protocol
(HTTP), each offering distinct advantages and considerations.

Websocket (WS) is the preferred choicewhen real-time communication and immediate updates
are required. WS enables bidirectional communication between the client and the blockchain
network, reducing latency and allowing for push notifications of blockchain events. However, im-
plementing Websockets can be complex, and the continuous maintenance of open connections
may consume more system resources.

On the other hand, Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) serves as a more straightforward and
well-established RPC endpoint protocol. It utilizes widespread support across various platforms
and devices, ensuring potential compatibility with a broad range of IoT devices, including those
with limited resources. Nonetheless, HTTP typically involves periodic polling by the client to check
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for updates, potentially introducing latency and increased network traffic. Unlike Websockets,
HTTP does not offer real-time push updates.

The choice between Websocket and HTTP as the RPC endpoint protocol relies on the specific
requirements of the application and the capabilities of the IoT device. Some blockchain platforms
provide support for both protocols, granting developers the flexibility to choose based on project’s
needs.

It’s important to note that, ultimately, the protocol used is not relevant. A transaction in
the context of blockchain functionality remains the same, regardless of the transport proto-
col. The focus should be on selecting the protocol that best suits the application’s real-time
communication needs and the IoT device’s resource constraints.

4.3 A First Step Toward BIoT with Hyperledger Sawtooth

The current available mature and stable Hyperledger Sawtooth SDKs are in Python, GO, Rust,
and JavaScript language (date: 2023-11-01). As introduced in sections before, we will start
our exploration using a relatively powerful development board (Raspberry Pi 3 B+) and deploy a
Sawtooth blockchain client on it.

4.3.1 Car Transaction Processor (Cartp)

In the case of this blockchain a transaction processor (TP) ismade called cartp (car transaction
processor), written in Rust language. This TPwill handle transactions for the previously described
use case (cf. Section 1.2.3 p. 23). Also, we describe the transaction family associated as follows:
cartp manages transactions by including three primary command types: NewCar, NewOwner, and
Crash. Each command type corresponds to a specific kind of transaction within the blockchain.

� NewCar: This transaction type is used to register a new car on the blockchain. It requires
details such as the car’s brand, type, license, and a unique identifier.

� NewOwner: This transaction type handles the change of ownership of a car. It records
the new owner’s details, including their name, address, and country, along with the car’s
identifier.

� Crash: This transaction type is used to record an accident involving a car. It includes details
like the accident ID, a signature, and a public key.

The Crash transaction in the cartp transaction family requires the following data fields:

� Command Type (cmd): Set to Crash.
� Car ID (car_id): A unique identifier for the car involved in the crash.
� Owner ID (owner_id): The identifier of the car’s owner at the time of the crash.
� Accident ID (accident_id): A unique identifier for the crash incident data, which is an IPFS

CID1.
� Signature (signature): A digital signature associated with the crash transaction.
� Data Public Key (datapublickey): The public key associated with the data of the crash.

1IPFS is a decentralized file system which store its contents using a Content Identifier (CID).
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4.3.2 In-depth Sawtooth Client Application

To understand how Sawtooth client works and how we could later implement it for BIoT
cases, we have to detail the client application2. The client communicates using a REST API,
thus requiring the typical IP/TCP networking stack, that we will implement using standard CURL
library.

Next, we have to detail the transaction creation flow, that works as follows in Sawtooth:

1. Load (or create new) cryptographic private-public keys:
Sawtooth use ECDSA with the secp256k1 curve parameter. The program has to include
the standard secp256k1 library coded in C [217], and load the keys for later use.

2. Build a transaction that is matching the TP’s transaction family:
Based on the previous described TP family, we have to provide a couple data fields in the
transaction Protobuf.

3. Sign the transaction:
Use the loaded cryptographic keys to sign the serialized transaction (DER encoded format).
The resulting serialized compact signature is used as signature (64 bytes).

4. Send the transaction :
The last step is to feed the serialized Protobuf transaction message into the CURL library
and send it.

4.3.3 Code Profiling

To study the importance of each function costs in our client application we apply a profiling
method using Valgrind. Valgrind is an instrumentation framework for building dynamic analysis
tools that can generate a call graph of the entire program. The obtained call graph opened with
KCachegrind (Figure 4.3.1) is a call tree that also contains the number of CPU cycles which is
also calculated based on the parent call, thus providing a percentage of usage per called function
relative to the parent function.

In our Hyperledger Sawtooth C++ client application, profiling results reveal that the initialization
phase consumes 9.85% of the total program cycles. Additionally, the analysis shows that
constructing the transaction requires as much as 29.86%, while transmitting the transaction
accounts for 59.86% of the program cycles. Based on these findings, it becomes clear that, even
with an optimized client application such as the one created here, a significant portion of the
program’s resources is dedicated to managing networking-related tasks.

4.3.4 Practical Energy Consumption

In this part of previous work [19], we analyzed the energy consumption patterns of the Hy-
perledger Sawtooth C++ client program, executed on a Raspberry Pi 3 B+ device. This study
involved monitoring the current consumption in relation to the size of the data being processed.
We present our findings in Table 4.3.1, illustrating both the scenarios with and without the idle
mode of the Raspberry Pi. It is worth noting that at that time of this work, the client application
was implemented to send all accident data directly on-chain, and not off-chain as stated in the
beginning of this section.

Our observations reveal a nearly linear relationship between data size and current consumption.
The Raspberry Pi, when running an idle OS only, typically consumes about 0.52 A. Figure 4.3.2

2A version of the implementation is available here: github.com/lucgerrits/HyperledgerSawtooth-cpp-client .
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Figure 4.3.1: Call graph of Hyperledger Sawtooth C++ client application

Data size
to send

Current
consumption with Idle

Current
consumption without Idle

< 1 MByte 0.13 A.s / 0.0365 mAh 0.024 A.s / 0.0065 mA.h
1 MByte 3.37 A.s / 0.94 mA.h 0.76 A.s / 0.21 mA.h
2 MBytes 6.29 A.s / 1.75 mA.h 1.51 A.s / 0.42 mA.h
41 MBytes 153.07 A.s / 42.52 mA.h 24.06 A.s / 6.67 mA.h

Table 4.3.1: Current consumption with and without OS according to the data size to send

offers a graphical representation of these consumption patterns, highlighting various stages of
program execution such as startup (1), operation (2), and memory release (3). It is interesting to
note that the power consumption escalates with an increase in the volume of data processed.
This is attributed to the additional computations required by the C++ application as it handles
more data.

However, an exception to this trend is the case of processing 41 MBytes of data. This scenario
is excluded from our analysis as its execution time is disproportionately higher – about 40 times
that of processing 1 MByte of data. The graphical representation helps in visualizing the distinct
phases of current consumption, providing a clear picture of the energy demands at each stage
of the program’s lifecycle.

4.3.5 Energy Optimization

The energy optimization process involves re-evaluating the application’s operation with a
focus on its hashing algorithms, specifically SHA-512 and SHA-256. This work has been done
by R. Kromes [203] in previous research [19], by developing functional models of these hashing
algorithms using SystemC. These models are then integrated into the SystemC model of the
Raspberry Pi BCM2837, allowing us to simulate and analyze the application’s performance in a
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Figure 4.3.2: Current consumption of Hyperledger Sawtooth C++ client program on Raspberry Pi

simulated environment.
This approach enables us to execute the client program with the newly implemented hashing
models. The aim is to observe how these modifications impact the overall energy consumption
and efficiency of the application. The results shows a potential acceleration gain of 112 for
SHA-256 and 293 for SHA-512 cryptographic algorithms, thus potentially a very interesting
reduction in energy consumption.

4.3.6 Conclusion On Sawtooth

This initial implementation and previous analysis provide valuable insights into the energy
dynamics of blockchain-based applications in the context of BIoT. The findings demonstrate that
while the Hyperledger Sawtooth C++ client application is functional and cryptographic operations
optimization is feasible, there are significant opportunities for optimizing energy consumption in
the areas of data processing at the networking level.

The profiling and optimization steps highlight the importance of efficient code design and
the potential impact of algorithms choices on the energy footprint of blockchain applications. A
key element that has hasn’t been improved is the IoT communication layer which is computing
intensive.

The next blockchain customer application will provide a deeper insight into the level of com-
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plexity and differentiation of blockchain platforms.

4.4 Other Blockchain Client Applications Analysis

4.4.1 Ethereum: Client Application Using Go

Sending transaction to an Ethereum blockchain can be performed using scripting or compiled
program languages. We create a similar application3 implementation as Sawtooth, however
using Go language and go-ethereum/ethclient library.
The profiling of the application (Figure 4.4.1) shows that the preparation of transaction takes
93.1% (10,34% to connect to the HTTP endpoint and create a context + 13.79% to get gas price +
3.45% to get the account nonce + 37.93% to load the private key + 27.59% to sign the transaction).
Additionally, the program use 3.45% to send the transaction.

Figure 4.4.1: Call graph of Ethereum Go client application

The Ethereum Go client’s interaction with the blockchain involves critical preparatory steps
before executing a transaction. This is highlighted by examining the tcpflow logs, which reveal
the sequence of HTTP requests made by the client. The resulting application shows that the
library requires two elements before sending a valid transaction: eth_gasPrice and eth_-
getTransactionCount to retrieve the current gas price and the transaction nonce. Also, the
program network usage shows 622 Bytes received and 662 Bytes sent.

Initially, the client requests the current gas price with eth_gasPrice. This step is crucial for
setting an appropriate transaction fee, ensuring timely processing in the network. Following this,
it makes a eth_getTransactionCount request to retrieve the nonce for the sending account,
crucial for transaction ordering and security.

Once these details are fetched, the client sends the transaction via eth_sendRawTransac-
tion, including the signed and serialized transaction data. Similarly as Sawtooth, this sequential
approach underlines the complexity in blockchain interactions, highlighting the need for careful
orchestration.

3A version of the implementation is available here: github.com/lucgerrits/ethereum-go-client-tests.
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4.4.2 EOSIO: a C++ Client Application

The EOSIO C++ client application4 is very similar but still has variation of the Hyperledger
Sawtooth program. The key differences are:

� Required to use an ABI interface to interact with the smart contract (abieos library)
� The hashing algorithm used are SHA256 and RIPEMD160
� Transaction signatures are required to be canonical and in a specific base58 format
� Use the JSON RPC endpoint to send the transaction

To build a valid transaction the program has to retrieve beforehand the node information,
latest block, and the smart contract code and ABI.

Overall, the implementation [218] results in the following call graph in Figure 4.4.2. Using a

Figure 4.4.2: Call graph of EOSIO C++ client application: Main function called

global overview of the call tree with main function as parent, the build_transaction step cost
66.95% of the entire program. Meaning the most used functions are in this step. Relative to
the main function, the sign function (secp256k1_ecdsa_sign_recoverable()) costs 53.39% of
the entire program. It is confirmed by selecting build_transaction step as parent of the graph
(Figure 4.4.3); we can observe that the sign function is again the most used at 79.75%. Building
the signature takes 83.39% of the program time relative to build_transaction, the Figure 4.4.3
show a zoom on this step by setting it as the relative parent of the call graph.

This concludes that an optimization could be possible by accelerating the client application by
using a dedicated hardware accelerator IP for the secp256k1_ecdsa_sign_recoverable() function.

4A version of the implementation is available here: github.com/lucgerrits/EOS.IO-cpp-client.
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Figure 4.4.3: Call graph of EOSIO C++ client application: Zoom on the transaction build step.
The build_transaction function is here set as parent of the call tree.

Exclamation-Triangle An important notice on the C++ program is that the signature generation cost is not deter-
ministic. The results shown previously are only results with best case scenario of the signature
generation. To generate a valid signature, in EOS.IO, it is required to have a canonical signature.
An ECDSA secp256k1 signature can have four different, perfectly valid forms (called Signature
Malleability [219]). To prevent the same mistake that Bitcoin has, EOS.IO must have only one
valid, canonical form. In order to be canonical, our program has a while loop that iterates a
maximum four times with the condition ”is canonical”. This condition means that the build_-
transaction function cost is minimum when the first iteration is true and a maximum when the
function is false three times. The reason for having a maximum of four iteration is that the
secp256k1_ecdsa_sign_recoverable() function can only have a recover id going from 0 to 3.

4.4.3 Substrate-based Client Application

4.4.3.1 Substrate-based: JavaScript Client Application

A Substrate JavaScript client application5 is developed to extract also its minimum require-
ments. Given that JavaScript is a high-level scripting language, it does not provide the same
level of detailed profiling capabilities as lower-level compiled languages like C++ or Go. However,
the process flow of the client application remains crucial for understanding its requirements.

The transaction process in the Substrate JavaScript client can be outlined as follows:

1. Connection Establishment: The client uses WebSocket (WsProvider) to establish a con-
nection with the blockchain node, enabling two-way communication.

2. Keyring Setup: It creates a keyring instance to manage cryptographic keys, using the
sr25519 cryptographic scheme, crucial for transaction signing.

3. Account Selection: The script selects an account (e.g., ’Alice’) for conducting the transac-
tion, involving loading the account’s private key.

5A version of the implementation is available here: bitbucket.org/edge-team-leat/all-private-blockchains-cloud-
perf-tests/src/master/Substrate/js-client/.
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4. Transaction Preparation and Signing: The client prepares and signs the transaction, ensur-
ing its authenticity and integrity.

5. Transaction Submission: The signed transaction is sent to the blockchain network, with
the client awaiting a confirmation transaction hash.

6. Disconnection: Post-transaction, the client disconnects from the blockchain node.

Although JavaScript’s high-level abstraction simplifies the development process of blockchain
client applications, it necessitates alternative approaches for performance analysis, focusing
primarily the network usage of a Substrate-based client program. The analysis of the WebSocket
messages shows that 1513 Bytes are sent and 1604 Bytes are received when sending one
transaction (detailed messages in Appendix 8.3.2).

4.4.3.2 Substrate-based: Rust Client Application

Another version of the client application written in the Rust language is created6 and executed
on the Raspberry Pi development board. We measure the power consumption of the Raspberry
Pi 4B using the Otii Arc power profiler. We also collect all the serial console communication
transmissions from the development board using the Otii (i.e. synchronizing messages and
power consumption). The resulting7 power profile is in Figure 4.4.4.

Figure 4.4.4: Current consumption of the Rust Substrate Client Application on a Raspberry Pi 4B.

The legend for Figure 4.4.4 numbers are representing the UART received messages from the
Raspberry Pi UART console:

6A version of the implementation is available here: bitbucket.org/edge-team-leat/substrate-blockchain-client/.
7Measurements and build scripts available here: bitbucket.org/edge-team-leat/mesures-otii-raspberry-pi-4/.
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1. Interacting with node on ws://X.X.X.X:8080
2. Start set_storage
3. API OK
4. end init set_storage
5. Set key: "foo" <=> [66, 6F, 6F]
6. Set value: "bar" <=> [62, 61, 72]
7. Create extrinsic
8. End create extrinsic
9. Send Tx

10. End send Tx

All UART messages are ending with \x0d\x0a, which represent the \r and \n ASCII characters.
As we see from the legend there are nine events recorded starting with interacting with the
blockchain endpoint (WebSocket) and finishing with the message End send Tx. The program
sends a transaction to a substrate based blockchain that sets the key (e.g. foo) to a value (e.g.
bar). It uses substrate-api-client library in combination with substrate primitives and
Raspberry Pi Peripheral Access Library.

It is worth noting that during the tests the impact of the communication method with the
blockchain ( Wi-Fi or ethernet cable) highly impacts the power consumption between the stage
Send Tx and End send Tx. The Figure 4.4.5 shows the high dependence of the network
technology on power consumption: 375.86 mA.s in Wi-Fi and 2172.56 mA.s in Ethernet, almost
6 times more power usage.

Figure 4.4.5: Current consumption of the Rust Substrate Client Application using Wi-Fi and
Ethernet cable using a Raspberry Pi 4B
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4.4.4 Conclusion on Specific Client Applications

The comprehensive analysis of various blockchain client applications, including Hyperledger
Sawtooth, Substrate, Ethereum, Hyperledger Fabric, and R3 Corda, has provided valuable insights,
particularly in the context of Blockchain Internet of Things (BIoT). Some of the measurements
that wasn’t done in this thesis are issued from previous work by N. Massiéra [220].

Diverse Power Consumption Patterns: The power consumption across different blockchain
platforms varies significantly. As illustrated in Figure 4.4.6, there is a wide spectrum of power
requirements, influenced by factors such as the complexity of the client application, the network
technology used, and the hardware capabilities (Raspberry Pi 3B+ and 4B). Even if the measure-
ments aren’t perfectly comparable due to differences in hardware and network situations (i.e.
±latency), the Figure 4.4.6 shows that all platforms are requiring the same order of energy.
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Figure 4.4.6: Summary of the blockchain client applications power consumption using Raspberry
Pi 3B+/4B board for Hyperledger Sawtooth, Substrate, Ethereum, Hyperledger Fabric, and R3
Corda platforms.

Complexity of Client Applications: Blockchain client applications, regardless of the specific
platform, show a common set of complexities and processing requirements. These typically
include establishing network connections, managing cryptographic operations for transaction
signing, handling data serialization, and ensuring secure and efficient communication with
blockchain nodes. Each platform, while unique in its implementation, shares the challenge
of balancing these requirements against the constraints of IoT environments, such as limited
network resources and power efficiency.

Impact of Networking and Communication Methods: The communication method with the
blockchain network (Wi-Fi vs. Ethernet) significantly affects power consumption. This is particu-
larly evident in the Substrate Rust client application, highlighting the importance of the network
layer in blockchain client applications in BIoT contexts, where power efficiency is crucial.
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Optimization Opportunities: There is considerable potential for optimizing blockchain client
applications. This includes enhancing cryptographic operations’ efficiency using cryptographic
IP or modules on the device (e.g. ATECC608A chip has ECDSA support), streamlining transaction
preparation specifically for constrained devices, and most probably the most important, optimiz-
ing network communication protocols.

Anticipation of New Protocols: The analysis anticipates the introduction of new protocols
tailored for BIoT environments. A notable example, which is detailed in the subsequent section of
this thesis, is the Light Transaction Protocol (LTP). Developed as part of this research, LTP aims
to address the challenges of energy and efficiency in BIoT by simplifying transaction formats
and reducing the overhead associated with traditional blockchain transactions. Its introduction
marks a proactive step towards resolving some of the identified issues in current blockchain
client applications.

Considerations for Android Automotive and Other Platforms: A Java-based implementation
for Android Automotive OS (AAOS) is presented in this thesis as a proof of concept for blockchain
in automotive IoT (Section 4.6 p. 139). Discussed later, it illustrates the practicality of blockchain
in a specific use case, highlighting platform-specific challenges and integration considerations
in automotive environments.

This analysis of specific blockchain client applications underlines the challenges and opportu-
nities in optimizing blockchain technology for BIoT applications. The varying power consumption
patterns, the complexity of the client applications, and the significant impact of networking
methods emphasize the necessity for a comprehensive approach in designing more efficient and
sustainable blockchain solutions in IoT environments. The progression towards protocols like
LTP and adaptations for diverse platforms like Android Automotive represents strategic steps
towards making blockchain a viable and efficient solution in the domain of IoT.
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4.5 Light Transaction Protocol for Substrate-based and Hyperledger
Fabric Blockchains

In this part of the thesis, we turn our attention to an alternative approach for integrating
blockchain into smaller, more constrained IoT devices. We present the lightweight transaction
protocol (LTP) as a potential solution to transact with one or multiple blockchains, analyze its
feasibility and implementation results [221].

4.5.1 A Light Protocol: Alternative Approach to BIoT

From our previous analyses of client applications, it becomes clear that networking compo-
nents and blockchain-specific data formatting are the most demanding in terms of CPU cycles
and memory usage. This complexity is further amplified in IoT scenarios involving communica-
tion with multiple blockchains, necessitating highly heterogeneous programming solutions.
Additionally, we have observed that all clients require two-way communication to retrieve infor-
mation from the blockchain to secure the transaction (e.g. account nonce).

There are two possible solutions to these problems: either use more powerful IoT devices
that have sufficient computational power and network connectivity (Class C devices), or cre-
ate a lighter transaction version (compatible for any Class A or B devices) that can later be
encapsulated or proxied to ensure compatibility with actual blockchain transactions.

4.5.2 LTP (Light Transaction Protocol) Specification

LTP aims to abstracts the networking and format layer with a generic IoT friendly structure.
We have seen previously that multiple times the client application has to exchange with the
blockchain node to retrieve the state of the chain (e.g. the nonce, last block hash, ABI or other
interface, etc.). If we abstract this into a ”standard stateless transaction” we couldmake the client
program less network intensive and also IoT friendly. This work is presented in [221] by proposing
a standard format that match constrained device architecture requirements. The proposed work
is designed to work with LoRaWAN communication protocol and system architecture.

4.5.2.1 LTP Proposal

Depicted in Figure 4.5.1, we propose a unique transaction payload format constructed with the
Protobuf to define data structure (in a .proto file Code 4.1). The data structure has a matching
smart contract that verifies authorized IoT public key and data integrity. The proposed data
structure is modular enough to choose which blockchain platform, the smart contract, and action
to target. A relay or proxy is required to encapsulate and send the payload in a valid transaction
(based on selected blockchain). The IoT payloads can not be altered because of signature
generation is done on the IoT directly. However, rate limiting and replay attacks could be possible.
To prevent replay attacks, we would have to introduce a nonce generation inside LTP and LTP
smart contract.

Base don the common requirements of all blockchains, we define theminimum components to
create an agnostic transaction. The data structure of such transaction is built with the following
fields:

� public key: IoT device public key, typically the secp256k1 compressed public key of 257-bit
integer (33 bytes)
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Figure 4.5.1: Design principle of LTP proposal

� signature: the secp256k1 digital signature of 512 bits (64 bytes)
� message:

� blockchain ID : 1 byte, enumeration of blockchain identifiers
� smart contract name: 1 to 13 bytes, name or address of the smart contract
� action ID : 1 byte, enumeration of actions to execute in the smart contract
� sensors data : customization field, variable length and type

Resulting in the following Protobuf file:

Code 4.1: LTP Protobuf Payload data structure
1 syntax = "proto2";
2
3 message Payload {
4 required bytes public_key = 1;
5 required bytes signature = 2;
6 required Message message = 3;
7 }
8 enum Blockchain {
9 HYPERLEDGER_FABRIC = 0;

10 HYPERLEDGER_SAWTOOTH = 1;
11 SUBSTRATE = 2;
12 ETHEREUM = 3;
13 }
14 enum Action {
15 SET_DATA = 0;
16 GET_DATA = 1; //not used in current implementation
17 }
18 message Message {
19 required Blockchain blockchain_id = 1;
20 required string smart_contract_name = 2;
21 required Action action = 3;
22 required Sensors_data sensors_data= 4;
23 }
24 message Sensors_data {
25 required float temperature = 1;
26 required float altitude = 2;
27 required float pressure = 3;
28 required float axis_x = 4;
29 required float axis_y = 5;
30 required float axis_z = 6;
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31 }

4.5.2.2 LTL: Light Transaction Library

A library coded in C language is made to be able to be deployed on most IoT devices without
compatibility issues. LTL provides the core methods to create valid LTP payloads. The Code 4.2
describes the implemented functions for LTL. This library is adapted for the Arduino environment
and configured for LoRaWAN protocol limitations.

Code 4.2: Light Transaction Library (LTL) for LTP
1 #ifndef _LightTransaction_H_
2 #define _LightTransaction_H_
3 #endif
4
5 #include <Arduino.h> // Includes the Arduino library for functionality related to

Arduino hardware.
6 #include "sha2.h" // Includes the sha2 header for SHA-256 hash function-related

operations.
7 #include "payload.pb.h" // Includes the generated Protobuf header for LTP data

structures.
8
9 // Defining constants used throughout the code.

10 #define PUBLIC_KEY_COMPRESSED_SIZE 33 // Size of the secp256k1 compressed public key in bytes.
11 #define SIGNATURE_SIZE 65 // Size of the ECDSA secp256k1 signature.
12 #define HASH_SIZE 32 // Common hash size for SHA-256.
13 #define SHA256_BLOCK_LENGTH 64 // Block length for SHA-256.
14 #define SHA256_DIGEST_LENGTH 32 // Digest length for SHA-256.
15 #define PRIVATE_KEY_SIZE 32 // Size of the private key in bytes.
16 #define NETWORK_SIZE_MAX 242 // Maximum byte size for LoRaWAN payload
17 #define MESSAGE_SIZE_MAX 140 // Maximum byte size for a LTP message.
18
19 // Generates public keys from a given private key
20 bool generate_public_keys(byte private_key[], byte public_key_compressed[]);
21
22 // Hashes data using SHA-256
23 void hash_data(byte data[], int data_length, byte my_hashed_data[]);
24
25 // Signs data using a private key (ECDSA secp256k1)
26 void sign_data(byte *private_key, byte *hashed_data, byte *signature);
27
28 // Encodes a message to Protobuf LTP format
29 bool encoding_protobuf(byte protobuffer[], size_t *protobuffer_length, const Message

my_message);
30
31 // Encodes a payload to Protobuf LTP format
32 bool encoding_protobuf(byte protobuffer[], size_t *protobuffer_length, const Payload

my_payload);
33
34 // Builds a LTP payload with various parameters
35 int build_light_payload(byte private_key[], byte public_key_compressed[],
36 Message my_message, byte protobuffer[],
37 size_t *protobuffer_length);

4.5.2.3 LTP Generic Smart Contract

The corresponding smart contract for the LTP data structure is based of five actions and at
least four storage tables (Figure 4.5.2). We define these components as follows:

� init(): A development action to directly store a fixed list of IoT identities in the contract
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� put_data(): Store data on-chain. Only identities stored in the identities table can execute
this action.

� get_data(): Retrieve on-chain data
� add/rm_identities(): Add or remove an identity from the authorized list of public keys that

can execute put_data().

Figure 4.5.2: LTP required smart contract overview

4.5.3 LTP implemented with LoRaWAN

The LTP proposal doesn’t necessarily require a specific blockchain platform, nor IoT networking
protocol. In this part, an implementation of LTP is done using LoRaWAN, UCA Development
Board, and three blockchain platforms (Hyperledger Fabric, Ethereum, and Substrate-based).

A complete overview of the communication protocol is depicted in Figure 4.5.3. The Lo-
RaWAN communication protocol is designed to provide long-range/low-power bi-directional
communication with end-to-end security. Simply put, the LoRaWAN network is comprised of
end-devices (IoTs), gateways, and application services. LTP integrates itself at the end-device
level by including the LTP data structure in the LoRaWAN payload and by implementing a specific
module on the gateway level.

Exclamation-Triangle A typical LoRaWAN gateway, capable of constant LoRa transmissions and Ethernet or Wi-Fi
communication, often uses a Raspberry Pi as its processor, paired with a Semtech SX1301 or
SX1308 transceiver for LoRa operations. This setup requires a mains power supply for reliable
functioning as it draws at least continuously 1A of current.

Literature shows that In the works of Pincheira et al. [182] [125], the authors’ overall goal is
to establish direct communication between the IoT devices and the Ethereum blockchain. The
authors deployed an Arduino C library which allows the creation of Ethereum transactions locally
in the IoT device. The valid Ethereum transaction creation requires the digital signature of the
transaction, which must be done by a private key of a registered blockchain participant. One
of the conclusions of this article is that the digital signature procedure should be accelerated
because its creation can take a significant amount of time.
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Figure 4.5.3: LoRaWAN and LTP message structure

The LTP implementation uses i) Protobuf data format to serialize the structured LTP data, ii)
the C library trezor-crypto for data hashing and signature generation and iii) LoRaWAN library
called rfthings-stm32l48 which is derived from LacunaSpace code. The signature is based on
ECDSA with the secp256k1 curve, thus using 32 bytes private key, a 33 bytes public_key (ECDSA
compressed public key), and a 65 Bytes signature. The blockchain_id and the action are encoded
on 1 byte and are represented in Protobuf by an enumerations type. The smart_contract_name
is encoded on 1 to 13 bytes and represented in Protobuf by a string. Finally, the sensor data is
encoded in a variable sensors_data Byte array.

The global architecture Figure 4.5.4 shows that the gateway is essential as it acts as the data
proxy to the blockchains. The gateway contains a list of key-pairs that allows LTP messages to
be encapsulated into valid blockchain transactions.

INFO-CIRCLE ChirpStack [222] is an open source project, a manual solution for LoRaWAN deployment,
development, and network management. In other words, it provides a solution to deploy a private
gateway.
INFO-CIRCLE MQTT [223] is a lightweight protocol that makes easier the communication between client
and broker (server) applications using publish/subscribe methods.

The gateway contains a LoRaWAN radio module in a Chirpstack gateway module, and the pro-
posed Gateway module API (i.e. data proxy). The radio module is linked to a Chirpstack gateway

8github.com/RFThings/rfthings-stm32l4
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Figure 4.5.4: LoRaWAN and LTP global architecture: End-devices, Gateway (with module API),
and Blockchains

module which converts the LoRaWAN packets into UDP/MQTT. Usually the UDP/MQTT packets
are forwarded to a back-end (e.g., the Things Network server). However, in our implementation,
the back-end is replaced by our gateway module API which creates blockchain transactions and
forward them to the correct blockchain platform.

Thanks to an MQTT Client implemented in the gateway module API, the API can receive the
MQTT packets forwarded by the ChirpStack module. The packages are set to a generic queue in
order to avoid any loss. It is worth noting that the core implementation of the gateway module
API is based on Rust programming language. The ThreadPool official Rust library was applied to
achieve a multi-threaded environment and thus accelerate tasks execution.

4.5.4 End-Device Energy Analysis

The UCA Development board is equipped with an ultra-low-power Arm Cortex M4 32 bit
STM32L476RG processor, 245 KB flash memory, running at 80 MHz, and uses LoRaWAN com-
munication protocol thanks to the SX1262 Semtech module.

For testing purposes, the sent data is generated by two sensors: the HP203B precision barom-
eter and altimeter sensor and the ICM20948 accelerometer. The HP203B retrieve temperature,
altitude and pressure data. The ICM20948 retrieve x, y, and z axis accelerations.

4.5.4.1 Measurements

We used the OTII Arc device to measure the energy consumption. The OTII interface allows
serial link communication with the development board, which is used to synchronize the software
and energy consumption. Measurement (time, current, energy, and serial output) are exported in
CSV files with a 4KHz sampling frequency and an accuracy of ±(0.1%+150µA). Software on
the UCA board is synchronized (for each analyzed functions) with two or three bytes which are
sent on the OTII serial link at a bit rate of 115200 bauds, which can add a delay of 0.19ms to
0.29ms on the measurements.
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4.5.4.2 LoRaWAN Configuration

The LoRaWAN module transmission of the end device use a spreading factor of 7, an end-
point output power (TXPower) of 16 dBm, a custom preamble length of 984 symbol, disabled
reception, and a transmission frequency of 865MHz. The energy engaged by the LoRaWAN
module amplifier can fluctuate according to themeasurement environment, thus the experiments
are conducted in a fixed environment, avoiding external disturbances.

4.5.4.3 About Data Size

The use of the LTL requires minimum 124 bytes because of the blockchain transaction re-
quirements.
Protobuf encoding consist of key-value pairs, with the key representing two information. Increas-
ing the number of fields in the Protobuf message causes the encoding of the key to vary (i.e. it
may be using more than one byte). The remaining 118 free bytes can be used for other purposes.
If only floating values are sent, the payload will contain 22 fields, assuming 5 bytes per field (1
for the key + 4 bytes for float representation).

4.5.4.4 Comparison Results

We compare the energy consumption of the runtime using the minimal (4 bytes) and the
maximal (88 bytes) payload. The results given in Table 4.5.1 shows that the sign message
function (i.e. sign the LTP transaction) has the biggest impact of the LTL energy consumption.
The use of the library is always about 4 mJ and does not depend on the data size sent. However,
LoRaWAN communication takes 333.17 mJ to send 4 bytes and 375.75 mJ to send 88 bytes.
Thus the overall energy consumption depends on this LoRaWAN communication step and not
on LTL. Therefore, increasing data size will primarily increase the energy consumption of the
LoRaWAN communication.

Testing 10 times sending an LTP message and measuring the current consumption results in
the Table 4.5.2. We observe the total energy consumption increases of 19% and the memory
footprint increases of 101.6% because of LTP.

Sensors data size
4 bytes 88 bytes

LTL (mJ)

Encoding message <1 <1
Hash message <1 <1
Sign message 4.19 4.20
Encoding payload <1 <1
Total LTL 4.23 4.24

LoRaWAN communication (mJ) 333.17 375.75

Table 4.5.1: Runtime energy consumption of LTL functions

4.5.5 Gateway Latency Analysis

The gateway module API are deployed and LTP packets processing latency are being studied.
Depending on the blockchain, the time for the transaction processing can variate because
the module API waits for the transaction finalization. Also, we analyze the incoming packets
concurrency impact, the resulting module latencies measurements are depicted in Figure 4.5.5.
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Without LTL With LTL
Memory Footprint (kBytes) 57.1 115.1
Data sent by LoRaWAN (Bytes) 24 154
Avg ∆T (s) 1.40 1.70
Avg ∆E (mJ) 311.31 370.65
STD ∆E (mJ) 0.22 0.42

Table 4.5.2: Energy, memory footprint, and time impact of LTL (average of 10 measurements)
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Figure 4.5.5: Gateway BlockchainModule Latencies +/- standard deviation over 5measurements

The first observation is that the latency of the module increases when submitting more
messages to the gateway, independently of the blockchain used. The latency depends on the
targeted blockchain (Substrate based blockchain or Hyperledger Fabric) and depends on the
blockchain transaction finalization we choose. As explained previously the module will always
wait for the HTTP/ws status after sending a transaction.

In the case of a Substrate-based blockchain, a transaction status can either be broadcasted,
inblock, or finalized. When only broadcasting the transaction, the module does not wait if it has
reached blockchain consensus. When waiting the finalized status, the transaction has reached
the consensus process and thus stored the transaction in the blockchain ledger (i.e. using a block
time of 6 seconds, the consensus GRANDPA is reached after 3 block time, thus 18 seconds).

In the case of Fabric, a transaction status is known directly after sending the transaction
(pending, failed, or committed), thuswhen successful, a transaction is committed and has reached
the consensus (PBFT) process.

The latency of the Substrate broadcast mode is five times lower than the latency in finalized
mode. In the latter, the transaction has to wait three block-time before being finalized. However,
in broadcast mode, Substrate only validates and queues transactions. Hyperledger Fabric latency
is close to Substrate broadcast mode, which is due to Fabric PBFT consensus algorithm. In
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other words, the finalized latency in Substrate is higher than in Fabric due to performing two
consensus algorithms (Aura and GRANDPA).

4.5.6 Conclusion on LTP with LoRaWAN

A gateway can process multiple messages at the same time (batches of 16, 32, 48 and 64
messages). The increase in latency shows the hardware limits of the gateway that cannot allow
the module to increase indefinitely the number of threads. One batch of 64 transaction has
an average latency of 6825.06ms (using Fabric). Meaning each message will create a new
thread and takes on average 6825.06ms to be committed to the ledger. Thus, sending too many
messages will overflow the number of threads and in the same way increase latency drastically.

The results in Figure 4.5.5 are a key element to understand themaximum end-device LoRaWAN
uplink duty cycle. If we have a high probability to send multiple messages at the same time,
the end-device uplink should at least have a duty cycle greater or equal to the corresponding
latency of the number of messages submitted in parallel (e.g., high probability of 16 LoRaWAN
messages in parallel requires the end-device uplink duty cycle to be at least 3444.26ms when
using Fabric).

4.6 Android Automotive App to Communicate Vehicle Data Using
Blockchain

In our exploration of blockchain technology within the automotive domain, we have previously
discussed applying and benchmarking blockchain client software on various platforms. These
initial investigations laid the foundation for a more ambitious endeavor: deploying a blockchain
client directly within a vehicle, aligning with the initiatives outlined in the Smart IoT for Mobility
project. This transition marks a step towards realizing the project’s objectives and addressing
the complexities of practical integration of blockchain technologies into automotive environ-
ments. The previous work of the thesis and collaboration with Renault car manufacturer, allowed
us to propose an Android app implementation for Android Automotive OS. This joined work
with Thomas Mabrut (project engineer part of SIM) was published in 2023 Fifth International
Conference on Blockchain Computing and Applications [205].
This section prepares the groundwork for further discussions and enhancements concerning
the technical details of implementing blockchain clients in vehicles. It highlights the project’s
contribution to the advancement of automotive technology and data management practices.
Chapter 5 explores an extension of this sections work by using multi-chain.

The integration of Android Automotive OS (AAOS) into modern vehicles is part of the evolution
towards Software-Defined Vehicles (SDV), necessitating a shift to connected and upgradeable
automotive systems. This shift, previously introduced in the thesis introduction in Chapter 1,
underscores the automotive industry’s trajectory to vehicles that not only enhances the user
experience through improved connectivity and functionalities but also serves as platforms for
continuous software innovations and service upgrades.
The integration of blockchain technology within the AAOS ecosystem could facilitate an even
more interconnected enterprise ecosystem with frictionless inter-organizational communica-
tion experience, pushing innovative automotive services and a secure transactional oriented
platforms.
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Our implementation focuses on efficiently managing vehicle data records in the event of
an accident, utilizing blockchain and IPFS. The process involves collecting, formatting, and
transmitting vehicle data to ensure secure and reliable record-keeping. The Figure 4.6.1 is an
illustration with a vehicle-centric view of the broader Smart IoT for Mobility ecosystem presented
in the introduction chapter, providing a simple visual representation of the interconnected system
components and data flow.

Figure 4.6.1: SIM accident use case: A vehicle-centric point-of-view using an Android Automotive
application connected to a blockchain and IPFS.

The project confronts several challenges introduced mostly previously where technology plat-
form diversity is high. Coding ”all” client application to provide full compatibility to communicate
with any blockchain is not realist. Also off-chain participation of the vehicle device is amandatory
design due to the unreliable communication a vehicle can have on roads.
While privacy and confidentiality remain critical aspects of data management, it’s important to
note that the paper primarily explores the feasibility, scalability, and certain security dimensions
of the implementation (which relies on the intrinsic security of blockchain). Nonetheless, as we
will describe next, the results of this project is successful in creating a trusted environment for
data sharing among collaborative services, addressing scalability through the deployment of
blockchain technology, and enhancing security protocols to protect sensitive data.

4.6.1 Overview of the Proposed Implementation

In our proposed implementation9, AAOS plays a crucial role in interfacing with the vehicle’s
infotainment system. It allows for the extraction of a comprehensive set of vehicle information.
The system is engineered to collect real-time data metrics that are essential in the event of an
accident. These include vehicle speed, acceleration data, GPS positioning, etc. All these data
points can be used in drawing a detailed picture of the vehicle’s status before, during, and after
an accident occurs.
As we have explained in previous parts of the thesis, the target blockchain is Substrate-based
due to its modularity, good performances and potential for cross-communication with other
blockchains.

9Code available here: github.com/projet-SIM/android-automotive-blockchain-2023
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Figure 4.6.2: Interactions between vehicle-blockchain-IPFS after an accident occurs.

In the event of an accident, vehicle data is recorded and serialized using Protocol Buffers (Pro-
tobuf). This not only optimizes the data for storage but ensures its integrity during transmission.
The sequence of interactions, as illustrated in Figure 4.6.2, starts with the essential step 1 by
dispatching this serialized data to the InterPlanetary File System (IPFS).
In preparation for potential post-accident connectivity issues, we preemptively generate an offline
Content Identifier (CID). This allows to prevent additional delays and speeds-up the first step.

This identifier is unique to each data packet and is essential for retrieving the stored data
from the IPFS as it allows to locate it. The subsequent interactions, done by steps 2 to 4 in
Figure 4.6.2, involve the establishment of a secure WebSocket connection, verifying permissions,
and finally sending the extrinsic call along with the CID to the blockchain.

This private blockchain, curated by the vehicle manufacturer, is the repository that ensures
the CID-and by extension, the accident data—is immutable and traceable. It is within this secure
digital ledger that the integrity of vehicular data is registered, accessible through the structured
protocols of smart contract (created in Chapter 3). The data’s journey, from the vehicle’s sensors
to the immutable ledgers of blockchain, is designed in the Substrate Framework to allow in a
last part to communicate with other blockchains using Substrate standard cross-transaction
protocol.

4.6.2 Android Automotive Application Design

Our Android Automotive application is created to be running on the vehicle’s infotainment
system to access a broad spectrum of sensor data (136 sensors types to be exact) each
producing 32-bit integer values. The application necessitated a data categorization based on
the sensor type. Data is divided into two streams: periodic records for constant monitoring and
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event-driven records for capturing data pertinent to specific incidents, such as accidents, gear
shit change, etc.
We record the last 10 events for each category, obtaining the following data size estimation
(4.6.1). We define the acronyms TS for timestamp and SD for sensor data.

10 records∗ (64 TS bits+5 SD∗32 SD bits)
+10 records∗131 SD∗ (64 TS bits+32 SD bits)

= 128000 bits≈ 128.0 kbits

(4.6.1)

In this initial proof of concept, the application doesn’t process video or images. These type of
data would significantly increase the storage requirements to several gigabytes. Naturally, with
today bandwidth speed, sending 128 kbits (over the internet) is relatively fast, but increasing the
data will result in significant latency.

To validate the functionality and reliability of our application, we simulate the application’s
environment using open-source Android Studio software that can emulate an Automotive Oper-
ating System through Android Virtual Devices (AVD). Specifically, we employ a system image
created by Volvo OEM for the Polestar 2 vehicle (based on API v-29.2, Android 10.0, and supports
X86 64 architecture).

The application is a combination of Java code using also a wrapped version of sr25519 Rust
cryptography library to sign transactions for the Substrate-based blockchain.
With this emulator it is possible to have an application dashboard interface for presenting various
details about the vehicle (speed, GPS …) as well as information related to blockchain (metadata,
transaction status …). The application also incorporates extra debugging tools, like buttons to
manually trigger accident detection.

4.6.3 Performance Analysis and Results

To measure the application’s latency, we used two setups. The local setup runs the blockchain
and IPFS software directly on a computer with a single blockchain validator node. For the cloud
setup, we used a test cluster managed by a cloud service, using three blockchain validator nodes
and a private IPFS network for the decentralized storage.

The application’s performancewasmeasured in terms of latency, with the local setup achieving
a latency time of just 1.065 seconds to the blockchain and a mere 0.023 seconds to send raw
data to IPFS. When operating through a cloud setup, these times were understandably longer, at
4.971 seconds and 2.134 seconds respectively, leading to a total latency of 7.105 seconds in
the cloud compared to only 1.088 seconds locally. This significant difference underscores the
impact of network conditions on the system’s responsiveness and highlights the necessity for
efficient network infrastructure in vehicular environments to optimize data recording.

Similarily as Chapter 3 Section 3.4.4.5, the blockchain’s throughput was evaluated under
different input Transaction Per Second (TPS) rates, with the average output TPS demonstrating
the system’s capacity to process up to 560 transactions per second.
Interestingly, the block time remained consistent at 6 seconds, regardless of the input TPS,
illustrating the stability and reliability of the blockchain’s consensusmechanism (Aura consensus).
Even under a heavy load of up to 2000 input TPS, the system’s test time bottomed out at around 12
seconds, indicating that while the blockchain could queue transactions efficiently, a transaction
queue limit exists, emphasizing the importance of considering a correctly setup transaction
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memory pool size for high-frequency transaction scenarios.

4.6.4 Future Directions and Potential Enhancements

This implementation establishes a foundation for secure and efficient vehicle accident data
management. However, as we look towards future technological evolutions, there are multiple
potential enhancements that could improve the system. One such area is enhancing security in
the application memory, particularly for key management. The integration of hardware security
modules (cryptographic IPs) could significantly reinforce the system’s defenses against cyber
threats, ensuring that the vehicle’s keys and that signature generation are protected.

Additionally, the confidentiality and privacy of the data handled by our application are very
important. Upcoming implementations could explore more into privacy-preserving blockchain
technologies, such as zero-knowledge proofs, to ensure sensitive data is managed securely
while complying to the existing (complex) regulatory standards, including the European General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).

Based on all these considerations, the next chapter introduces a natural progression of the
project into the domain of multi-chain ecosystems. Leveraging the Substrate framework’s
inherent support for interoperability, we will investigate the creation of an ecosystem where
blockchains can communicate seamlessly using Substrate’s cross-communication protocols.
This evolution towards a multi-chain environment not only extends the scope of interaction
between different blockchain networks but also offers the potential for enhanced scalability,
robustness, and most importantly collaboration between automotive services.

The transition to a multi-chain architecture promises to improve the capabilities of all inter-
connected individual chains. This enables to create an ecosystem where data, assets, and
services can exchange freely in a secure and efficient manner. Such an ecosystem could facili-
tate more complex interactions highlighting a potential new generation of automotive services
that are more interconnected and capable of leveraging collective resources.
The next chapter is about an exploration focusing on the technical aspects of multi-chain inte-
gration, the challenges it poses, and the opportunities it presents.
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4.7 Conclusion on Client application Implementations

We explored the implementation and analysis of blockchain client applications within the
realm of Blockchain for Internet of Things (BIoT), focusing on the integration challenges, energy
considerations, and potential solutions for the SIM project.

4.7.1 Key Findings from Blockchain Client Application Analysis

Here we synthesizes the core insights and significant observations derived from our compre-
hensive analysis of blockchain client applications in the context of BIoT.

We did a comparison between off-chain and on-chain integration approaches for IoT and
blockchain, highlighting that off-chain integration is more suitable for constrained devices due
to its lower energy consumption and minimal storage requirements. Furthermore, we identify
the role of a blockchain client as the software that generates and transmits valid blockchain
transactions, noting that integrating these clients into IoT devices poses complexities due to
the need for various cryptographic algorithms and RPC protocols across different blockchain
platforms.

Our exploration coversmultiple blockchain platforms, includingHyperledger Sawtooth, Ethereum,
EOSIO, and those based on Substrate. Each platform presents unique challenges regarding client
implementation, protocol compatibility, and cryptographic requirements. Particularly, profiling
the Hyperledger Sawtooth C++ client application revealed that networking operations signifi-
cantly consume computational resources, suggesting that future optimizations should focus on
enhancing networking and data processing efficiency.

We proposed the Lightweight Transaction Protocol (LTP) as a solution to facilitate the integra-
tion of blockchain with smaller, constrained IoT devices. The design of LTP aims to minimize
computational demands by abstracting the networking and format layer into a generic structure
that ismore amenable to IoT environments. The practical implementation of LTP, using LoRaWAN,
demonstrated its viability. Through detailed analyses of energy consumption at the end-device
level and latency at the gateway level, we provided insights into the scalability and performance
of the LTP system in real-world scenarios.

4.7.2 Limitation and Challenges

While the research on blockchain client applications for BIoT presents promising directions,
we are still encountering inherent limitations and challenges. Among these, the trade-off be-
tween enhanced security and decentralization versus increased energy consumption remains a
significant concern. The research points toward potential energy optimizations but underscores
that these advantages come with their own set of compromises.

The process of integrating blockchain clients into diverse IoT platforms presents difficul-
ties, primarily due to the wide variation in device capabilities, communication protocols, and
blockchain technologies. This heterogeneity adds a layer of complexity that can hinder, or even
prevent, the widespread adoption of these technologies.

Security and privacy emerge as the next primary concerns as well. While blockchain can
reinforce security in IoT applications, its immutable naturemay conflict with privacy requirements
and data regulation policies, particularly where sensitive or personal data is involved. Additionally,
the security of IoT devices themselves remains a concern, as they can be vulnerable entry points
into the blockchain network.
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The reliability of blockchain-based IoT applications is heavily dependent on network connec-
tivity for transaction processing. This reliance poses significant challenges in environments
with poor or unstable network conditions, which can jeopardize the reliability and speed of data
processing in real-time applications.

Lastly, the diversity of blockchain platforms, each with its own set of unique protocols and
standards, complicates the development of a standardized client application approach. This
diversity demands substantial customization and adaptation, further escalating the complexity
and resource demands for effective deployment.

4.7.3 Future Directions and Considerations

� Further Optimization and Scaling: Further optimizations in terms of energy efficiency
and computational load are essential, especially for scaling the solution to accommo-
date more IoT devices and blockchain platforms. This is linked to the work on true data
decentralization separating the data management and raw data storage (e.g. IPFS) [204].

� Security and Robustness: It is critical to ensure the security and robustness of blockchain
clients in IoT devices, future works on enhancing security on both IoT and blockchain side
is key for practical industrial implementation. It is worth noting that removing blockchain
state information in the LTP transaction, ultimately opens a security issue due to possible
replay attack because transactions are therefore indistinguishable from one another (e.g.
no transaction nonce). Future work would require to explore more ”localized” nonce in
the communication protocol (e.g. LoRaWAN frame counter), or other methods to prevent
two-way communication directly with the blockchain.

� Interoperability and Standards: Given the diversity of blockchain platforms and IoT devices
it is crucial to develop blockchain interoperability standards and protocols. This includes
standardizing data formats, communication protocols, and security measures. This thesis
takes this axis at heart and explored in-depth in the Chapter 5.

� Real-World Deployment and Testing: Following the previous work in [205], more exten-
sive real-world testing and deployment of these blockchain-IoT integrations are needed
to assess their practical implications, performance in diverse environments, and user
acceptance.

To summarize, integrating blockchain technology with IoT devices offers a promising ap-
proach for enhancing security, reliability, and functionality in IoT applications. The research
conducted provides valuable insights and lays groundwork for future developments in this do-
main. Continued exploration, optimization, and testing are essential for realizing the full potential
of blockchain in IoT (BIoT).

4.7.4 A Final Word on Related Work

The discussion on blockchain interoperability, a pivotal theme of the subsequent chapter, is
enriched by insights from the Smart Contract Invocation Protocol (SCIP) study [224]. SCIP offers
a framework for integrating heterogeneous smart contracts across varied blockchain platforms.
SCIP’s approach, while primarily focused on smart contract integration, shares a common under-
lying principle with the Light Transaction Protocol (LTP) developed in this thesis – facilitating
seamless blockchain interoperability.
SCIP’s methodology in handling diverse blockchain technologies through a uniform interface
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can relate to LTP’s objectives of enabling efficient, cross-blockchain transactions for IoT devices.
This alignment not only highlights the common goals shared by SCIP and LTP in addressing
interoperability but also allows us to introduce the latest topic of this thesis in the next chapter.
We will explore the complexities of blockchain interoperability in greater depth, focusing primarily
on one blockchain platform (Polkadot/Substrate-based), demonstrating the feasibility of the SIM
project automobile use case with a proof-of-concept.
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5 Improving BIoT: Towards a Multi-Chain
Ecosystem for IoT

5.1 Introduction

We have explored previously the intricate potential and integration of BIoT, however a key
limitation is the heterogeneity of blockchain platforms and the heterogeneity of IoT devices that
have to integrate the necessary client application to communicate with this technology.

A primary challenge in the widespread adoption and effectiveness of BIoT lies in the inher-
ent heterogeneity of both blockchain platforms and IoT devices. The diverse landscape of
blockchain technologies presents a fragmented ecosystem where interoperability is limited. This
heterogeneity extends to IoT devices, which vary in capabilities, standards, and protocols, further
complicating BIoT integration.
The need for IoT devices to integrate client applications compatible with specific blockchain
platforms adds another layer of complexity. This fragmented environment hinders the seamless
interactions between both organizations and devices, ultimately hindering the realization of
BIoT’s full potential.

Addressing these challenges requires a shift towards a more standardized interoperable
blockchain ecosystem. In this chapter, we go through an in-depth study of Polkadot’s network
paradigm and the Substrate Framework potential to create a more unified and efficient multi-
blockchain environment. The Polkadot protocol, with its unique multi-chain and cross-chain
transaction capabilities, emerges as a beacon of standardization in the fragmented blockchain
architecture landscape. Its design philosophy and technical base hold a possible key to en-
abling more united and interoperable interactions between diverse blockchain platforms and IoT
devices.

This chapter aims to provide a comprehensive understanding of the multi-chain ecosystem’s
role in BIoT domain. We will study the Polkadot and Substrate Framework’s capabilities by
implementing our automotive use case, which will help us explore how a unified blockchain
ecosystem can significantly enhance the IoT domain, marking a step forward in BIoT.
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5.2 Perspectives of an Multi-Chain IoT Ecosystem

5.2.1 Layer 2 Blockchains and Blockchain-of-Blockchain Multi-Chain Solutions

Within the layered architecture of blockchain technologies (see Figure 5.2.1), Layer 2 solutions
and blockchain-of-blockchains address distinct challenges related to scalability and interoper-
ability. Layer 2 solutions, represented by frameworks like Optimism and StarkNet, operate on top
of base blockchains such as Ethereum. They are designed to enhance transaction speed and
scale by handling transactions off the main chain and leveraging its security for finality.

In contrast, blockchain-of-blockchains, as created by Polkadot and Substrate Framework,
provide a foundational infrastructure enabling different Layer 1 blockchains to interoperate
(called parachain in Polkadot). These systems facilitate transactions across a network of
independent chains through a central relay chain, which coordinates security and cross-chain
communication.

The divergence between these two approaches is architectural: Layer 2 solutions scale by
building upon a single blockchain, improving its capacity for transaction processing. Blockchain-
of-blockchains scale by connecting multiple blockchains, each potentially tailored for specific
use cases, to working all together. This architecture not only spreads transaction loads but also
empowers a variety of chains to interact within a single ecosystem.

For applications in the IoT domain, where numerous devices have to transact across multiple
platforms, these two distinct architectures present various advantages. Simply put, Layer 2
solutions can offer a streamlined, cost-effective means for high-frequency transactions on a
dominant ”main” blockchain. Meanwhile, a blockchain-of-blockchains could enable a more
segmented approach, with different processes managed across multiple specialized chains.

Figure 5.2.1: Blockchain Layers: Layer 0 (data transfer/miners), Layer 1 (blockchains), Layer 2
(speed/scale), Layer 3 (apps) [225]
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At first glance, both Layer 2 solutions and blockchain-of-blockchains seem promising for
enhancing scalability and interoperability within BIoT ecosystems. However, their suitability for
specific applications varies significantly.
For instance, consider our use case in the automotive sector: accident reporting. In such
scenarios, immediate and unambiguous data transmission is crucial for insurance and safety
purposes. Layer 2 solutions stand out because of their high-throughput and quick finality features.
They efficiently process the massive data streams generated by vehicles, but don’t allow complex
inter-chain data transfers which is by nature possible with blockchain-of-blockchains.

However, the accident use case have diverse stakeholders (manufacturers, insurers, repair
shops, etc.) which might operate on different platforms and require robust cross-chain commu-
nication, thus a blockchain-of-blockchains approach is more suitable.
This model facilitates a more segmented approach, with different processes managed across
multiple specialized chains, allowing for a granular level of control and customization. As we
have designed with a Polkadot-based solution, individual parachains are able to handle specific
aspects of the accident use case, such as claim processing, vehicle data management, and
parts supply chain verification, all coordinated under a shared security model.

It’s essential to recognize that most blockchain implementations have an economic model,
supported by a native token or coin. These tokens facilitate incentivize participation and manage
resources.
Therefore, while our use case is abstracted from these economic considerations, any practical
deployment would require a carefully designed economic model to ensure long-term viability,
network sustainability, and stakeholder engagement.

Exclamation-Triangle Therefore, when trying to choose between Layer 2 and blockchain-of-blockchains for a BIoT
application, such as ours, it is important to weigh the architectural benefits against the economic
sustainability of the network. In our case, the need for interoperability among the platform
stakeholders led us to lean towards a blockchain-of-blockchains approach.
Although the initial phase of the project may discard the need of a native economic model
to avoid complexity, it becomes imperative to acknowledge that the inclusion of a token or
coin mechanism is vital in a real-world situation. Tokens play a crucial role in network security,
governance, and incentivization, which are fundamental to the long-term success and adoption
of blockchain or BIoT in general.

5.2.2 BIoT Practical Related Works

In the multi-chain implementation for the automotive use case, as explored in this thesis, the
IoT device’s role are building, signing, and sending transactions to a blockchain node. With our
approach each IoT device acts as a participant in the blockchain network, engaging in transaction
creation and communication with the blockchain, however it doesn’t participate in the network
consensus. We here describe two projects that are closely related, each with their specialties.

5.2.2.1 Comparative Analysis with IN3 and Helium in an Multi-Chain Automotive Use Case
Context: Focus on IoT Client Implementation

The IN3 (INcentivized Node Network) project, deprecated since 2021, presents a different
paradigm for IoT interaction with blockchain networks. IN3, primarily designed as a minimal veri-
fication client, focuses on providing IoT devices with a lightweight and efficient means to access
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blockchain data. Unlike the ”send transaction-only” seen in our multi-chain implementation, IN3
allows IoT devices to verify blockchain data without needing to maintain a full blockchain client
and allows transaction creation and signing. This distinction is crucial as it positions IoT devices
in the IN3 framework more as data validators or verifiers, and can also create transactions.

IN3 operates as a stateless client, which means it does not store the entire blockchain or
engage in constant synchronization with the network. Instead, it relies on a set of distributed
full nodes for data verification. These nodes are part of the IN3 network and are incentivized to
provide accurate and reliable data. To facilitate this, IN3 creates an additional network layer
on top of the original blockchain, where these full nodes operate to assist IoT devices in data
verification and interaction with the underlying blockchain. When an IoT device using IN3 needs
to interact with the blockchain, it sends a request to these nodes. The nodes then respond with
the necessary data, along with proofs that can be independently verified by the IoT device for
authenticity and accuracy.

This mechanism allows IoT devices to access and verify blockchain data without the overhead
of managing a full blockchain client. It significantly reduces the resource requirements on the
IoT device, making blockchain interaction feasible even for devices with limited computational
power and storage.
While our multi-chain implementation lets IoT devices interact by creating and sending transac-
tions to the blockchain, the IN3 project has a more straightforward way of doing things. It lets
IoT devices retrieve blockchain data and also make their own transactions, without using too
much resources. This makes IN3 well-suited for IoT applications involving constrained devices,
while still maintaining security and efficiency in blockchain interactions.

Moving to the Helium Project, it represents another unique approach in the realm of IoT and
blockchain integration. Helium’s primary focus is on creating a decentralized network for IoT
devices using a novel proof-of-coverage model. This model relies on a network of Hotspots
(gateways): physical devices that provide wireless coverage and act as miners on the blockchain.
The Helium network uses a native token, HNT, to incentivize network participation and data
transfer.

Key distinctions of the Helium network include:

� Decentralized Wireless Network: Helium creates a physical network of Hotspots that
provide wide-area network coverage for IoT devices. This coverage is particularly useful
for low-power devices that require long-range connectivity, such as sensors and trackers in
automotive applications.

� Proof-of-Coverage and Data Credits: Helium’s novel consensus mechanism not only
secures the network but also validates the wireless coverage provided by Hotspots. IoT
devices use Data Credits, a secondary currency derived from HNT, to pay for network
connectivity.

� Scalability and Flexibility: The network’s decentralized nature offers scalability and flexibil-
ity, making it well-suited for a wide range of IoT applications. This could fit the automotive
scenarios where tracking, monitoring, and data aggregation are crucial.

In comparison to IN3, Helium offers a more hardware-centric approach, with a focus on
building a LoRaWAN-compatible physical network infrastructure for IoT. While IN3’s minimal
client architecture is efficient for lightweight interaction with commonly used blockchains such
as Ethereum mainnet, Helium’s network provides the necessary infrastructure for large-scale IoT
connectivity, compatible only with their own network.
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Both IN3 and Helium shows the versatility and innovation in blockchain applications for
IoT. However, key downsides is the lack of native interoperability in Helium, and IN3 has been
deprecated since too long to extract some potential usage today.

Currently an existing parachain has introduced the IoT realm in the Polkadot ecosystem, called
Nodle. Nodle provides an approach to IoT connectivity, leveraging the existing infrastructure of
smartphones and the Polkadot network’s interoperability features.

5.2.2.2 Introduction to Nodle Parachain: Smartphone as IoTs

Nodle is a parachain in the Polkadot ecosystem which represents a significant step in the
convergence of IoT and blockchain technology. Unlike IN3’s minimal verification client architec-
ture and Helium’s decentralized network of Hotspots, Nodle uses the large presence of existing
smartphones to create a decentralized IoT network.

Now the key features of Nodle are:

� Smartphone-Centric Network: Usage of smartphones as nodes, utilizing Bluetooth Low
Energy (BLE) for connectivity. This approach take advantage of the widespread availability
of smartphones, turning them into a distributed network for IoT devices. IoT devices can
use the smartphone Bluetooth connection as a secure ”gateway” to transmit data.

� Decentralized Data Transmission: The network facilitates decentralized data exchange
and verification using blockchain for better data integrity and security in IoT applications.

� Tokenomics: Nodle uses a native token (NODL), to incentivize network participation and
transaction processing, mirroring a token economic model similar to Helium’s.

� Interoperability with Polkadot: Being a parachain on Polkadot, Nodle benefits from the in-
teroperability and shared security features of the Polkadot network, enhancing its potential
for additional applications.

Nodle’s approach to IoT connectivity (using smartphones) offers a new unique angle for our
automotive use case. In urban environments where smartphone density and penetration is
high, Nodle’s network can be utilized for various purposes related to vehicle connectivity and
telematics. For instance, smartphones, through Nodle’s network, could act as relay points for
transmitting vehicle data. Connected vehicles don’t necessarily have internet access, and Nodle
can provide a decentralized more open network to these vehicles with good coverage.

The Nodle model use existing smartphone infrastructure which prevent the need for additional
dedicated IoT hardware, making it a cost-effective solution for automotive IoT applications.
It also simplifies deployment and scaling, as it take advantage of devices that are already
in widespread use. However, it’s important to note that this model relies on the density of
participating smartphones, which could limit or even stop its effectiveness in less urbanized
areas. Incentivization towards installing Nodle App to receive compensation when your network
is used has to be sufficiently interesting.

In comparison to Helium’s LoRaWAN-compatible network, which is designed to cater to a wide
range of IoT devices including those in constrained environments, Nodle’s smartphone-centric
approach might seem limited. However, Nodle can provide faster data transfer with Bluetooth
and fills a niche in more urban situations where the density of smartphones is high.

Moreover, Nodle’s integration into the Polkadot ecosystem adds another layer of utility, thanks
to the interoperability and shared security features of the network. This could potentially allow
seamless data exchange and integration with other blockchain-based systems within the
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automotive industry, similarly proposed and demonstrated by our implementation using two
Substrate-based parachains in the rest of this chapter.

5.2.2.3 Conclusion on Related Work

The comparison of IN3, Helium, and Nodle highlights the diverse methodologies in BIoT
integration. While IN3 focuses on lightweight blockchain data access, Helium builds a dedicated
physical network infrastructure, and Nodle innovates by turning smartphones into a decentralized
IoT network. Each approach has its advantages and limitations, pointing to the necessity of a
better understanding of our automotive context in the case we are willing to use such existing
BIoT platform. Our work provided a demonstration using a methodology comparable to Nodle
without usage of smartphones. Even if the implementation is at a PoC level, it showed that
interoperability in blockchain is a key feature to potential adoption of blockchain in the automotive
industry.

5.3 Shift Towards Multi-Chain Ecosystems

The emergence of newapproaches is leading to a shift fromexisting closed-network blockchains
tomore open interoperable blockchain technologies, enabling interaction and cooperation among
blockchains, users, and devices across numerous blockchain networks.

5.3.1 Quick Overview of Multi-Chain

An overview of interoperability blockchains are in Table 5.3.1. The blockchain ecosystem is an
ever-evolving domain, with multi-chain only at its beginning stages. This dynamic field witnesses
continuous developments in technology and strategies aimed at enhancing interoperability
between different blockchain networks.

Technol-
ogy

Initial
apparition
date

EVM
compatibility

Specific blockchain
development

Inter-
operability
protocol

Architecture
Topology

Polkadot 2017 Possible Substrate
Framework XCM Relay-chain,

parachains

Cosmos 2016 Yes Comos-SDK IBC Zones, hubs,
blockchains

Avalanche 2020 Yes Avalanche-cli AWM
Three
blockchains and
Subnets

Table 5.3.1: Comparison of different multi-chain interoperable blockchains

A quick comparison of the platform is as follows:

� Cosmos BCT is a network of multiple blockchains interconnected by the Cosmos hubs. The
Cosmos hubs contain different ”zones” that maintain a zone state. IBC (Inter-blockchain
Communication) is the communication protocol used to exchange messages between
blockchains. Up to 2020, Cosmos was primary limited to asset transfers, but by the end
of 2021, a stable version of IBC was released allowing more generic information to be
exchanged between blockchain networks. Blockchain bridges can provide interoperability
for cryptocurrencies by using two one-way communications (one for each BCT).
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� Avalanche is a blockchain platform that operates on a Proof-of-Stake consensus protocol
and is designed with a unique architecture consisting of three chains: the Platform Chain (P-
Chain) for network coordination, the Exchange Chain (X-Chain) for asset transfers, and the
Contract Chain (C-Chain) for Ethereum-compatible smart contracts. The communication
between the connected blockchains or ”subnets” is performed by the so called Avalanche
Wrap Messaging (AWM).

INFO-CIRCLE At the time of writing, Avalanche emerged as a very good candidate to build and explore
solutions related to the thesis project, however, we already have sufficient development
using Polkadot.

� Polkadot is built using the Substrate blockchain framework and its purpose is to relay
messages (Polkadot is a relay-chain) between multiple Substrate-based blockchains
(parachains). The Cross-ConsensusMessage (XCM) is amessage format for its associated
protocol, the cross-chain communication protocol of Polkadot. The Polkadot ecosystem
has standardized this XCM communication format. This format allows parachains to
exchange messages between the relay-chain and parachains and between parachain them-
selves through the relay-chain. The resulting implemented interoperability protocol is called
XCMP.

Polkadot, more precisely the Substrate Framework project, philosophy is to build the ground
layer for a multi-chain ecosystem. This explains the deep involvement in focusing more on the
global architecture design, architecture primitive modules and inter-communication protocols.
The SDK provided by Substrate was rapidly containing most of the necessary tools to build and
experiment with private and multi-chain – in the case of the thesis – blockchains. The aim using
such platform SDK is to experiment the requirements and implementation of an heterogeneous,
scattered industrial use case, bringing them together in a unified trusted ecosystem.

At the time of writing, Substrate Framework finally reached version v1.0.0 of its SDK. This
marks a next step on their development, which will now focus more on the application layer.

5.3.2 Interoperability: From a Company Point of View

The concept of interoperability in blockchain technology is frequently misinterpreted due
to its evolving nature and the varying needs of different applications. Initially, the focus of
blockchain development was on creating one standalone system that everyone would use, with
little consideration for how these systems would interact or integrate with new other networks,
thus being isolated. As the blockchain landscape matured, especially post-2016, it became
evident that for broader adoption and functionality, especially in corporate world, these systems
needed to communicate and work together seamlessly. This shift in focus marked the beginning
of the era of interoperability in blockchain technology, presenting new potential for organizations.

Organizations considering blockchain technology now have to face the following interoper-
ability options:

1. Consortium Chains: This approach involves multiple companies using a shared blockchain
network, inherently creating an interoperable service. An example is a group of financial in-
stitutions sharing a blockchain to record transactions, ensuring consistent and transparent
data across all entities.

2. Using Public Connectors and Hybrid Connectors: Companies can utilize public connectors
like Atomic Swaps, Sidechains/Relays, or Notary Schemes for interoperability between
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different blockchain systems. These mechanisms facilitate asset or data transfer across
various blockchain platforms, enabling transactions without relying on centralized ex-
changes. Similarly, hybrid connectors, such as Trusted Relays or Blockchain-Agnostic
Protocols, allow for interactions between diverse blockchains. An example is a supply
chain network where a product’s journey is recorded on different blockchains, and connec-
tors facilitate data exchange to track the product lifecycle across these platforms.

3. Native Built-In Interoperability Protocols: Some ecosystems are designed with inherent
interoperability (i.e. Blockchain-of-Blockchains), functional within their specific network. A
practical example is a multi-service digital platform where each service operates on its
dedicated blockchain, but all services can interact and exchange data as part of a larger,
interconnected system. Blockchain platforms like Polkadot or Cosmos exemplify this,
where various blockchains within their network can natively communicate.

Each approach presents unique advantages and challenges. Organizations must consider
factors such as the level of control, scalability, and the complexity of integration processes when
selecting the most suitable interoperability solution for their needs.

The paper by Ballatore et al. introduces a comprehensive exploration into the implementation
of a multi-chain blockchain architecture in the automotive industry [17]. This research, using a
design science approach, underscores the significance of multi-chain environments for facilitat-
ing interorganizational data sharing in the connected vehicle context. The study demonstrates
how the Polkadot/Substrate framework, a leading blockchain-of-blockchains platform system,
can be utilized to construct a multi-chain ecosystem that balances the decentralization bene-
fits of public blockchains with the control offered by private ones. This approach is helpful in
addressing the challenges of data-sharing and interoperability in complex, multi-stakeholder
environments like the automotive industry, thereby aligning closely with the principles of ef-
fective organizational level blockchain integration. The insights from this paper improve the
understanding of blockchain interoperability from a practical standpoint, especially in scenarios
where collaboration and data exchange across diverse organizations is critical.

5.3.3 Economic Implications

Adopting multi-chain blockchain architectures in IoT systems has distinct economic implica-
tions. The primary focus is on optimizing resource usage and managing costs effectively.

5.3.3.1 Economic Potential

The shift towards multi-chain architectures in BIoT is more than a technological advancement;
it announces a transformation in the economic and business dynamicswithin the IoT sphere. This
approach not only opens up a multitude of new possibilities but also represents a fundamental
change in how economic and business models are perceived and constructed in a blockchain-
enabledworld. This change in philosophy is creating opportunities thatwere previously unfeasible
in a non-native interoperable blockchain ecosystem.

Unlocking New Economic Models: The groundbreaking nature of multi-chain structures in
BIoT lies in their ability to enable seamless interoperability among diverse blockchain networks.
This facilitates more efficient data exchange and collaboration between IoT devices across
different sectors. As a result, it becomes possible to explore new economic models based
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on (real-time) data sharing and complex multi-party interactions, which were not feasible with
isolated blockchain systems.

Enhancing Data Monetization and Asset Management: With improved interoperability and
security, multi-chain systems provide a more robust framework for data monetization. They
allow for the secure aggregation and trading of IoT data, smart contracts can allow innovative
asset management and value creation.

Driving Sector-Specific Innovations: Multi-chain BIoT systems are helpful in pushing forward
more sector-specific innovations. By building a flexible and secure foundation, they enable the
development of new applications designed to address unique challenges in various domains
(compared to general purpose blockchains). This leads to improved operational efficiencies,
cost reductions, and enhanced services.

5.3.3.2 Incentivization in Multi-Chain

Similar to public blockchains, multi-chain architectures necessitate effective incentivization
mechanisms to encourage active participation and ensure network sustainability. In amulti-chain
context, these incentives need to be strategically designed to fit the diverse needs of various
stakeholders involved in the network.

Table 5.3.2: Comparison of Incentivization in Classic Public Chains vs. Multi-Chain Architectures

Aspect Public Chain Multi-Chain Architecture
Tokenization Rewards typically in the form of

native cryptocurrency for activi-
ties like mining or transaction val-
idation.

Utilizes a variety of tokens for
specific activities across different
chains, plus a common token for
the entire ecosystem.

Stakeholder
Engagement

Primarily focused onminers or val-
idators, with limited roles for other
stakeholders.

Broader engagement strategies,
including developers, users, and
enterprises, often involving gover-
nance tokens or profit-sharing.

Quality of Service Incentives primarily for maintain-
ing network integrity and security.

Broader incentives encompass-
ing service quality, such as effi-
cient data handling and uptime re-
liability.

Cross-Chain
Collaboration

Not applicable or very limited. Specific incentives for facilitating
cross-chain communication and
interoperability.

As Table 5.3.2 shows, multi-chain architectures provide a broader andmore comprehensive ap-
proach to incentivization compared to public chains (private and consortium chains are omitted
because economic mechanism is specific to its use case). While multi-chain systems utilize a
variety of tokens across different chains for specific activities, they also often employ a common
token that is integral to the entire ecosystem (e.g. ”DOT”, ”ATOM”, or ”AVAX” cryptocurren-
cies). The common cryptocurrency facilitates seamless interactions across the multiple chains,
reinforcing the unity, cohesiveness and security of the ecosystem network. However, keep in
mind that each blockchain can create its own internal incentive economy with its own token
cryptocurrency (e.g. the ”DOT” token used to send cross-chain messages from one blockchain
to another, each blockchains containing their own token and token economy).
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Stakeholder engagement in multi-chain networks is more inclusive, extending beyond miners
and validators to incorporate developers, users, and enterprises. This engagement is often
facilitated by governance tokens or profit-sharing models, allowing a wider range of participants
to contribute to and benefit from the network.

The role of quality service incentives and cross-chain collaboration is also more pronounced in
multi-chain architectures. These incentives are crucial formaintaining high service standards and
encouraging the development of protocols and practices that enhance interoperability, thereby
increasing the overall functionality and utility of the network.

5.4 Polkadot Relay-Chain and Parachain Model

This part of the chapter is devoted to defining and discussing the multi-chain paradigm that is
put forward by the Polkadot platform and the Substrate community in general. Drawing from
the preliminary conclusions presented in Section 2.5, and considering the current stability and
modularity of the Polkadot/Substrate Framework, this thesis will concentrate on and develop
solutions utilizing these technologies.

5.4.1 The Polkadot Multi-Chain Model Using Substrate Framework

This subsection explores the structure and components of a blockchain built using the Sub-
strate framework, with a specific focus on the Polkadot multi-chain model. The Polkadot network
is characterized by its unique architecture, comprising the Relay-Chain, Parachains, the GRANDPA
consensus algorithm, and the XCM format for cross-consensus messaging. The Substrate SDK,
integral to this ecosystem, provides tools for blockchain development, including the Cumulus
SDK for creating Polkadot parachains.

At the heart of Polkadot’s design philosophy is the idea of interoperability and scalability,
aiming to overcome common challenges in blockchain networks. It facilitates communication
and connection between multiple blockchains in a unified network. The Relay-Chain coordinates
network security and consensus, while parachains allow for specialized and diverse applica-
tions. These components collectively achieve a balance between centralized coordination and
decentralized innovation.

5.4.1.1 A Relay-Chain, Parachains, Consensus, and Cross-Consensus Messages

A Relay-Chain: First, this blockchain that serves as the central chain of the Polkadot network.
It is responsible for maintaining consensus across the network and allowing interoperability
between the different parachains connected to it.
Validators nodes in the relay-chain play a key role, ensuring the integrity and security of the
overall network.

Parachains: Second, we have these individual blockchains that run in parallel within the
Polkadot network. Each parachain can have its unique features and use case, contributing to the
overall ecosystem’s diversity and functionality.
Collators nodes in parachains are responsible for collecting transactions and producing proposed
blocks for the parachains, facilitating the processing of all types of transactions within the
network.

GRANDPA: is the consensus algorithm used by Polkadot for finality, to ensure that transactions
are immutable once they are added to the blockchain.
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XCM (Cross-Consensus Message): is a format used for inter-chain communication within the
Polkadot ecosystem. It allows different blockchains, whether parachains or external networks,
to communicate and transact with one another seamlessly.

Nominated Proof of Stake (NPoS): The NPoS mechanism is the last component, used for
Polkadot’s network security. It involves nominators, who secure the network by selecting trust-
worthy validators, and validators, who are responsible for producing new blocks and validating
parachain blocks (vote and stake pools are on-chain). This system not only incentivizes good
behavior but also ensures network security and integrity by punishingmalicious activities through
slashing (penalty mechanism).

5.4.1.2 A Multi-Consensus Ecosystem

The Polkadot network, by design, accommodates a multi-consensus ecosystem, enabling
each parachain to choose a consensus mechanism best suited to its unique needs and function-
alities. This flexibility is essential in Polkadot’s architecture, allowing interconnected consensus-
heterogeneous blockchains, each optimized for specific purposes while contributing to the
overall network’s with specialized features and applications.

Diverse Consensus Mechanisms: In the Polkadot ecosystem, parachains are not restricted
to a single, one-size-fits-all consensus model. Instead, they have the liberty to implement
various consensus algorithms, such as Proof of Stake (PoS), Proof of Work (PoW), or even
more permissioned ones like Proof of Authority (PoA). As depicted in Figure 5.4.1, this diversity
in consensus mechanisms encourages innovation and specialization by allowing blockchain
developers to tailor their infrastructure to specific use cases. Depending on the use case,
the created parachain can be built specifically for high-speed transactions, energy efficiency,
enhanced security, or other targeted functionalities.

Lastly, GRANDPA ensures the immutability and security of all transactions on the relay chain.
In the event of reverting relay chain blocks through a hard fork, it would potentially necessitate
all parachains to undergo a hard fork as well.

Figure 5.4.1: Illustration of the multi-consensus ecosystem in Polkadot
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5.4.1.3 Encoding in Substrate Framework and Polkadot

TheSubstrate framework employs the SCALE codec (SimpleConcatenatedAggregate Little-Endian)
for efficient encoding and decoding, a vital process for data transmission within the network.
This codec facilitates communication between the runtime and the node and is optimized for
high-performance and low-overhead encoding and decoding, particularly in environments with
limited resources, such as the Substrate WebAssembly runtime.

The SCALE codec is non-self-describing, meaning that complete knowledge of the encoded
data’s type is necessary for decoding. The parity-scale-codec Rust library, maintained by
Parity, provides the necessary functionality for encoding and decoding data related to runtime
RPCs.
The SCALE codec presents several advantages:

� Its lightweight design, offering a more efficient solution compared to general serialization
frameworks like serde (serde is the native framework for serializing and deserializing
Rust data structures).

� Compatibility with no_std environments, allowing its use in Wasm-compiled situations
like the Substrate runtime.

� Streamlined support in Rust for adding codec logic to new types, simplifying the process of
encoding and decoding (i.e. automatic attribution of en/de-code traits to underling items).

The choice to define a unique encoding scheme in Substrate, instead of reusing an existing Rust
codec library, is driven by the need for interoperability among various platforms and languages
within the Substrate blockchains. Substrate provide documentation1 that specifies the encoding
rules for most popular data types. The following example in Figure 5.4.2, is a transaction (i.e.
extrinsic) encoded in a Substrate-based blockchain.
Exclamation-Triangle As stated before, SCALE is not self-describing, thus all encoded data has to be decoded
using the according decoder structure. An extrinsic encoded data is only decoded by knowing
the extrinsic structure definition. In other words, a transaction to transfer assets (balance
extrinsic), can be decoded only if we know the balance structure: This is possible by encoding
the extrinsic call (called call index).

5.4.1.3.1 SCALE Codec Implementations The SCALE Codec has been implemented in various
languages, including Python, Golang, C, C++, JavaScript, TypeScript, AssemblyScript, Haskell,
Java, and Ruby. This wide array of implementations underlines its adaptability and relevance
across different programming environments.

5.4.1.4 Cross-Chain Communications

5.4.1.4.1 Overview of Cross-Consensus Messaging The Cross-ConsensusMessaging (XCM)
format in the Polkadot ecosystem facilitates transactional interoperability across various con-
sensus systems. XCM allows for both vertical and horizontal message exchanges within the
network through Upward Message Passing (UMP), Downward Message Passing (DMP), and
the interim Horizontal Relay-routed Message Passing (HRMP), pending the full development of
Cross-Consensus Message Passing (XCMP). This setup enables parachains to communicate
with the relay chain and with each other (see Figure 5.4.3).

1https://docs.substrate.io/reference/scale-codec/
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Figure 5.4.2: How to decode an extrinsic data that has been SCALE encoded?

Figure 5.4.3: XCM transport possibilities: parachain-to-relay-chain, parachain-to-parachain
relayed, or parachain-to-parachain direct

XCM Mechanics and Execution: XCMmessages are asynchronous, absolute, and asymmetric,
ensuring efficient delivery and execution without necessitating immediate response. The Cross-
Consensus Virtual Machine (XCVM), a register-based state machine, executes these messages.
The XCM Executor, integral to the Substrate and FRAME frameworks, interprets and executes
XCM instructions with customizable handling options, including message processing barriers
and fee configurations.

Defining Resources and Flexibility in XCM: XCM uses ‘MultiLocation‘ and ‘MultiAsset‘ types for
versatile and precise definition of locations and assets across blockchain systems. A wide range
of instructions, like ‘Transact‘ and ‘TransferAsset‘, provides the flexibility for various operations,
including asset transfers and state modifications in different blockchain environments.

XCM’s Role in Polkadot’s Ecosystem: XCM’s adaptability and operational diversity make it
a key tool for interoperable blockchain communication within Polkadot. It supports a broad
spectrum of tasks, from simple asset transfers to complex cross-chain operations, enhancing
seamless integration and communication across different blockchain systems.
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5.5 Towards a Multi-Chain Implementation of the Automotive Use
Case

This section of the thesis aims to investigate further the implementation of a vehicle use case
using blockchain technology, with a particular focus on its integration into the IoT framework.
While Chapter 3 examined a single blockchain network used by all organizations, the need
for a multi-chain architecture as highlighted in the multi-disciplinary work of M. Ballatore et al.
[17], is addressed here. Multi-chain frameworks offer the flexibility and scalability required for
complex automotive industry applications. This section extends the work of M. Ballatore et al.
as presented in [17], by offering an enhanced implementation of the vehicular use case and
providing additional performance results to demonstrate its efficacy.

Figure 5.5.1: Two sided vehicle accident use-case within the multi-chain Polkadot ecosystem.

The figure 5.5.1 visualizes the interaction flow for a one-sided vehicle accident scenario within
a multi-chain environment. In this model, each chain has a distinct role, enhancing the overall
functionality and security of the ecosystem. The OEM Chain, built on Substrate, is the starting
point for data capture, where vehicle data such as incident reports and telemetry are initially
recorded. Following an accident, the vehicle transmits a data hash to the OEM Chain, which is
subsequently stored securely and decentralized through IPFS.
The relay-chain, part of the Polkadot framework, does not manage the data directly but instead
provides governance for the various parachains, enables cross-chain transactions, and ensures
security across the ecosystem.
The Insurance Chain, another Substrate-based blockchain, initiates requests for vehicle data
which are facilitated by the relay-chain’s XCM messaging protocol. This ensures secure and
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consistent data exchange necessary for processing insurance claims and accident reports.
This use case exemplifies the application of a multi-chain framework, highlighting how dif-

ferent blockchain technologies, including Polkadot and Substrate, work in concert to meet the
sophisticated requirements of digital servitization in the automotive sector. It underscores
the importance of a well-orchestrated multi-chain environment in enabling complex, secure,
and efficient data sharing and processing between various stakeholders within the automotive
ecosystem.

5.5.1 Interaction Flow Implementation

The sequence diagram in Figure 5.5.2 details the steps taken after a vehicle accident, showing
data communication across the multi-chain architecture.

Figure 5.5.2: Interaction flow for the one-sided vehicle accident use case within the multi-chain
environment.

The process begins with the vehicle’s interaction with the OEM Parachain, where several
actions take place:

1.a The vehicle’s manufacturing details are added to the OEM Parachain through a smart
contract upon production.

1.b The vehicle itself is registered on the OEM Parachain, establishing its identity within the
blockchain network.

1.c In the event of an accident, the vehicle’s status is updated to ”declared”, which allows the
vehicle to trigger the accident reporting mechanism.

1.d A crash is recorded on the OEM Parachain, through another smart contract.

On the other side, the driver interacts with the Insurance Parachain to ensure proper insurance
coverage and accident claim processing:

2.a The driver subscribes to an insurance policy, facilitated by a smart contract on the Insurance
Parachain.
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2.b Post-accident, the driver declares a crash on the Insurance Parachain, which initiates the
insurance claim process.

The relay-chain serves as the backbone of the ecosystem, providing governance and enabling
cross-chain transactions:

2.c Upon a accident declaration, a request for vehicle data is sent from the Insurance Parachain
to the OEM Parachain via the relay-chain.

2.d The OEM Parachain responds by sending the location (IPFS content identifier CID) of the
vehicle data, or a notification if no data is available, back to the Insurance Parachain through
the relay-chain, thus completing the cross-chain transaction.

This flowoutlines howdifferent parachains operatewithin themulti-chain setup, demonstrating
the system’s capability for secure and direct communication after a vehicle accident.

5.5.2 Creation and Deployment of Parachains

The creation of parachains for the automotive use case involves the Substrate framework,
which allows for modular development through the use of pallets—reusable components that
encapsulate specific blockchain functionality. For this project, a number of custom pallets have
been created to address the unique requirements of the automotive industry. Tests in this next
sections are using the same cloud infrastructure and hardware resources as previous chapter 3.

5.5.2.1 Development of New Pallet Modules

The development of the OEM and Insurance parachains were based on ‘polkadot-v0.9.24‘, a
version of the Polkadot parachain template2.

OEM Chain (ParaID=2000): The OEM Chain is designed to manage vehicle-related data. The
sim_renault and sim_renault_accident pallets are central to this parachain, handling
vehicle manufacturing details, registration, and accident reporting.

Insurance Chain (ParaID=3000): The Insurance Chain focuses on insurance-related processes.
Pallets like sim_insurance and sim_insurance_accident manage insurance policies,
claims, and the verification of accident data pertinent to insurance proceedings.

Offchain Worker Pallet: The ocw_ipfs_file_status is an offchain worker pallet, which
enables the parachains to perform certain tasks outside the realm of the consensus mechanism.
This pallet is specifically responsible for interfacing with IPFS, facilitating the storage status of
accident data in a decentralized manner.

These pallets are part of the blockchain node’s runtime and form the backbone of the
parachain’s business logic. Pallets in the Substrate framework function similarly to smart
contracts, providing specific business logic and operations for blockchain applications.

Deployment Workflow: Figure 5.5.3 outlines the deployment process customized for the
multi-chain environment, where the orchestration sequence is a fundamental key to ensuring the
functionality of the blockchain network.

The multi-chain setup starts differently than a single chain, with the first step being to launch
the relay-chain, which has six validator nodes. This step is necessary to set up the governance

2github.com/substrate-developer-hub/substrate-parachain-template
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and security that the parachains will depend on. After that, the parachains, each with a specific
ParaID, are started and connected to the relay-chain with a transaction that registers them. This
registration is crucial because it signals to the relay-chain to start validating and finalizing the
parachain’s blocks.
A period of observation is crucial after this step to confirm that the parachains are not only pro-
ducing blocks but that these blocks are being validated and finalized by the relay-chain. It ensures
that the parachains are operating smoothly within the ecosystem and are fully synchronized with
the relay-chain’s consensus mechanism.

The genesis state of each parachain is initialized with their respective genesis configuration
files, such ascloud-renault-chain-raw.json for theOEMChain andcloud-insurance-
chain-raw.json for the Insurance Chain. These files contain the initial state and configuration
for each parachain. When an upgrade of the chain is required, files such as cloud-para-2000-
genesis and cloud-para-2000-wasm are used, where the latter contains the compiled We-
bAssembly (WASM) bytecode that enables runtime upgrades on the live network without the
need for a hard fork.

Figure 5.5.3: The deployment process for OEM and Insurance parachains in the multi-chain
environment.

After completing the deployment, the next step is to assess the multi-chain network’s per-
formance. The following section will cover the benchmarking processes used to test network
throughput, latency, and stability. This evaluation is essential to ensure the parachains are fit for
real-world situations.

5.5.3 Benchmarking Parachains Performance

Benchmarking is a critical step in assessing the performance capabilities of parachains. It
provides valuable data on the transaction throughput and stability of the network under various
conditions. The benchmarks conducted for this project focused on measuring the average
transactions per second (TPS) for both the OEM and Insurance parachains.

Tests were conducted using 1, 2, and 3 collators to examine the scalability and performance
under different network loads. All tests use 6 relay-chain validator nodes.

The data, as depicted in Figure 5.5.4, shows three distinct graphs corresponding to the number
of used collators for each parachain. It is evident from the results that an increase in the number
of collator nodes corresponds to a rise in the average output TPS due to overall more processing
power and more mempool capacity. Notably, the OEM parachain consistently outperforms the
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Insurance parachain in terms of output TPS. It is critical to mention that the OEM and Insurance
chains execute different substrate pallets, which inherently influences their performance metrics.

An important observation is that, regardless of whether 50 or 2000 TPS are fed into the
parachains, the maximum output TPS reached with three collators is 43 TPS for the OEM and 35
TPS for the insurance chain. This indicates that above a certain input threshold, the processing
capacity of the parachains reaches a ceiling.

The increase in processed transactions with the addition of more collators will be further
explored by analyzing block time metrics in subsequent sections. Additionally, the variability
in performance can also partially be explained by block time variations, as indicated by the
standard deviation, it suggests that the output TPS could peak at nearly 60 TPS for the OEM
and almost 50 TPS for the Insurance chain, under optimal conditions. With these performances,
we can express the maximum accidents of the use case. The base requirements expressed
previously (Equation 3.2.2, p. 87) are 34.25 transactions per second. This means that, the two
parachain’s processing rate is sufficient to handle the estimated transaction load from critical
events, system updates, and regular maintenance records as outlined in the SIM use case.

The insights gained from these benchmarks are valuable in optimizing the parachains for
improved throughput and reliability, facilitating their deployment for potential production environ-
ments.
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Figure 5.5.4: Benchmarking results showing Input TPS versus Average Output TPS for the OEM
and Insurance parachains with varying numbers of collators
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5.5.4 Analysis of Block Time During Benchmarks

The benchmark results depicted in Figure 5.5.5 provide insight into the block time performance
as it relates to the number of collators within the network. An understanding of the parachain’s
chain specification and node runtime configuration is essential for interpreting these results.

In the tested parachains, the chain specs define that there are 4 block authors designated for
block production. This setting is critical when considering the AURA consensus mechanism,
which inherently requires a waiting period if a designated block producer is not available. When
operating with fewer than four collators, as in the one and two collator configurations, the
benchmarks reveal longer block times, which can be partly attributed to this waiting period within
the consensus algorithm.

The ‘SLOT_DURATION‘ parameter, set to 12 seconds, represents the target block time that the
network aims to achieve under optimal conditions. However, the actual block time can vary due
to the consensus mechanism’s waiting periods, especially when the number of active collators
is less than the number of designated block authors.

For a single collator, the average block time remains around 50 seconds, indicating that the
network is often in a wait state due to the lack of multiple block producers. With two collators,
the average block time improves to 20-25 seconds but still exceeds the ‘SLOT_DURATION‘ target,
likely due to occasional waiting periods when the two other expected collators are not available
to produce a block.

With three collators, the block time decreases further, varying between 15 to 19 seconds, closer
to the ‘SLOT_DURATION‘ target. This reduction illustrates the direct impact of increased collator
numbers on decreasing block times, as the likelihood of having a collator ready to produce a
block increases, thus reducing wait times and improving overall efficiency.
With four collators we obtain a much closer blocktime of 12 to 16 seconds, showing that ‘SLOT_-
DURATION‘ target is reached. Blocktime can be more than 12 seconds due to additional delays
that can apply when sending important input TPS, such as network latency, network load, or
transaction processing latencies.

While the benchmarks show a closer alignment to the ‘SLOT_DURATION‘ target with three
collators, another significant benefit of increasing the number of collators is the improved ab-
sorption of transaction load across the network. Put differently, this improvement is partially
due to the larger collective mempool, which allows more transactions to be held and processed
by the network.
With more nodes available to produce blocks, the network can handle a higher volume of transac-
tions without reaching capacity, which would typically lead to transaction rejection. Consequently,
as the number of collators increases, the average output TPS also rises (See Figure 5.5.4). The
blocktime and TPS measurements are experimental, and more testing should be considered
when realizing an industrial real-word scenario. Different node configuration (e.g. more collators
or more parachain nodes) are essential to get an accurate estimation for real-world scenarios.
This correlation between the number of collators and network throughput – however not linear
– is a key consideration for scaling the network, as it directly impacts the network’s ability to
handle peak loads and maintain high availability and reliability for users.

In practice, this means that a well-dimensioned network of collators is essential not only
for achieving desired block times but also for ensuring the network can accommodate the
transaction demands of a real-world automotive environment. Therefore, strategic scaling
of collator numbers is crucial for the long-term efficiency and success of the parachains in
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Figure 5.5.5: Benchmarking results for block time against varying input transactions per second
(TPS) for both OEM and Insurance parachains, across different collator configurations.
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5.5.5 Latency in Cross-Communication Transactions

Understanding the latency in cross-communication transactions is important for evaluating
the performance of a Polkadot-based multi-chain environment, particularly in applications like
automotive systems involving OEM and Insurance parachains. We use a 4 collator nodes
configuration per parachains and 6 relay-chain validator nodes.

Analysis of Transaction Latency: The transaction process encompasses several stages,
each with measurable latencies. These stages provide insights into the network’s operational
efficiency. Depicted in Figure 5.5.2, the latency is a metric retrieved by starting with interaction
2.a. to 2.d.. The Code 5.1 shows the log of timestamp-messages, which help us for the following
analysis by doing timestamp differences.

� Transaction Initiation and Readiness: After the transaction was created, it is broadcast
and reach the ’Ready’ status. This is the start time from where a driver start to wait for
processing an accident declaration towards the insurance.

� Inter-Parachain Communication:

� Next, the duration from the transaction being processed by the Insurance chain is
5.26 s, this stores the transaction and start requesting vehicle data.

� Then, the time for the OEM parachain to receive the vehicle data request and send a
reply is 17.26 s.

� Finally, the Insurance parachain received the vehicle data after 38.10 s.

� About Transaction Finalization: The driver accident report transaction was included in a
block and finalized 29.26 seconds later in the Insurance chain. These timings highlight the
network’s latency of 29.26 s, a relatively slow finalization time for the transaction. However,
we see that even if the transaction isn’t finalized, the cross-chain message still operated,
and by the end of transaction finalization, the Insurance chain already received the vehicle
data.

The measured latencies offer an understanding of the timeframes involved in different trans-
action stages within the Polkadot network. This information is useful for assessing the network’s
suitability for an application that require timely data exchanges, such as those in our automotive
use case.

An important note to keep in mind is that XCM is asynchronous, thus ”waiting 29 seconds”
does not block the parachains and the relay-chain operations and block production. It is the delay
for inter-parachain message exchange, and in our case the delay for the insurance to receive the
data after the accident declaration. Compared to current systems, this process automation is
beneficial for all parties concerned.

Code 5.1: Console log latency test of cross-transaction message. Each message is prefixed
with a UNIX timestamp spaced with a tabulation.

1 1708431935528 Connected to OEM chain.
2 1708431936392 Connected to Insurance chain.
3 1708431936406 Transaction created.
4 1708431936817 Transaction status: Ready
5 1708431942078 Insurance: palletSimInsuranceAccident.AccidentStored
6 1708431942078 Insurance: palletSimInsuranceAccident.RequestData
7 1708431954080 OEM: palletSimRenaultAccident.ReceiveVehicleDataRequest
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8 1708431954080 OEM: palletSimRenaultAccident.SendVehicleDataRequestReply
9 1708431954344 Transaction included at block hash 0

x14e170593014f5cb090b7f6ffb80ba5e268151eb0cf57766fefc11356081694b
10 1708431974921 Insurance: palletSimInsuranceAccident.ReceiveData
11 1708431983610 Transaction finalized at block hash 0

x14e170593014f5cb090b7f6ffb80ba5e268151eb0cf57766fefc11356081694b

5.6 Conclusion of Multi-Chain Implementation

In the automotive industry, using a multi-chain blockchain system, especially for integrating
IoT, leads to a system where different blockchain networks, each with their own specific pur-
pose, work together to improve the overall function and security. As shown in Figure 5.5.1,
in a Polkadot-based multi-chain configuration, a car accident scenario is presented. In this
scenario, the OEM and an Insurance Chain is built on the Substrate framework. The OEM Chain
is key for capturing initial data, including vehicle incident reports. Post-accident, the OEM chain
becomes ”a repository” of the data hash transmitted by vehicles, safeguarding this information
in a decentralized manner through IPFS.

At the same time, the relay-chain, a central part of the Polkadot framework, controls the
ecosystem. It does not handle the data itself, but rather manages the operation of various
parachains. Its crucial role includes enabling transactions between chains and supporting the
security throughout the ecosystem. Additionally, the Insurance Chain becomes only active when
declaring accidents, and than triggering the vehicle data request procedure. These requests
are sent through the relay-chain’s messaging system, ensuring safe and efficient sharing of
information necessary for processing insurance claims and accident reports.

This multi-chain setup shows how different blockchain technologies can work together ef-
fectively, each adding value to meet the complex needs of digital services in the automotive
industry. This approach not only shows the importance of a well-designed multi-chain system
but also the potential of such a structure in enabling sophisticated, secure, and efficient data
exchange and processing among various parties.
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6 Conclusion and Perspectives

6.1 Thesis Conclusion

In this thesis, we have conducted an in-depth exploration of the integration of blockchain
and Internet of Things (BIoT), specifically examining its application in the automotive industry
through the accident use case. Our research journey has unveiled numerous complexities and
significant potential. Figure 6.1.1 outlines the evolution of this thesis.

Figure 6.1.1: Outline of the thesis contribution and challenges

We have observed that the convergence of these technologies has the potential to reshape
the landscape of the IoT realm, and consequently, domains such as the automotive industry.
Globally, the key accomplishment of our research has been the successful demonstration of
integrating blockchain technology within various IoT devices, improving the security and reliability
essential for many practical IoT-based use cases.

Firstly, the state of the art highlights the importance of exploring a collision of two new
technologies to improve existing IoT solutions. Blockchain is a relatively young type of ”database”
that has been under design since the 2000s and has begun to operate by creating a ledger of
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financial transactions since 2009. Less than 15 years later, the term blockchain has encapsulated
many underlying sub-categories of distributed ledger usage. Smart contracts unlocked the
possibility to run any application on top of the distributed ledger, which unlocked the possibility
to create many projects with a common goal: the creation of trust, decentralization, automation,
and of course data transparency. With the appearance of smart contracts, the IoT-blockchain
combination started to become an obvious choice.
The state of the art is setting key findings in the BIoT domain by indicating that certain specific
BIoT use cases are feasible but require significantly more research for adoption by mainstream
companies or individuals. Utilizing blockchain alone, without additional layers or scalability
designs, is infeasible due to inadequate throughput performance. However, with the advent of
layer 2 solutions, scalability enhancements, and specialized layers, a new hope has emerged for
realizing BIoT applications. Furthermore, with the recent appearance of blockchain-of-blockchain
technology, a research gap is observed in the combination of multi-chain and IoT.

Usage of an automotive use case: The vehicle accident scenario established in early 2018
aimed to use blockchain for creating a new paradigm for information exchange. Based on the
state of art, the thesis presented here lays out a new approach to this objective by advancing the
paradigm one step further towards novel multi-chain solutions.

The exploration of different blockchain platforms (in a solo-chain configuration) provided
insights into their relevance and validity for an IoT context, based on performance properties like
transaction processing speed, scalability, and network throughput. These metrics offer valuable
guidance for the application of blockchain in automotive and other IoT contexts. The results
show and confirm that blockchain is usable in an IoT context, but lead to a number of challenges
that could be resolved in a multi-chain configuration.

Consequently, one of the cornerstones of the research is the exploration of a multi-chain
ecosystem within a BIoT context. By leveraging Polkadot’s network paradigm and the Substrate
Framework, we have established an innovative approach to achieving a unified multi-blockchain
environment specifically designed for the automotive sector. This new setup enables more seam-
less and interoperable interactions between blockchain platforms, and potentially IoT devices
operating on various networks.
Moreover, we have also studied the performances of the underlying interconnected blockchains
of the ecosystem. Through our specific implementation, we have demonstrated that the config-
uration of the network is crucial in providing sufficient performance. The intercommunication
between two blockchains was also tested to achieve communication without the need for
implementing specific bridging layers.

Another contribution is the interdisciplinary research proposal and development of multi-
chain technology, following a study conducted by Marta Ballatore on digital servitization in
organizational and interorganizational environments. By combining the domains of management
and computer science, we were able to address the issue of data-sharing in companies in a two
phase approach. The ”design science approach”method inmanagement allowedMarta to extract
managerial requirements, which were then translated (in collaboration with us) into blockchain
specifications. The initial phase involved utilizing a solo-chain configuration, whereas in the
second phase, after further interviews with IT experts (in the relevant sector), it was determined
that a multi-chain configuration meets better the use case organizational and inter-organizational
constraints.
This collaborative effort enhanced the investigation of multi-chain technology within our context,
particularly at the IoT data sharing stage following an accident. Securing and managing IoT
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data is crucial for BIoT, but for utilizing this data with other services (i.e. blockchain-based
services), the system needs to seamlessly exchange information. This is achieved through cross-
transactions utilizing the ”XCM” cross-transaction format of multi-chain in our implementation.

The next key contribution in this research is the development and practical implementation
of blockchain clients on IoT devices. This work highlighted the complexities involved in a
blockchain client program from a constrained device perspective due to varied cryptographic
algorithms, network, and RPC protocols required by different blockchain platforms. Multiple
integration of blockchain client application are made and tested to extract performance metrics
(blockchain and IoT hardware related). This exploration led us to improve some of the BIoT
demonstrations we created.

With the collaboration of fellow researchers we determined one of the blockchain client
component that limited BIoT integration for very constrained devices. The work of Roland
Kromes made an IoT architecture adaptation specifically for blockchain by creating functional
cryptographic IP models and simulated their improvement. Eliptic curve cryptography and
hashing function optimization proved to have a great impact in blockchain client application. The
global idea was to improve the IoT hardware, but in this thesis we modified the client application
entirely as an attempt to make BIoT a reality.

The proposed new design enabling constrained IoT devices to interact with blockchains is
outlined as follows. The Light Transaction Protocol (LTP) abstracts the transaction format to
avoid blockchain state dependency in the IoT. A combination of smart contracts and the LTP
format enables the protocol to work. Its implementation has been made in collaboration with
TU Delft University. We demonstrated the feasibility of transmitting IoT data over a limited com-
munication medium (LoRaWAN) to two blockchain platforms (Substrate-based or Hyperledger
Fabric). We utilize the continuous power connection of LoRaWAN gateways to implement a proxy
module API that encapsulates LTP transactions into valid blockchain transactions, which are
then sent to a blockchain node. The potential of LTP lies in its ability to communicate with any
blockchain platformwithminimumhardware requirements (provided it supports smart contracts
to integrate LTP logic) and to transmit transactions using highly constrained IoT devices.

6.2 Perspectives

Perspectives in this thesis primarily concern four contributions: the LTP protocol, multi-chain
usage with an IoT use case, applications implementations, and data improvement.

The Light Transaction Protocol proposal only defines the data format and the smart contract
requirements for using this data. Security analysis needs improvement as it is not addressed in
the research on LTP. A primary issue for discussion in implementation is the assumption that IoT
devices are not malicious regarding DDoS1 attacks. LoRaWAN gateways can receive malicious
traffic flows by replaying LoRa communication packets due to the stateless design (no presence
of transaction nonce). However, in practice, the LoRaWAN protocol itself includes a packet
counter that can mitigate this security issue.

Additionally, LTP implementation requires keeping private keys in both the IoT device and
the LoRaWAN gateway. In future work, IoT devices should always utilize secure cryptographic
IP modules to store and sign messages. The main concern lies with the gateway, which also
contains private keys to sign the valid transaction containing the LTP packet. This is likely the

1A Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack is a malicious attempt to disrupt the normal traffic of a targeted
server, service, or network by overwhelming it with a flood of internet traffic originating from multiple sources.
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weakest point of failure in the current design, as these private keys are essential for communica-
tion at the blockchain level. In public blockchains, these private keys are required to own value
(coin or token) to pay for network fees. In consortium blockchains, they do not necessarily own
financial value but still ”own” control access to the network to send transactions. Future work
should likely involve modifying the proxy module API to store or handle private keys differently
(e.g., using cryptographic IP or establishing a secure handshake with a service to facilitate
transmission).

Overall, despite some weak spots, the protocol addresses a significant issue in enabling BIoT
for small devices with limited memory and computational capabilities. The main perspective that
lies in LTP is to facilitate access to any blockchain platforms for various types of devices. An
interesting future work would involve implementing LTP with different communication mediums
and comparing the resulting solutions. It is conceivable that certain communication protocols will
pose significant challenges due to their lack of intermediaries. The gateway aids LTP functionality
by allowing the addition of a proxy module API, unlike Wi-Fi. Conversely, if an IoT device has
sufficient computational power (e.g. with Wi-Fi), it is likely capable of directly implementing a
blockchain client owing to its greater memory and computing resources.

The next perspective discusses multi-chain implementation. Substrate-based blockchains
are built using the Substrate Framework, allowing us to arbitrarily code many aspects of the
blockchain configuration. The demonstration utilizes a template that may not be optimized for
our specific use case. We have created modules (i.e., smart contracts) directly included in the
core logic of the blockchain, but some configuration options have not been sufficiently explored
to obtain the best results. However, this does not negate the fact that our proof of concept
has shown that by utilizing this technology, we can create a much more friendly ecosystem for
organizations to implement blockchain with sufficient modularity while still enabling native
cross-communication with other networks.

As more and more businesses get interested in blockchain for its intrinsic benefits, the major
drawback is the existing blockchain network heterogeneity. The key perspective inmulti-chain lies
in the ecosystem of blockchains which allows to create interconnected services. As we started
to suggest directly in the introduction, a multi-chain paradigm could bring existing organizations
together, leading to the emergence of new data exchange models, and therefore also business
models.

The proof of concept utilizing Android Automotive would benefit from direct testing within
the vehicle’s In-Vehicle Infotainment (IVI) system. This necessitates improving the application
by converting it from an Android application to an Android service, thereby enabling it to run
in the background and continuously collect information until an accident is detected. Such an
improvement would not only validate the application’s functionality in a real-world setting but
also enhance its utility by making it a more integral part of the vehicle’s operating system.

Furthermore, the Android application and other specific IoT client programs do not currently
address privacy or confidentiality concerns. As the integration of IoT and blockchain technologies
continues to evolve, it is imperative to incorporate privacy and data protection mechanisms. This
is critical for any applications handling personal data, where sensitive personal (and vehicle)
data may be collected and shared across multiple platforms and stakeholders. Future work
should, therefore, include a thorough analysis of privacy requirements and the development of
secure data handling protocols that comply with relevant regulations and standards, such as the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).

This thesis contributes to the ongoing discussion on integrating blockchain and IoT technolo-
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gies, with a focus on the automotive sector. While it demonstrates the possibility of using these
technologies to improve vehicle safety and enable new ways of data sharing among organiza-
tions, there’s an acknowledgment that this area is still developing. Future research and practical
applications will be essential in addressing the challenges that arise and in further understanding
the capabilities and limitations of combining blockchain and IoT technologies.
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8 Appendix

8.1 Consensuses

8.1.1 Block creation flow: PoW vs PoS

This section illustrates the fundamental differences between the Proof of Work (PoW) and
Proof of Stake (PoS) blockchain consensus mechanisms, as depicted in Figures 8.1.1 and 8.1.2.

Figure 8.1.1: Proof of Work (PoW) Consensus Mechanism. PoW, utilized by blockchains such
as Bitcoin and Ethereum, involves a computational competition among nodes to create a new
block. Nodes must solve a cryptographic puzzle that demands significant computational power.
The first node to find the solution is granted the right to add a new block to the blockchain. The
process requires nodes to continuously adjust a nonce value to discover the correct solution, a
task that is both energy-intensive and time-consuming. The complexity of PoW puzzles ensures
the security of the blockchain, as altering a single block becomes increasingly difficult with each
new block added. [68] [110]

Figure 8.1.2: Proof of Stake (PoS) Consensus Mechanism. PoS presents an more energy-
efficient alternative to PoW, where the probability of a node being chosen to create a new block
is based on its stake, i.e., the number of coins it holds, rather than computational power. This
mechanism significantly reduces the energy required for block creation. PoS also considers the
’coin age’, a factor that influences a node’s chance of solving the puzzle and creating a new block
[99]. The transition of Ethereum from PoW to PoS [226] underscores the growing importance
and potential of this more sustainable consensus mechanism in blockchain technology. [99]
[110]

Figure 8.1.1: Flow of PoW [110]
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Figure 8.1.2: Flow of PoS [110]

8.2 Smart Contracts

8.2.1 Comparison of Solidity, Rust with Ink!, and Michelson/Ligo Code Styles

8.2.1.1 Solidity (Ethereum)

Language Characteristics: Solidity is a high-level language influenced by C++, Python, and
JavaScript, designed to target the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM).
Syntax Example:

Code 8.1: Solidity Smart Contract Example
1 // SPDX-License-Identifier: MIT
2 pragma solidity ^0.8.0;
3
4 contract SimpleIncrementer {
5 uint256 private count;
6
7 constructor() {
8 count = 0;
9 }

10
11 function increment() public {
12 count += 1;
13 }
14
15 function getCount() public view returns (uint256) {
16 return count;
17 }
18 }

Key Features: Statically typed, supports inheritance, libraries, and complex user-defined types.
Use Case: Predominantly used for Ethereum-based blockchain applications.

8.2.1.2 Rust with Ink! (Polkadot/Kusama)

Language Characteristics: Rust is a multi-paradigm system programming language focused
on safety and performance. Ink! is a Rust-based eDSL1 for writing Wasm smart contracts.
Syntax Example:

1eDSL (embedded Domain Specific Language) refers to a specialized set of tools and language features designed
for a specific purpose, and is embedded within a broader programming language. In blockchain development, an eDSL
like Ink! for Rust, offers specific functionalities for creating smart contracts, while utilizing the familiar environment
of the Rust host language.
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Code 8.2: Rust with Ink! Smart Contract Example
1 use ink_lang as ink;
2 #[ink::contract]
3 pub mod simple_incrementer {
4 #[ink(storage)]
5 pub struct SimpleIncrementer {
6 count: u128,
7 }
8 impl SimpleIncrementer {
9 #[ink(constructor)]

10 pub fn new() -> Self {
11 Self { count: 0 }
12 }
13
14 #[ink(message)]
15 pub fn increment(&mut self) {
16 self.count += 1;
17 }
18
19 #[ink(message)]
20 pub fn get_count(&self) -> u128 {
21 self.count
22 }
23 }
24 }

Key Features: Emphasizes safety and correctness, suitable for writing secure smart contracts.
Use Case: Mainly used for Polkadot/Kusama and other Substrate-based blockchains.

8.2.1.3 Michelson and Ligo (Tezos)

Language Characteristics: Michelson is a low-level stack-based language. Ligo is a high-level
language that compiles down to Michelson.
Michelson Syntax Example:

Code 8.3: Michelson Smart Contract Example
1 parameter (or (unit %increment) (unit %getCount));
2 storage nat;
3 code { UNPAIR ;
4 IF_LEFT
5 { DROP ; PUSH nat 1 ; SWAP ; ADD ; NIL operation ; PAIR }
6 { NIL operation ; DIP { DUP } ; SWAP ; PAIR } };

Ligo Syntax Example:

Code 8.4: Ligo Smart Contract Example
1 type action is
2 Increment
3 | GetCount
4
5 type storage is nat
6
7 (* Entry point *)
8 function main (const p : action; const s : storage) : (list(operation) * storage) is
9 block {

10 var new_s : storage := s;
11 } with
12 case p of
13 Increment -> (list [], new_s + 1)
14 | GetCount -> (list [], new_s)
15 end
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Key Features: Michelson is designed for formal verification. Ligo is more user-friendly and
higher-level.
Use Case: Specifically tailored for Tezos blockchain applications.

8.2.2 Solidity Smart Contract Incrementer

We will use here the same smart contract code as Code 8.1, which provide a basic integer
incrementer. The corresponding bytecode for Code 8.1 (using compiler soljson-v0.8.22+com-
mit.4fc1097e) is:
0x608060405234801561000f575f80fd5b505f8081905550610149806100235f395ff3fe608060405234801561000

f575f80fd5b5060043610610034575f3560e01c8063a87d942c14610038578063d09de08a14610056575b5f80fd5b6

10040610060565b60405161004d919061009a565b60405180910390f35b61005e610068565b005b5f8054905090565

b60015f8082825461007991906100e0565b92505081905550565b5f819050919050565b61009481610082565b82525

050565b5f6020820190506100ad5f83018461008b565b92915050565b7f4e487b71000000000000000000000000000

000000000000000000000000000005f52601160045260245ffd5b5f6100ea82610082565b91506100f58361008256

5b925082820190508082111561010d5761010c6100b3565b5b9291505056fea2646970667358221220cd3119620df7

3d08d1093c5d65478a0c84b97b6278d223528b47e7fcee5ccc5964736f6c63430008160033

Corresponding ABI for Code 8.1:

Code 8.5: Solidity Smart Contract Incrementer ABI
1 [
2 {
3 "inputs": [],
4 "name": "increment",
5 "outputs": [],
6 "stateMutability": "nonpayable",
7 "type": "function"
8 },
9 {

10 "inputs": [],
11 "stateMutability": "nonpayable",
12 "type": "constructor"
13 },
14 {
15 "inputs": [],
16 "name": "getCount",
17 "outputs": [
18 {
19 "internalType": "uint256",
20 "name": "",
21 "type": "uint256"
22 }
23 ],
24 "stateMutability": "view",
25 "type": "function"
26 }
27 ]

8.2.3 Use Case Pallet in Rust language for Substrate-based blockchain

Two differentiate the vehicle management and the accident use case, in practice, two pallets
are created called sim_renault (Code 8.6) and sim_renault_accident (Code 8.7).

Code 8.6: Use Case ”sim_renault” Pallet in Rust Language for Substrate-based blockchains
1 #![cfg_attr(not(feature = "std"), no_std)]
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2
3 //! Pallet for Renault car manufacturer.
4 //! Aim: Manages Renault's vehicles.
5 pub use pallet::*;
6
7 #[cfg(test)]
8 mod mock;
9 #[cfg(test)]

10 mod tests;
11 #[cfg(feature = "runtime-benchmarks")]
12 mod benchmarking;
13
14 #[frame_support::pallet]
15 pub mod pallet {
16 use super::*;
17 use frame_support::{dispatch::DispatchResultWithPostInfo, pallet_prelude::*, weights::Pays};
18 use frame_system::pallet_prelude::*;
19
20 /// Configure the pallet by specifying the parameters and types on which it depends.
21 #[pallet::config]
22 pub trait Config: frame_system::Config {
23 /// Because this pallet emits events, it depends on the runtime's definition of an event.
24 type RuntimeEvent: From<Event<Self>> + IsType<<Self as frame_system::Config>::RuntimeEvent

>;
25 // /// Weight information for extrinsics in this pallet.
26 // type WeightInfo: WeightInfo;
27 }
28
29 #[pallet::pallet]
30 #[pallet::generate_store(pub(super) trait Store)]
31 // #[pallet::without_storage_info]
32 pub struct Pallet<T>(_);
33
34 /// List of factory IDs added by the admin (sudo).
35 /// (
36 /// actory ID => block nb
37 /// )
38 #[pallet::storage]
39 pub type Factories<T: Config> =
40 StorageMap<_, Blake2_128Concat, T::AccountId, T::BlockNumber, OptionQuery>;
41
42 /// List of vehicle ID added by the factories.
43 /// (
44 /// vehicle ID => (factory ID, block nb)
45 /// )
46 #[pallet::storage]
47 pub type Vehicles<T: Config> =
48 StorageMap<_, Blake2_128Concat, T::AccountId, (T::AccountId, T::BlockNumber), OptionQuery>;
49
50 /// List of vehicle ID status.
51 /// (
52 /// vehicle ID => is_initialized
53 /// )
54 #[pallet::storage]
55 pub type VehiclesStatus<T: Config> =
56 StorageMap<_, Blake2_128Concat, T::AccountId, bool, OptionQuery>;
57
58 #[pallet::event]
59 #[pallet::generate_deposit(pub(super) fn deposit_event)]
60 pub enum Event<T: Config> {
61 /// Event when a factory has been added to storage. FactoryStored(factory_id) [

FactoryStored, AccountId]
62 FactoryStored(T::AccountId),
63 /// Event when a vehicle has been added to storage by a factory. VehicleStored(vehicle_id,

origin) [VehicleStored, AccountId, AccountId]
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64 VehicleStored(T::AccountId, T::AccountId),
65 /// Vehicle is now initialized. VehicleInitialized(vehicle_id) [CrashStored, AccountId]
66 VehicleInitialized(T::AccountId),
67 }
68
69 // Errors inform users that something went wrong.
70 #[pallet::error]
71 pub enum Error<T> {
72 /// Factory is already in storage
73 FactoryAlreadyStored,
74 /// Factory is not in storage.
75 UnknownFactory,
76 /// Vehicle is not in storage.
77 UnknownVehicle,
78 /// Vehicle is already in storage
79 VehicleAlreadyStored,
80 /// Vehicle and origin aren't match
81 VehicleNotMatchingOrigin,
82 }
83
84 #[pallet::hooks]
85 impl<T: Config> Hooks<BlockNumberFor<T>> for Pallet<T> {}
86
87 #[pallet::call]
88 impl<T: Config> Pallet<T> {
89 /// Create a new factory.
90 /// Dispatchable that takes a singles value as a parameter (factory ID), writes the value

to
91 /// storage (Factories) and emits an event. This function must be dispatched by a signed

extrinsic.
92 #[pallet::weight((0, Pays::No))]
93 pub fn create_factory(
94 origin: OriginFor<T>,
95 factory_id: T::AccountId,
96 ) -> DispatchResultWithPostInfo {
97 ensure_root(origin)?;
98
99 // Verify that the specified factory_id has not already been stored.

100 ensure!(!Factories::<T>::contains_key(&factory_id), Error::<T>::FactoryAlreadyStored);
101
102 // Get the block number from the FRAME System module.
103 let current_block = <frame_system::Pallet<T>>::block_number();
104
105 // Store the factory_id with the sender and block number.
106 Factories::<T>::insert(&factory_id, current_block);
107
108 // Emit an event.
109 Self::deposit_event(Event::FactoryStored(factory_id));
110 Ok(().into())
111 }
112 /// Create a new vehicle.
113 /// Dispatchable that takes a singles value as a parameter (vehicle ID), writes the value

to
114 /// storage (Vehicles) and emits an event. This function must be dispatched by a signed

extrinsic.
115 #[pallet::weight((0, Pays::No))]
116 pub fn create_vehicle(
117 origin: OriginFor<T>,
118 vehicle_id: T::AccountId,
119 ) -> DispatchResultWithPostInfo {
120 let who = ensure_signed(origin)?;
121
122 // Verify that the specified factory_id exists.
123 ensure!(Factories::<T>::contains_key(&who), Error::<T>::UnknownFactory);
124
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125 // Verify that the specified car_id has not already been stored.
126 ensure!(!Vehicles::<T>::contains_key(&vehicle_id), Error::<T>::VehicleAlreadyStored);
127
128 // Get the block number from the FRAME System module.
129 let current_block = <frame_system::Pallet<T>>::block_number();
130
131 // Store the factory_id with the sender and block number.
132 Vehicles::<T>::insert(&vehicle_id, (&who, current_block));
133
134 // Emit an event.
135 Self::deposit_event(Event::VehicleStored(vehicle_id, who));
136 Ok(().into())
137 }
138
139 /// Init a vehicle.
140 /// Dispatchable that takes a singles value as a parameter (vehicle ID), writes the value

to
141 /// storage (Factories) and emits an event. This function must be dispatched by a signed

extrinsic.
142 #[pallet::weight((0, Pays::No))]
143 pub fn init_vehicle(
144 origin: OriginFor<T>,
145 vehicle_id: T::AccountId,
146 ) -> DispatchResultWithPostInfo {
147 let who = ensure_signed(origin)?;
148
149 // Verify that the origin vehicle exists.
150 ensure!(Vehicles::<T>::contains_key(&who), Error::<T>::UnknownVehicle);
151
152 // Verify that the specified vehicle_id matches the origin.
153 ensure!(who == vehicle_id, Error::<T>::VehicleNotMatchingOrigin);
154
155 // Set the vehicle as initialized.
156 VehiclesStatus::<T>::insert(&vehicle_id, true);
157
158 // Emit an event.
159 Self::deposit_event(Event::VehicleInitialized(vehicle_id));
160 Ok(().into())
161 }
162 }
163 impl<T: Config> Pallet<T> {
164 /// Return status of a vehicle
165 pub fn is_vehicle(vehicle_id: T::AccountId) -> bool {
166 let status = VehiclesStatus::<T>::get(&vehicle_id).unwrap_or(false);
167 if status == true {
168 true
169 } else {
170 false
171 }
172 }
173 }
174
175 // Next is all the necessary to init the pallet with genesis info
176 #[pallet::genesis_config]
177 pub struct GenesisConfig<T: Config> {
178 /// The `AccountId` of the sudo key.
179 pub init_factory_and_vehicle: Option<T::AccountId>,
180 }
181 #[cfg(feature = "std")]
182 impl<T: Config> Default for GenesisConfig<T> {
183 fn default() -> Self {
184 Self { init_factory_and_vehicle: None }
185 }
186 }
187 #[pallet::genesis_build]
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188 impl<T: Config> GenesisBuild<T> for GenesisConfig<T> {
189 fn build(&self) {
190 if let Some(ref init_factory_and_vehicle) = self.init_factory_and_vehicle {
191 Factories::<T>::insert(init_factory_and_vehicle.clone(), <frame_system::Pallet<T>>::

block_number());
192 Vehicles::<T>::insert(init_factory_and_vehicle.clone(), (init_factory_and_vehicle.

clone(), <frame_system::Pallet<T>>::block_number()));
193 VehiclesStatus::<T>::insert(init_factory_and_vehicle.clone(), true);
194 }
195 }
196 }
197 }

Code 8.7: Use Case ”sim_renault_accident” Pallet in Rust Language for Substrate-based
blockchains

1 #![cfg_attr(not(feature = "std"), no_std)]
2
3 //! Pallet to report an accident at Renault.
4 //! Aim: report an accident at Renault by sending a data hash. The raw data should be stored

elsewhere.
5 //! NOTE: This pallet is tightly coupled with pallet-sim-renault.
6 pub use pallet::*;
7
8 #[cfg(feature = "runtime-benchmarks")]
9 mod benchmarking;

10
11 #[frame_support::pallet]
12 pub mod pallet {
13 use super::*;
14 use frame_support::{
15 dispatch::{DispatchError, DispatchResult},
16 inherent::Vec,
17 pallet_prelude::*,
18 weights::Pays,
19 };
20 use frame_system::{pallet_prelude::*, Config as SystemConfig};
21 use log;
22 use sha2::{Digest, Sha256};
23
24 /// Custom error when retrieving accident data
25 #[derive(Clone, Debug, Decode, Encode, Eq, PartialEq, TypeInfo)]
26 pub enum GetAccidentDataError {
27 /// bad count argument
28 GetVehicleAccidentDataBadCount,
29 /// accident data doesn't exist
30 GetVehicleAccidentDataNotExist,
31 }
32
33 /// Configure the pallet by specifying the parameters and types on which it depends.
34 #[pallet::config]
35 pub trait Config: frame_system::Config + pallet_sim_renault::Config {
36 /// Because this pallet emits events, it depends on the runtime's definition of an event.
37 type RuntimeEvent: From<Event<Self>> + IsType<<Self as frame_system::Config>::RuntimeEvent

>;
38 }
39
40 #[pallet::pallet]
41 #[pallet::generate_store(pub(super) trait Store)]
42 // #[pallet::without_storage_info]
43 pub struct Pallet<T>(_);
44
45 /// List of accidents.
46 /// Accident ID = Hash(vehicle ID + AccidentCount(vehicle ID) )
47 /// (
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48 /// Accident ID => data_hash
49 /// )
50 #[pallet::storage]
51 pub type Accidents<T: Config> =
52 StorageMap<_, Blake2_128Concat, [u8; 32], [u8; 36], OptionQuery>;
53
54 /// List of accident count.
55 /// (
56 /// vehicle ID => accident_count
57 /// )
58 #[pallet::storage]
59 pub type AccidentCount<T: Config> =
60 StorageMap<_, Blake2_128Concat, T::AccountId, u32, OptionQuery>;
61
62 #[pallet::event]
63 #[pallet::generate_deposit(pub(super) fn deposit_event)]
64 pub enum Event<T: Config> {
65 /// Event when a accident has been added to storage. AccidentStored(vehicle_id, count,

data_hash) [AccidentStored, AccountId, u32, [u8; 32]]
66 AccidentStored(T::AccountId, u32, [u8; 36]),
67 }
68
69 // Errors inform users that something went wrong.
70 #[pallet::error]
71 pub enum Error<T> {
72 /// Vehicle is not in storage.
73 UnknownVehicle,
74 /// Vehicle is already in storage
75 AccidentAlreadyStored,
76 /// Vehicle ID and origin aren't match
77 VehicleNotMatchingOrigin,
78 /// Error vehicle status is false
79 VehicleStatusError,
80 }
81
82 #[pallet::hooks]
83 impl<T: Config> Hooks<BlockNumberFor<T>> for Pallet<T> {}
84
85 #[allow(unused_variables)]
86 #[pallet::call]
87 impl<T: Config> Pallet<T> {
88 /// Report an accident to Renault.
89 /// Dispatchable that allows to report an accident and store a data hash associated to the

accident.
90 #[pallet::weight((0, Pays::No))]
91 pub fn report_accident(
92 origin: OriginFor<T>,
93 // vehicle_id: T::AccountId,
94 data_hash: [u8; 36],
95 ) -> DispatchResultWithPostInfo {
96 // if_std! {
97 // println!("{:02x?}", data_hash);
98 // }
99 let vehicle_id = ensure_signed(origin)?;

100
101 //check if vehicle exists in pallet sim_renault
102 ensure!(
103 pallet_sim_renault::Pallet::<T>::is_vehicle(vehicle_id.clone()),
104 Error::<T>::UnknownVehicle
105 );
106
107 //get vehicle accident count
108 // let count: u32 = AccidentCount::get(&vehicle_id)?;
109 let count: u32 = match <AccidentCount<T>>::get(&vehicle_id) {
110 // Return an error if the value has not been set.
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111 None => 0,
112 Some(val) => val,
113 };
114
115 //create key from vehicle_id and count
116 let mut parts = Vec::new();
117 parts.push(vehicle_id.encode());
118 parts.push(count.to_le_bytes().to_vec());
119 let accident_key: [u8; 32] = Self::create_composite_key(parts);
120
121 // Verify that the specified data_hash has not already been stored.
122 ensure!(
123 !Accidents::<T>::contains_key(&accident_key),
124 Error::<T>::AccidentAlreadyStored
125 );
126
127 // Store the data_hash.
128 Accidents::<T>::insert(&accident_key, &data_hash);
129
130 //inc vehicle accident count
131 let next_count = count + 1;
132 AccidentCount::<T>::insert(&vehicle_id, next_count);
133
134 // Emit an event.
135 Self::deposit_event(Event::AccidentStored(vehicle_id, count, data_hash));
136 Ok(().into())
137 }
138 }
139
140 impl<T: Config> Pallet<T> {
141 pub fn create_composite_key(parts: Vec<Vec<u8>>) -> [u8; 32] {
142 let concatenated = parts.iter().fold(Vec::new(), |mut res: Vec<u8>, new| {
143 res.extend(new.as_slice());
144 res
145 });
146 let mut hasher = Sha256::new();
147 Digest::update(&mut hasher, concatenated.as_slice());
148 hasher.finalize().into()
149 }
150
151 /// Return the data of vehicle
152 // The existential deposit is not part of the pot so treasury account never gets deleted.
153 pub fn get_accident_data(
154 vehicle_id: T::AccountId,
155 accident_count: u32,
156 ) -> Result<[u8; 36], GetAccidentDataError> {
157 if accident_count <= 0 {
158 return Err(GetAccidentDataError::GetVehicleAccidentDataBadCount)
159 } else {
160 let new_accident_count = accident_count - 1;
161 //create key from vehicle_id and count
162 let mut parts = Vec::new();
163 parts.push(vehicle_id.encode());
164 parts.push(new_accident_count.to_le_bytes().to_vec());
165 let accident_key: [u8; 32] = Self::create_composite_key(parts);
166
167 match Accidents::<T>::get(accident_key) {
168 Some(data) => Ok(data),
169 None => Err(GetAccidentDataError::GetVehicleAccidentDataNotExist),
170 }
171 }
172 }
173 }
174
175 /// Module representing pallet sim_renault_accident.
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176 /// This is used to avoid importing the entire pallet or runtime
177 mod pallet_sim_insurance_accident {
178 use crate::*;
179 use codec::{Decode, Encode};
180 use frame_support::RuntimeDebug;
181
182 /// The encoded index correspondes to sim_renault_accident pallet configuration.
183 /// Ex: ReceiveData is the second pallet call
184 #[derive(Encode, Decode, RuntimeDebug)]
185 pub enum PalletSimInsuranceAccidentCall<T: Config> {
186 #[codec(index = 1)]
187 ReceiveData(T::AccountId, u32, [u8; 36]),
188 }
189
190 /// The encoded index correspondes to Insurance's Runtime module configuration.
191 /// Ex: PalletSimInsuranceAccident is fixed to the index 103. See the node

construct_runtime! macro to view all indexes.
192 /// More about indexes here: https://substrate.stackexchange.com/a/1196/501
193 #[derive(Encode, Decode, RuntimeDebug)]
194 pub enum ParaChainCall<T: Config> {
195 #[codec(index = 103)]
196 PalletSimInsuranceAccident(PalletSimInsuranceAccidentCall<T>),
197 }
198 }
199 }
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8.3 Client Applications

8.3.1 Ethereum Go Client Application

Code 8.8: WebSocket TCP Packets for the Go Client Application
1 reportfilename: ./report.xml
2 tcpflow: listening on lo
3 127.000.000.001.44142-127.000.000.001.08545: POST / HTTP/1.1
4 Host: localhost:8545
5 User-Agent: Go-http-client/1.1
6 Content-Length: 48
7 Accept: application/json
8 Content-Type: application/json
9 Accept-Encoding: gzip

10
11 {"jsonrpc":"2.0","id":1,"method":"eth_gasPrice"}
12 127.000.000.001.08545-127.000.000.001.44142: HTTP/1.1 200
13 Content-Type: application/json
14 Content-Length: 46
15
16 {"id":1,"jsonrpc":"2.0","result":"0x77359400"}
17 127.000.000.001.44142-127.000.000.001.08545: POST / HTTP/1.1
18 Host: localhost:8545
19 User-Agent: Go-http-client/1.1
20 Content-Length: 125
21 Accept: application/json
22 Content-Type: application/json
23 Accept-Encoding: gzip
24
25 {"jsonrpc":"2.0","id":2,"method":"eth_getTransactionCount","params":["0

x0a461ecc38e6159eecc749da0c7c77416ccb073c", "pending"]}
26 127.000.000.001.08545-127.000.000.001.44142: HTTP/1.1 200
27 Content-Type: application/json
28 Content-Length: 41
29
30 {"id":2,"jsonrpc":"2.0","result":"0xfa2"}
31 127.000.000.001.44142-127.000.000.001.08545: POST / HTTP/1.1
32 Host: localhost:8545
33 User-Agent: Go-http-client/1.1
34 Content-Length: 300
35 Accept: application/json
36 Content-Type: application/json
37 Accept-Encoding: gzip
38
39 {"jsonrpc":"2.0","id":3,"method":"eth_sendRawTransaction","params":["
40 0xf86f820fa2847735940082520894d92373d4bb
41 00e93faf91fd127492763d289e948788016345785d8a000080820
42 a95a05a367b8e374ccd03adf4fa1ae49264b25d1e125da24dcb17
43 25196955e75173cda0340318430a3db765008e2245609c328908b
44 46b68ccc25edc72d366e560470924"]}
45 127.000.000.001.08545-127.000.000.001.44142: HTTP/1.1 200
46 Content-Type: application/json
47 Content-Length: 102
48
49 {"id":3,"jsonrpc":"2.0","result":"0

xa425fca36225e4dc11b218fcac300a872a77439d347c63b2e83151741e2709d0"}

8.3.2 JavaScript Substrate-based Client Application

Code 8.9: JavaScript Substrate-based Client Application Code
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1 const { ApiPromise, WsProvider, Keyring } = require('@polkadot/api');
2 async function sendReportAccidentExtrinsic() {
3 // Connect to the local node
4 // const provider = new WsProvider('ws://localhost:9944');
5 const provider = new WsProvider('ws://substrate-ws.unice.cust.tasfrance.com/');
6 const api = await ApiPromise.create({ provider });
7
8 // Create a keyring instance for sending transactions
9 const keyring = new Keyring({ type: 'sr25519' });

10
11 // Replace 'Alice' with the account that you want to use to send the extrinsic
12 const alice = keyring.addFromUri('//Alice');
13
14 // Define the dummy data hash (all "1"s)
15 const dummyDataHash = "0

x010101010101010101010101010101010101010101010101010101010101010101010101"
16
17 try {
18 // Send the extrinsic to report the accident
19 const tx = api.tx.palletSimRenaultAccident.reportAccident(dummyDataHash);
20 const txHash = await tx.signAndSend(alice);
21
22 console.log(`Extrinsic sent with hash: ${txHash}`);
23 } catch (error) {
24 console.error('Error sending extrinsic:', error);
25 }
26
27 // Disconnect from the node
28 await provider.disconnect();
29 }
30 sendReportAccidentExtrinsic();

In the Javascript blockchain client targeting Substrate-based chains we observe that many
messages are exchanged through the WebSocket:

1. Get current block hash
2. Get runtime version
3. Get system chain
4. Get system properties
5. Get RPC methods
6. Get state metadata
7. Subscribing to runtime version
8. Submit a transaction (extrinsic)

Code 8.10: WebSocket TCP Packets for the Substrate-based Client Application
1 0000 7b 22 69 64 22 3a 31 2c 22 6a 73 6f 6e 72 70 63 {"id":1,"jsonrpc
2 0010 22 3a 22 32 2e 30 22 2c 22 6d 65 74 68 6f 64 22 ":"2.0","method"
3 0020 3a 22 63 68 61 69 6e 5f 67 65 74 42 6c 6f 63 6b :"chain_getBlock
4 0030 48 61 73 68 22 2c 22 70 61 72 61 6d 73 22 3a 5b Hash","params":[
5 0040 30 5d 7d 0]}
6
7 0000 7b 22 69 64 22 3a 32 2c 22 6a 73 6f 6e 72 70 63 {"id":2,"jsonrpc
8 0010 22 3a 22 32 2e 30 22 2c 22 6d 65 74 68 6f 64 22 ":"2.0","method"
9 0020 3a 22 73 74 61 74 65 5f 67 65 74 52 75 6e 74 69 :"state_getRunti

10 0030 6d 65 56 65 72 73 69 6f 6e 22 2c 22 70 61 72 61 meVersion","para
11 0040 6d 73 22 3a 5b 5d 7d ms":[]}
12
13 0000 7b 22 69 64 22 3a 33 2c 22 6a 73 6f 6e 72 70 63 {"id":3,"jsonrpc
14 0010 22 3a 22 32 2e 30 22 2c 22 6d 65 74 68 6f 64 22 ":"2.0","method"
15 0020 3a 22 73 79 73 74 65 6d 5f 63 68 61 69 6e 22 2c :"system_chain",
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16 0030 22 70 61 72 61 6d 73 22 3a 5b 5d 7d "params":[]}
17
18 0000 7b 22 69 64 22 3a 34 2c 22 6a 73 6f 6e 72 70 63 {"id":4,"jsonrpc
19 0010 22 3a 22 32 2e 30 22 2c 22 6d 65 74 68 6f 64 22 ":"2.0","method"
20 0020 3a 22 73 79 73 74 65 6d 5f 70 72 6f 70 65 72 74 :"system_propert
21 0030 69 65 73 22 2c 22 70 61 72 61 6d 73 22 3a 5b 5d ies","params":[]
22 0040 7d }
23
24 0000 7b 22 69 64 22 3a 35 2c 22 6a 73 6f 6e 72 70 63 {"id":5,"jsonrpc
25 0010 22 3a 22 32 2e 30 22 2c 22 6d 65 74 68 6f 64 22 ":"2.0","method"
26 0020 3a 22 72 70 63 5f 6d 65 74 68 6f 64 73 22 2c 22 :"rpc_methods","
27 0030 70 61 72 61 6d 73 22 3a 5b 5d 7d params":[]}
28
29 0000 7b 22 69 64 22 3a 36 2c 22 6a 73 6f 6e 72 70 63 {"id":6,"jsonrpc
30 0010 22 3a 22 32 2e 30 22 2c 22 6d 65 74 68 6f 64 22 ":"2.0","method"
31 0020 3a 22 73 74 61 74 65 5f 67 65 74 4d 65 74 61 64 :"state_getMetad
32 0030 61 74 61 22 2c 22 70 61 72 61 6d 73 22 3a 5b 5d ata","params":[]
33 0040 7d }
34
35 0000 00 42 38 f1 e6 d1 62 b3 f6 42 36 b6 08 00 45 28 .B8...b..B6...E(
36 0010 00 9c 71 be 40 00 fd 06 0a 72 b9 34 20 04 c0 a8 ..q.@....r.4 ...
37 0020 67 22 00 50 e0 aa d5 e6 e9 15 6a a6 f2 cb 80 18 g".P......j.....
38 0030 07 69 37 78 00 00 01 01 08 0a 60 68 a0 a5 2d 1d .i7x......`h..-.
39 0040 64 a9 81 66 7b 22 6a 73 6f 6e 72 70 63 22 3a 22 d..f{"jsonrpc":"
40 0050 32 2e 30 22 2c 22 72 65 73 75 6c 74 22 3a 22 30 2.0","result":"0
41 0060 78 32 63 32 39 65 38 30 63 37 36 30 36 36 66 34 x2c29e80c76066f4
42 0070 30 37 63 30 38 33 35 65 61 65 37 62 63 31 31 31 07c0835eae7bc111
43 0080 61 32 62 37 62 35 37 31 62 31 63 62 31 33 38 34 a2b7b571b1cb1384
44 0090 38 65 65 64 38 61 39 61 64 62 37 38 34 63 32 32 8eed8a9adb784c22
45 00a0 63 22 2c 22 69 64 22 3a 31 7d c","id":1}
46
47 0000 81 7e 08 46 7b 22 6a 73 6f 6e 72 70 63 22 3a 22 .~.F{"jsonrpc":"
48 0010 32 2e 30 22 2c 22 72 65 73 75 6c 74 22 3a 7b 22 2.0","result":{"
49 0020 6d 65 74 68 6f 64 73 22 3a 5b 22 61 63 63 6f 75 methods":["accou
50 0030 6e 74 5f 6e 65 78 74 49 6e 64 65 78 22 2c 22 61 nt_nextIndex","a
51 0040 75 74 68 6f 72 5f 68 61 73 4b 65 79 22 2c 22 61 uthor_hasKey","a
52 0050 75 74 68 6f 72 5f 68 61 73 53 65 73 73 69 6f 6e uthor_hasSession
53 0060 4b 65 79 73 22 2c 22 61 75 74 68 6f 72 5f 69 6e Keys","author_in
54 ...
55 ...
56 ...
57 0810 6e 73 61 63 74 69 6f 6e 5f 75 6e 73 74 61 62 6c nsaction_unstabl
58 0820 65 5f 75 6e 77 61 74 63 68 22 2c 22 75 6e 73 75 e_unwatch","unsu
59 0830 62 73 63 72 69 62 65 5f 6e 65 77 48 65 61 64 22 bscribe_newHead"
60 0840 5d 7d 2c 22 69 64 22 3a 35 7d ]},"id":5}
61
62 0000 81 7f 00 00 00 00 00 01 33 e2 7b 22 6a 73 6f 6e ........3.{"json
63 0010 72 70 63 22 3a 22 32 2e 30 22 2c 22 72 65 73 75 rpc":"2.0","resu
64 0020 6c 74 22 3a 22 30 78 36 64 36 35 37 34 36 31 30 lt":"0x6d6574610
65 0030 65 32 35 30 32 30 30 30 63 31 63 37 33 37 30 35 e2502000c1c73705
66 0040 66 36 33 36 66 37 32 36 35 31 38 36 33 37 32 37 f636f72651863727
67 0050 39 37 30 37 34 36 66 32 63 34 31 36 33 36 33 36 970746f2c4163636
68 ...
69 ...
70 ...
71 133b0 32 36 37 36 35 35 34 37 32 36 31 36 65 37 33 36 267655472616e736
72 133c0 31 36 33 37 34 36 39 36 66 36 65 35 30 36 31 37 16374696f6e50617
73 133d0 39 36 64 36 35 36 65 37 34 31 64 30 32 39 63 32 96d656e741d029c2
74 133e0 31 30 32 22 2c 22 69 64 22 3a 36 7d 102","id":6}
75
76 0000 7b 22 69 64 22 3a 37 2c 22 6a 73 6f 6e 72 70 63 {"id":7,"jsonrpc
77 0010 22 3a 22 32 2e 30 22 2c 22 6d 65 74 68 6f 64 22 ":"2.0","method"
78 0020 3a 22 73 74 61 74 65 5f 73 75 62 73 63 72 69 62 :"state_subscrib
79 0030 65 52 75 6e 74 69 6d 65 56 65 72 73 69 6f 6e 22 eRuntimeVersion"
80 0040 2c 22 70 61 72 61 6d 73 22 3a 5b 5d 7d ,"params":[]}
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81
82 0000 7b 22 69 64 22 3a 38 2c 22 6a 73 6f 6e 72 70 63 {"id":8,"jsonrpc
83 0010 22 3a 22 32 2e 30 22 2c 22 6d 65 74 68 6f 64 22 ":"2.0","method"
84 0020 3a 22 63 68 61 69 6e 5f 67 65 74 48 65 61 64 65 :"chain_getHeade
85 0030 72 22 2c 22 70 61 72 61 6d 73 22 3a 5b 5d 7d r","params":[]}
86
87 0000 7b 22 69 64 22 3a 31 33 2c 22 6a 73 6f 6e 72 70 {"id":13,"jsonrp
88 0010 63 22 3a 22 32 2e 30 22 2c 22 6d 65 74 68 6f 64 c":"2.0","method
89 0020 22 3a 22 73 74 61 74 65 5f 67 65 74 52 75 6e 74 ":"state_getRunt
90 0030 69 6d 65 56 65 72 73 69 6f 6e 22 2c 22 70 61 72 imeVersion","par
91 0040 61 6d 73 22 3a 5b 22 30 78 30 62 38 38 38 62 38 ams":["0x0b888b8
92 0050 62 38 62 35 63 35 62 64 30 62 30 30 32 32 63 36 b8b5c5bd0b0022c6
93 0060 37 32 37 30 65 37 36 37 37 34 64 30 63 38 39 64 7270e76774d0c89d
94 0070 66 33 31 65 30 39 62 31 38 38 35 63 30 38 61 31 f31e09b1885c08a1
95 0080 32 38 62 32 38 35 32 31 63 22 5d 7d 28b28521c"]}
96
97 0000 7b 22 69 64 22 3a 31 34 2c 22 6a 73 6f 6e 72 70 {"id":14,"jsonrp
98 0010 63 22 3a 22 32 2e 30 22 2c 22 6d 65 74 68 6f 64 c":"2.0","method
99 0020 22 3a 22 73 74 61 74 65 5f 67 65 74 52 75 6e 74 ":"state_getRunt

100 0030 69 6d 65 56 65 72 73 69 6f 6e 22 2c 22 70 61 72 imeVersion","par
101 0040 61 6d 73 22 3a 5b 22 30 78 39 66 61 36 62 65 31 ams":["0x9fa6be1
102 0050 39 31 36 34 66 31 31 38 36 63 30 38 33 62 30 39 9164f1186c083b09
103 0060 31 33 63 32 34 61 62 64 66 34 33 31 34 65 32 63 13c24abdf4314e2c
104 0070 65 65 64 32 37 38 62 36 38 37 31 32 64 66 63 61 eed278b68712dfca
105 0080 34 38 65 36 35 38 30 63 66 22 5d 7d 48e6580cf"]}
106
107 0000 7b 22 69 64 22 3a 31 37 2c 22 6a 73 6f 6e 72 70 {"id":17,"jsonrp
108 0010 63 22 3a 22 32 2e 30 22 2c 22 6d 65 74 68 6f 64 c":"2.0","method
109 0020 22 3a 22 61 75 74 68 6f 72 5f 73 75 62 6d 69 74 ":"author_submit
110 0030 45 78 74 72 69 6e 73 69 63 22 2c 22 70 61 72 61 Extrinsic","para
111 0040 6d 73 22 3a 5b 22 30 78 33 35 30 32 38 34 30 30 ms":["0x35028400
112 0050 64 34 33 35 39 33 63 37 31 35 66 64 64 33 31 63 d43593c715fdd31c
113 0060 36 31 31 34 31 61 62 64 30 34 61 39 39 66 64 36 61141abd04a99fd6
114 0070 38 32 32 63 38 35 35 38 38 35 34 63 63 64 65 33 822c8558854ccde3
115 0080 39 61 35 36 38 34 65 37 61 35 36 64 61 32 37 64 9a5684e7a56da27d
116 0090 30 31 61 30 63 65 35 63 37 36 32 35 32 36 33 34 01a0ce5c76252634
117 00a0 66 35 39 33 66 63 34 33 62 34 64 36 61 33 63 34 f593fc43b4d6a3c4
118 00b0 61 36 66 33 37 37 32 34 62 66 33 39 66 62 32 35 a6f37724bf39fb25
119 00c0 32 35 61 64 65 66 39 64 61 63 61 36 32 37 39 32 25adef9daca62792
120 00d0 34 64 36 37 34 35 33 66 31 32 64 32 35 66 62 32 4d67453f12d25fb2
121 00e0 35 64 30 63 62 32 30 63 35 65 38 36 33 61 64 35 5d0cb20c5e863ad5
122 00f0 65 33 35 38 32 37 38 36 66 31 61 34 66 64 39 38 e3582786f1a4fd98
123 0100 38 64 32 34 30 33 62 37 39 34 38 30 37 62 65 32 8d2403b794807be2
124 0110 38 39 38 35 30 31 31 63 30 30 30 61 30 30 30 31 8985011c000a0001
125 0120 30 31 30 31 30 31 30 31 30 31 30 31 30 31 30 31 0101010101010101
126 0130 30 31 30 31 30 31 30 31 30 31 30 31 30 31 30 31 0101010101010101
127 0140 30 31 30 31 30 31 30 31 30 31 30 31 30 31 30 31 0101010101010101
128 0150 30 31 30 31 30 31 30 31 30 31 30 31 30 31 30 31 0101010101010101
129 0160 30 31 30 31 30 31 22 5d 7d 010101"]}
130
131 0000 00 42 38 f1 e6 d1 62 b3 f6 42 36 b6 08 00 45 28 .B8...b..B6...E(
132 0010 00 9d 9d 23 40 00 fd 06 df 0b b9 34 20 04 c0 a8 ...#@......4 ...
133 0020 67 22 00 50 e0 aa d5 e8 3a 78 6a a6 f9 6d 80 18 g".P....:xj..m..
134 0030 07 8f a9 7a 00 00 01 01 08 0a 60 68 a3 66 2d 1d ...z......`h.f-.
135 0040 67 59 81 67 7b 22 6a 73 6f 6e 72 70 63 22 3a 22 gY.g{"jsonrpc":"
136 0050 32 2e 30 22 2c 22 72 65 73 75 6c 74 22 3a 22 30 2.0","result":"0
137 0060 78 61 30 36 38 63 32 32 39 33 37 32 39 31 33 62 xa068c229372913b
138 0070 33 39 30 38 63 61 62 65 33 36 63 63 63 37 37 30 3908cabe36ccc770
139 0080 63 33 32 65 34 33 37 32 39 36 64 66 33 64 39 64 c32e437296df3d9d
140 0090 39 63 62 62 32 31 32 64 39 39 34 63 38 33 31 35 9cbb212d994c8315
141 00a0 38 22 2c 22 69 64 22 3a 31 37 7d 8","id":17}

8.3.3 Rust Substrate-based Client Application
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Code 8.11: Rust Substrate-based Client Application Code
1 #[macro_use]
2 extern crate clap;
3
4 mod common;
5 use rppal::gpio::Gpio;
6 use rppal::gpio::OutputPin;
7 use clap::App;
8 use keyring::AccountKeyring;
9 use sp_core::crypto::Pair;

10 use sp_core::sr25519;
11 use sp_core::H256;
12 use substrate_api_client::rpc::WsRpcClient;
13 use substrate_api_client::{
14 compose_extrinsic, compose_extrinsic_offline, Api, ApiResult, GenericAddress,
15 UncheckedExtrinsicV4, XtStatus,
16 };
17
18 const PIN_1: u8 = 6;
19 const PIN_2: u8 = 5;
20
21 fn main() {
22 println!("Start program");
23 let mut pin1 = match Gpio::new() {
24 Ok(val1) => match val1.get(PIN_1) {
25 Ok(val2) => val2.into_output(),
26 Err(e) => panic!("Error GPIO {}", e),
27 },
28 Err(e) => panic!("Error GPIO {}", e),
29 };
30 let mut pin2 = match Gpio::new() {
31 Ok(val1) => match val1.get(PIN_2) {
32 Ok(val2) => val2.into_output(),
33 Err(e) => panic!("Error GPIO {}", e),
34 },
35 Err(e) => panic!("Error GPIO {}", e),
36 };
37 pin1.set_low();
38 pin2.set_low();
39
40 env_logger::init();
41 let url = get_node_url_from_cli();
42
43 println!("Start set_storage");
44
45 let from = AccountKeyring::Alice.pair();
46 let client = WsRpcClient::new(&url);
47 let init_api = Api::<sr25519::Pair, _>::new(client).map(|api| api.set_signer(from));
48
49 match init_api {
50 Ok(_) => println!("API OK"),
51 Err(e) => return eprintln!("API ERROR: {}", e),
52 };
53 let api = init_api.unwrap();
54
55 println!("end init set_storage");
56
57 pin1.set_low();
58 pin2.set_high();
59
60 let key = "foo"; //0x666F6F
61 let val = "bar"; //0x626172
62 println!(
63 "Set key: {:X?} <=> {:X?}",
64 key.clone(),
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65 key.clone().as_bytes().to_vec()
66 );
67 println!(
68 "Set value: {:X?} <=> {:X?}",
69 val.clone(),
70 val.clone().as_bytes().to_vec()
71 );
72
73 let res = set_storage_value(
74 api.clone(),
75 key.clone().as_bytes().to_vec(),
76 val.clone().as_bytes().to_vec(),
77 &mut pin1,
78 &mut pin2,
79 );
80 println!("End send Tx");
81 match res {
82 Err(e) => eprintln!("ERROR: {}", e),
83 Ok(blockh) => println!("[+] Transaction got included in block {:?}", blockh),
84 }
85
86 pin1.set_high();
87 pin2.set_high();
88 }
89
90 /// Set storage data value with a given key
91 /// # Arguments
92 /// * `api` - Api endpoint
93 /// * `key` - Storage key
94 /// * `value` - Storage value
95 fn set_storage_value(
96 api: Api<sr25519::Pair, WsRpcClient>,
97 key: Vec<u8>,
98 value: Vec<u8>,
99 pin1: &mut OutputPin,

100 pin2: &mut OutputPin,
101 ) -> ApiResult<Option<H256>> {
102 // set the storage
103 // define the recipient
104 pin1.set_high();
105 pin2.set_low();
106 println!("Create extrinsic");
107 let xt: UncheckedExtrinsicV4<_> =
108 compose_extrinsic!(api.clone(), "KeyvalueModule", "store", key, value);
109 println!("End create extrinsic");
110 pin1.set_low();
111 pin2.set_high();
112 println!("Send Tx");
113 api.send_extrinsic(xt.hex_encode(), XtStatus::InBlock)
114 }
115
116 pub fn get_node_url_from_cli() -> String {
117 let yml = load_yaml!("../src/cli.yml");
118 let matches = App::from_yaml(yml).get_matches();
119
120 let node_ip = matches
121 .value_of("node-server")
122 .unwrap_or("ws://10.212.115.235");
123 let node_port = matches.value_of("node-port").unwrap_or("9944");
124 let url = format!("{}:{}", node_ip, node_port);
125 println!("Interacting with node on {}", url);
126 url
127 }
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